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Abstract 
This research contributes to the area of corpus annotation and  text mining 
by developing novel domain specific language resources. Most practical text 
mining applications restrict their domain. This research restricts the domain 
to the Qur’anic Text.  
 
In this thesis, a number of pre-processing steps were undertaken and 
annotation information were added to the Qur’an. The raw Arabic Qur’an 
was pre-processed into morphological units using the Qur’anic Arabic 
Corpus (QAC).  Qur’anic terms were indexed and converted into a vector 
space model using techniques in Information Retrieval (IR). In parallel, 
nearly 24,000 Qur’anic personal pronouns were annotated with information 
on their referents. These referents are consolidated and organized into a 
total of over 1,000 ontological concepts. Moreover, a dataset of nearly 8,000 
pairs of related Qur’anic verses are compiled from books of scholarly 
commentary on the Qur’an. This vector space model, the pronoun tagging, 
the verse relatedness dataset, and the part-of-speech tags available in QAC 
all together served for a number of Qur’anic text mining applications which 
were rendered online for public use. Among these applications: lemma 
concordance, collocation, POS search of the Qur’an, verse similarity 
measures, concept clouds of a given verse, pronominal anaphora and 
Qur’anic chapter similarity.   
 
Furthermore, machine learning experiments were conducted on automatic 
detection of verse similarity/relatedness as well as categorization of Qur’anic 
chapters based on their chronology of revelation. Domain specific linguistic 
features  were investigated to induct learning algorithms. Results show that 
deep linguistic and world knowledge is needed to reach the human upper 
bound in certain computational tasks such as detecting text relatedness, 
question answering and textual entailment. However, many useful queries 
can be addressed using text mining techniques and layers of annotations 
made available through this research. The works presented here can be 
extended to include other similar texts like Hadith (i.e., saying of Prophet 
Muhammad), or other scriptures like the Gospels. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This research contributes to the area of corpus annotation and  text mining. The 
objective is to create a platform that enables analysis of unstructured information 
in search of interesting knowledge embedded within the text. The raw text is 
usually pre-processed and stored into intermediate representation that contains 
extra annotated information. The text mining application then performs a series of 
operations on this intermediate representation to fulfil a user’s request and 
produce results in a visually appealing format. Text mining thus returns to users 
information that would otherwise be impossible to discover –or would take a long 
time- through manual processing. A number of underlying disciplines interact in 
the background to collectively cater for text mining needs, prominent among them 
are Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning (ML) and Information 
Retrieval (IR).   
 
Although text mining applications can work on unrestricted text, practical and 
efficient solutions restrict their domain. For example, biomedical text mining 
solutions offer a wide range of useful applications restricted to the electronic 
literature available under the biomedical and molecular biology domain. This 
research restricts its domain to Islamic religious scripture where novel 
annotations and text mining applications are created on the original Qur’an in 
classical Arabic. This work can be extended to include other texts in the same 
domain, like texts of Hadith – i.e., sayings and traditions of Prophet Muhammad, 
or even religious texts in Modern Standard Arabic. Detailed discussion of the 
rationale behind choosing this text and domain is given in section 2.1.  
1.1  Proposed Text Mining Solution 
In order to enable text mining applications on the Arabic Qur’an, a number of pre-
processing steps were undertaken and annotation information added to the 
Qur’an. The raw Arabic Qur’an was pre-processed into morphological units using 
the Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC).  Qur’anic terms were indexed and converted 
into a vector space model using techniques in IR. In parallel, nearly 24,000 
Qur’anic personal pronouns were annotated with information on their referents. 
These referents are consolidated and organized into a total of over 1,000 
ontological concepts. This corpus is named QurAna – or Qur’anic Anaphora 
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Corpus (see chapter 5). Moreover, a dataset of nearly 8,000 pairs of related 
Qur’anic verses are compiled from books of scholarly commentary on the Qur’an. 
This dataset is given the name QurSim – or Qur’anic Similarity Corpus (see 
chapter 6). The vector space model, the QurAna, the QurSim, and the part-of-
speech tags available in QAC all together served for a number of Qur’anic text 
mining applications which were rendered online for public use. Among these 
applications: lemma concordance, collocation, POS search of the Qur’an, verse 
similarity measures, concept clouds of a given verse, pronominal anaphora and 
Qur’anic chapter similarity (see chapter 7).  
 
Furthermore, machine learning experiments were conducted on automatic 
detection of verse similarity/relatedness as well as categorization of Qur’anic 
chapters based on their chronology of revelation into Meccan and Medinan 
chapters (see chapter 8). Specialized domain attributes and linguistic features 
were investigated to induct learning algorithms. Results show that in order for 
machine learning algorithms to reach the human upper bound in certain 
computational tasks on Qur’anic text, it  requires deep linguistic, contextual and 
external world knowledge. Mostly, these are tasks that require more semantic 
and discourse analysis, for example, verse relatedness, question answering and 
textual entailment. However, many useful queries on the Qur’an - discussed by 
domain scholars since early times- can be addressed using text mining 
techniques relying on the layers of annotations made available through this 
research.  
1.2 Novel Contributions of this thesis 
To the best of my knowledge, no full-fledged computational PhD programme has 
been conducted earlier on Qur’anic annotation and text mining. The novelty of 
this research lies in attempting to apply techniques from computational linguistics 
to a novel domain of the Qur’anic text. Many NLP techniques in Arabic or English 
NLP were needed to be adapted for the Qur’anic texts. This novel research has 
motivated other researchers towards the subject, and very often, I receive 
request from NLP research community requesting for collaboration and extension 
on this work.  
The novel contribution of this thesis to computational Qur’anic studies can be 
summarized as follows:  
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 Adding a novel annotation layer on the entire Qur’an, i.e., annotation of 
Qur’anic personal pronouns with their antecedents. To the best of our 
knowledge, no pronominal annotation on the entire Qur’an exists. See 
chapter 5 for details. 
 Compiling a dataset of semantically related verses from a scholarly 
source, and converting it into machine readable representation that 
enables computational experimentation. See chapter 6 for details.  
 Compiling an ontological map of Qur’anic concepts emanating from 
pronoun referents. Although several topical indexes of the Qur’an exist, 
the ontology I developed is unique in being grounded on attachment of 
concepts with each pronoun, and exhaustively covering all the Qur’an. It 
has been found that the Qur’an exhibits very frequent use of pronouns, 
which rationalised this initiative to add an ontological map out of pronouns 
tagging. Existing ontologies and subject maps of the Qur’an can be 
extended to incorporate our ontology. See section 5.4 for details.  
 Designing and implementing online text mining applications that enables 
corpus based language analysis of the Qur’an. This includes: lemma 
concordance, collocation, POS search of the Qur’an, verse similarity 
measures, concept clouds of a given verse, pronominal anaphora and 
Qur’anic chapter similarity. See chapter 7 for details.  
 Conducting machine learning experiments utilizing Qur’anic Corpus and 
QurAna and QurSim datasets for a Qur’anic studies classification problem. 
See chapter 8 for details.  
1.3 Potential Usage of the resources produced by this thesis  
Further to the novel contribution of this thesis, following is a description of other 
potential contributions this thesis could add to a number of relevant fields, among 
them: Arabic NLP, computational text similarity analysis, computational anaphora 
resolution, stylometrics, and translation studies.  
 
1.3.1 Arabic NLP 
As the Qur’anic text does not vary much in morphology and syntax from standard 
modern Arabic (see section 2.1.1), the resources contributed through this thesis 
will  benefit the Arabic NLP community. Particularly, the corpus on anaphora 
resolution (i.e., QurAna) will be a very useful resource for researchers in the field 
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of Arabic pronoun resolution. Similarly, the dataset on related verses (i.e., 
QurSim) is a unique contribution for computational analysis of semantic 
relatedness in short Arabic texts.  
Moreover, the Qur’anic text is considered to be the finest form of Arabic literature, 
and the resources I contributed on the Qur’an would prove very helpful for 
researchers of classical Arabic grammar. 
1.3.2 Computational Text similarity and relatedness 
There has been much research in recent years on semantic relatedness at word 
level. The task gets more complicated when studying semantic similarity and 
relatedness at phrasal and sentence level. A major bottleneck towards efficient 
computational solution is the availability of high-quality evaluation datasets. To 
this end, the QurSim dataset (see chapter 6 for details) brings relief by providing 
a comparatively large dataset of pairs of related short texts. As the pairs 
represent Qur’anic verses that are tagged with unique numbers, and as multiple 
Qur’anic translations are available, this dataset can easily be ported to other 
languages and thus could contribute as an evaluation resource for researchers in 
semantic similarity and relatedness in these languages. In fact, an English 
version of this dataset was automatically compiled and communicated to Justin 
Washtell for experimentation using Expectation Vectors (Washtell 2011).  
1.3.3 Computational Anaphora Resolution 
Pronominal Anaphora constitutes a major portion of overall anaphora in a text. 
Despite the many useful NLP applications an anaphora resolution system has, 
not many evaluation corpora exist on this subject. The QurAna corpus (see 
chapter 5 for details) should fill a gap in this regard. As is the case with QurSim, 
our annotation of Qur’anic pronouns preserves verse and word numbers thus 
allowing alignment of pronouns to other word-by-word literal translations of the 
Qur’an.  
1.3.4 Computational Stylistics 
Stylistics focuses on the style of the text through various textual features that 
uniquely identifies the author’s ability to evoke feelings in the audience. The 
Qur’an has been a subject of such studies since its revelation. The new 
annotation layer I created (i.e., QurAna) will ease empirical analysis of Qur’anic 
pronouns for detecting pronominal stylistic features of the Qur’an.  
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1.3.5 Translation studies 
Resolving pronoun antecedents is vital for machine translations. There are 
already translations of the Qur’an to many languages and often multiple  
translations within one language. The QurAna corpus will contribute in evaluating 
the quality of these translations and verifying correct resolution of pronoun 
antecedents.  
Take for an example verse 23:67 as follows1: 
 
 رب َنير ربِْكَتْسُم ره  َنوُرُجْه َت ًار رماَس 
(Being) arrogant / about it, / conversing by night, / speaking evil." / 
In scorn thereof. Nightly did ye rave together.   
Qur’anic Verse -  23:67 
The pronoun ‘it’ in this verse has no explicit antecedent mentioned and as such 
could refer to multiple entities like, Prophet Muhammad, the Qur’an or ‘the house 
of Allah’. I have found out through empirical experiments that 54% of pronouns in 
the Qur’an have no antecedence. More elaboration will be given in chapter 5. For 
this verse and after consulting books of Tafsir, the majority opinion favours that 
this pronoun refers to ‘the house of Allah’, and as such I have tagged this 
pronoun accordingly in QurAna. However, when I compared the six English 
translations for this verse available in (Quran.com) website as listed in the box 
below, I notice that 2 and 4 marked the reference of the pronoun in brackets as 
“the Qur’an”, whereas 1,3 and 6 did not included any comments on the referent. 
Shakir was the most non-literal and replaced the pronoun in the translation with 
referent. Remarkably, none of these six prominent translators suggested the 
referent to be “the house of Allah” which is the most appropriate one according to 
Ibn Katheer (Ibn-Katheer 1372).  
1. Sahih International 
In arrogance regarding it, conversing by night, speaking evil. 
2. Muhsin Khan 
                                            
1 Unless otherwise mentioned, all English translations were taken from online rendering of 
(Pickthall 1973) available at http://Quran.com  
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In pride (they Quraish pagans and polytheists of Makkah used to feel proud that 
they are the dwellers of Makkah sanctuary Haram), talking evil about it (the 
Qur’an) by night. 
3. Pickthall 
In scorn thereof. Nightly did ye rave together. 
4. Yusuf Ali 
"In arrogance: talking nonsense about the (Qur'an), like one telling fables by 
night." 
5. Shakir 
In arrogance; talking nonsense about the Qur’an, and left him like one telling 
fables by night. 
6. Dr. Ghali 
Waxing proud against it, forsaking it for entertainment." 
This example shows the value-added our corpus provides to the evaluation of 
existing translations and the active role it can play in building new translations in 
English or other languages. Moreover, this resource would be useful for authors 
who would attempt a novel translation of the Qur’an to a language that has no 
Qur’an translation done yet.   
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is dedicated to a   
background introduction of the main subjects of this thesis, starting with  
introducing the text under investigation: the Qur’an. After a general overview of 
the text, a detailed discussion is given to rationalise usage of this text for text 
mining and NLP research. In addition, this chapter provides some linguistic 
background on Arabic pronominal anaphora and text relatedness, particularly 
focusing on classical Arabic of the Qur’an. This chapter also highlights the 
importance of Qur’anic translations and Qur’anic exegesis – or books of Tafsir.  
 
Chapter 3 reviews literature on major computational works done under corpus 
and computational linguistics discipline related to this thesis, particularly areas 
under: computational Qur’anic studies, anaphora resolution and computational 
analysis of similarity and relatedness in short texts.  
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Chapter 4 reviews existing linguistic annotations of the Qur’an. Starting from the 
raw Qur’anic text, I reviewed available annotations done on the Qur’anic text. A 
detailed review of two existing corpora on the Qur’an is given: the Haifa corpus 
and the Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC). In addition, this chapter highlights other 
partial attempts to annotate the Qur’an with other linguistic and semantic analysis 
like dependency parse trees and semantic frames. This chapter also investigates 
corpus features of the Qur’an.  
 
Chapters 5 and 6 give a detailed description of the two major language resources 
contributed through this thesis, namely QurAna and QurSim respectively. Each 
chapter describes the annotation scheme, the annotation process, evaluation, 
quality assurance, applications and major challenges and future improvements.  
 
Chapter 7 describes a number of text mining applications created online using 
the language resources discussed earlier, i.e., QAC, QurAna, and QurSim.  The 
usefulness of each application to the domain users is emphasised by showing 
how these applications alleviates the pain of daunting manual tasks carried by 
Qur’anic researchers today. 
 
Chapter 8 details machine learning experiments carried out on the Qur’anic text, 
enriching features from developed corpora. This includes experiments on 
categorizing Qur’anic chapters chronologically into Meccan and Medinan based 
on certain linguistic features. Other experiments explored computational analysis 
of text similarity between two verses based on vector space models.    
 
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis summarizing the main contribution of this thesis 
to the user community and discussing potential fronts where this research could 
be extended in future.  
1.5 Summary  
This research focuses on building language resources that would eventually 
enter into beneficial text mining applications. The main contribution of this thesis 
has been the development of three novel resources, namely, a corpus of Qur’anic 
pronoun tagging, a domain concept ontology of the Qur’an emanating from 
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pronoun referents and a dataset of related verses in the Qur’an compiled from 
scholarly sources. These resources were used in a number of text mining 
applications and machine learning experiments.  
 
This chapter explored a number of possible ways this research could add value 
to the NLP community, particularly: Arabic NLP, computational text similarity 
analysis, computational anaphora resolution, stylometrics, and translation 
studies.  
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Chapter 2 
Background on the language of the Qur’an 
2.1  What is the Qur’an? 
The Qur’an is a scripture which is according to Muslims the verbatim words of 
Allah containing over 77,000 words revealed through Archangel Gabriel to 
Prophet Muhammad over 23 years beginning in 610 CE. It is divided into 114 
chapters of varying sizes, where each chapter is divided into verses, adding up to 
a total of 6,243 verses. The Qur’anic chapters (known as Suras) are classified 
into Meccan or Medinan depending upon the time of their revelation in respect to 
the Hijra or the Migration of Prophet from Makkah to Medina. The two categories 
of chapters vary in thematic as well as stylistic approaches. More detailed 
analysis of these two categories is made in chapter 8.2.  
2.1.1 Classical Arabic (CA) vs. Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) 
The form of the Arabic language used in the Qur’an is often called the Classical 
Arabic (CA), which is the form of Arabic language used in literary texts authored 
by early Arabic scholars from the 6th through 10th century. In contrast to most 
modern languages, the published body of text in the Classical Arabic is very rich 
and both in size and language usage.  The corpora of Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA) - the form used in contemporary scholarly works as well as in the media- 
on the other hand is growing in size over time and new technical terms are being 
introduced, but the richness of Arabic vocabulary and stylistic usage is superior in 
the Classical Arabic register. For example, Maha Al-Rabiah has compiled a 
corpus of Classical Arabic of 50 million words from the period between seventh 
and eleventh Gregorian century (Al-Rabiah 2012) comprising of -in addition to the 
Qur’an- reference materials from a wide range of topics including: religion, 
linguistics, literature, science, sociology and biography. MSA does not differ from 
Classical Arabic in morphology or syntax, but richness of stylistic and lexis usage 
is apparent in Classical works. Thus, both CA and MSA could be thought of as 
two registers of the same language. Given this, I believe conducting  
computational and linguistic research work on CA would benefit also the MSA. 
However, most recent work on Arabic corpus annotation has concentrated on 
MSA, and the computational corpus linguistic community has largely ignored the 
study of the language resources available in Classical Arabic.  This has been one 
of the motivations behind this thesis (Muhammad and Atwell 2012a).  
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2.1.2 Inimitability of the Qur’an 
The Qur’an was revealed to Prophet Muhammad in verbal form, and so it 
continued to the death of the Prophet when Caliph Abu Bakr commissioned a 
team of scholars to record the Qur’an in a written format collecting from scattered 
sources, thus guarding it against getting lost. Two decades later (651 CE), when 
Islam spread to foreign lands, Caliph Uthman produced a standard codex for the 
written form out of this master copy, and distributed copies to all distant lands.  
Being words of God, Qur’an is considered inimitable by Muslims. Muslim 
Scholars consider the linguistic style of the Qur’an unique and cannot be imitated 
by human based on a number of Qur’anic verses on this matter as follows. In 
fact, in multiple verses, the Qur’an has placed challenge to mankind to produce a 
book like this Qur’an (e.g., verses 2:23, 17:88) or even a chapter like it (e.g., 
verse 10:38).   
 ُد ن مم مَُكءاَدَهُش اوُعْداَو رهرلْث مم ن مم ٍَةروُسرب اُوتَْأف َانردْبَع ٰىَلَع اَنْلَّز َن اَّممِّ ٍبْيَر رفِ ْمُتنُك نرإَونرإ رهَّللا رنو   َيرقرداَص ْمُتنُك 
And if ye are in doubt concerning that which We reveal unto Our slave 
(Muhammad), then produce a surah of the like thereof, and call your witness 
beside Allah if ye are truthful. 
Qur’anic Verse - 2:23 
 َو ُسن رْلْا رتَعَمَتْجا رنرئَّل لُقًاير رهَظ ٍضْع َبرل ْمُهُضْع َب َناَك ْوَلَو رهرلْثرربِ َنُوتَْأي َلَ رنآْرُقْلا اَذ َٰه رلْثرربِ اُوتَْأي نَأ ٰىَلَع ُّنْرلْا 
Say: Verily, though mankind and the jinn should assemble to produce the like of 
this Qur'an, they could not produce the like thereof though they were helpers one 
of another. 
Qur’anic Verse - 17:88 
 ُهَار َت ْفا َنوُلوُق َي َْمأ  ۖ  َيرقرداَص ْمُتنُك نرإ رهَّللا رنوُد ن مم مُتَْعطَتْسا رنَم اوُعْداَو رهرلْث مم ٍَةروُسرب اُوتَْأف ْلُق 
Or say they: He hath invented it? Say: Then bring a surah like unto it, and call (for 
help) on all ye can besides Allah, if ye are truthful. 
Qur’anic Verse - 10:38 
 
2.1.3 Some Linguistic features  
The Qur’an being part of the Classical Arabic register, exhibits rich features of 
language usage. Following is a brief discussion of some linguistic and rhetorical 
features of the Qur’an. These features are not particularly unique to  the Qur’an 
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as a text, however, their extent of usage is more prominent and significant in the 
Qur’an. Most information in this section was adapted from our published paper 
(Muhammad and Atwell 2009) 
2.1.3.1 Scattered information on the same topic 
The Qur’an often talks about a topic scattered within many different verses in 
different chapters. Consider the following two sets of verses. In 1:6,7 there is a 
reference to a ‘straight/right path’ and a reference to a category of people whom 
God has favoured without highlighting who might be in this category. Verse 4:69 
elaborates on this query and gives examples of four categories  whom Allah has 
favoured . 
 َمي رقَتْسُمْلا َطَار مصلا َانردْها  ْم رهْيَلَع َتْمَع َْنأ َنيرذَّلا َطَار رص 
Show us the straight path, The path of those whom Thou hast favoured  
Qur’anic verse  - 1:6,7 
 
 َّللا َمَع َْنأ َنيرذَّلا َعَم َكرئَٰلوَُأف َلوُسَّرلاَو َهَّللا رع رُطي نَمَو َيررلِاَّصلاَو رءاَدَه ُّشلاَو َي رقي مدمصلاَو َيميربَّنلا َن مم م رهْيَلَع ُه  ۖ 
Whoso obeyeth  Allah and the messenger, they are with those unto whom Allah 
has shown favour, of the prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the 
righteous  
Qur’anic Verse – 4:69 
The Qur’an also repeats a story, for example, stories of prophets. However each 
instance of repetition adds some details not available in other instances. For 
example, the Qur’an tells various aspects of the story of Moses in 132 places 
distributed among 20 chapters. It is one of the novel contributions of this thesis to 
study verse relatedness and compile a dataset for future computational analysis. 
See chapter 6 for details. 
 
2.1.3.2 Literal vs. technical sense of a word 
The Qur’an borrows an existing Arabic word and specializes it to indicate a 
technical term. Consider for example the word ةّنَج /jannah meaning literally ‘a 
garden’, but whenever this word is used in the Qur’an, it refers to ‘the paradise’ 
where the believers will abode as reward after the Day of Judgment. However, 
there are some instances where this word is used in its original literal meaning to 
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refer to certain gardens in this world. In the following two verses, 3:133 uses the 
more frequent technical sense and 34:15 uses the less frequent literal meaning. 
  
 ْمُكمبَّر ن مم ٍَةر رفْغَم َٰلَرإ اوُعرراَسَو ٍةَّنَجَو  َي رقَّتُمْلرل ْت َّدرُعأ ُضْرَْلْاَو ُتاَواَم َّسلا اَهُضْرَع 
And vie one with another for forgiveness from your Lord, and for a paradise as 
wide as are the heavens and the earth, prepared for those who ward off (evil); 
Qur’anic Verse - 3:133 
 ٌَةيآ ْم رهرنَكْسَم رفِ ٍإَبَسرل َناَك ْدَقَل  ۖ  رناَتَّنَج  ٍلَا رشَِو ٍيَريَ نَع 
There was indeed a sign for Sheba in their dwelling-place: Two gardens on the 
right hand and the left. 
Qur’anic Verse - 34:15 
 
2.1.3.3 Verbs preposition binding 
The Qur’an exhibits many examples where a certain verb is associated with a 
preposition which is unusual with this verb, but common with a different verb. 
Consider verse 2:14 with two translations [a] and [b] below, the Arabic verbs  
لاخ/khala means “be alone”, which is usually followed by the preposition ‘with’ like 
‘John was alone with Mary’. However, in this verse the Qur’an choose to use the 
preposition ‘to’ with ‘be alone’ which sounds unusual to say, ‘John was alone to 
Mary’. However, this is a valid classical Arabic style when a verb borrows a 
preposition that binds with another verb and uses it to indicate at the same time 
the meaning of both verbs. The Arabic verb بهذ/dhahaba (go) fits well with the 
preposition ‘to’ as in: ‘John went to Mary’. So, in this verse, the Qur’an by using a 
verb (be alone) with a preposition (to) from another verb ‘go’ conveyed the 
meaning of  both “being alone” and “going to” at the same time. This unique 
characteristic made both translations in [a] and [b] partially true, highlighting 
either the sense of the original verb ‘be alone with’ as in [a] or the implicit verb 
with explicit preposition ‘go to’ as in [b]. See (Ibn-Katheer 1372) on his 
commentary on this verse.  
 اَذرإَو اَّنَمآ اوُلَاق اوُنَمآ َنيرذَّلا اوُقَل اَذرإَو َٰلَرإ اْوَلَخ  َنُوئرزْه َتْسُم ُنَْنَ َا َّنَّرإ ْمُكَعَم اَّنرإ اوُلَاق ْم رهرني رطاَيَش 
[a] When they meet those who believe, they say: "We believe;" but when they are 
alone with their evil ones, they say: "We are really with you: We (were) only 
jesting." [2:14 Yusuf Ali Translation]  
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Yusuf Ali Translation 
 
[b] And when they fall in with those who believe, they say: We believe; but 
when they go apart to their devils they declare: Lo! we are with you; verily we did 
but mock.  
Pickthall Translation 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:14 
2.1.3.4 Metaphor and Figurative use 
The Qur’an uses a lot of metaphors and figurative language. Below are two 
examples. In 19:4 Pickthall translation used the verb ‘shine’ but the Arabic verb 
لعتشا/ishtala means ‘to flare’ and compares spread of gray hair with a ‘fire burning 
a bush’. In 33:10, the Muslim army was so frightened that it felt as if their “hearts 
reached to their throats”.  
 َلَع َتْشاَو منِّ رم ُمْظَعْلا َنَهَو منِّرإ مبَر َلَاق اًبْيَش ُسْأَّرلا 
My Lord! Lo! the bones of me wax feeble and my head is shining with grey hair. 
Qur’anic Verse - 19:4 
 َر رجاََنْلِا ُبوُلُقْلا رتَغَل َبَو ُراَصَْبْلْا رتَغَاز ْذرإَو ْمُكن رم َلَفْسَأ ْن رمَو ْمُكرقْو َف ن مم مُكوُءاَج ْذرإ 
When they came upon you from above you and from below you, and when eyes 
grew wild and hearts reached to the throats  
Qur’anic Verse - 33:10 
2.1.3.5 Metonymy 
In many verses the Qur’an uses metonymy, which is a rhetorical tool whereby a 
thing is not called by its own name but rather by something associated with that 
name. For example, in 12:82 the Arabic verse literally means ‘ask the town’ which 
was intended to be  (and was translated so) ‘ask the people who live in the town’. 
In 5:75 ‘eating food’ metonymically symbolizes a human nature that contrast with 
god’s who does not need provision, see for example (Ibn-Katheer  1372) 
commenting on this verse.  
 ََةيْرَقْلا رلَأْساَو  اَهيرف اَنْل َب َْقأ رتَِّلا َيررعْلاَو اَهيرف اَّنُك رتَِّلا  ۖ 
Ask the township where we were, and the caravan with which we travelled 
hither. 
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 Qur’anic Verse - 12:82 
 ّم ٌةَقي مد رص ُه ُُّمأَو ُلُسُّرلا رهرلْب َق ن رم ْتَلَخ ْدَق ٌلوُسَر َّلَرإ ََيَْرَم ُنْبا ُحي رسَمْلا ا ََ  ۖ   َاناَك َماَعَّطلا رنَلَُكَْأي 
The Messiah, son of Mary, was no other than a messenger, messengers (the like 
of whom) had passed away before him. And his mother was a saintly woman. 
And they both used to eat food  
Qur’anic Verse - 5:75 
2.1.3.6 Imperative vs. non-Imperative senses 
Arabic verb-forms or tenses are classified into past, present and imperative. 
Future tense in Arabic is usually denoted by prefixing a present form with a future 
particle like Seen (ـس) or Sawfa (فوس). The imperative sense can be understood 
from the type of the verb used. Although this general rule applies in the Qur’an, 
however there are many instances where an imperative is understood although 
no imperative form of verb is used.  For example, verse 2:197 makes it 
imperative for pilgrims to abstain from lewdness during pilgrimage, however no 
imperative verb form is used. The opposite is also true: there are instances where 
an imperative verb is used, but that does not employ imperative instruction, for 
example, verse 5:2 uses imperative form “go hunting”, however it indicates the 
permission to hunt after leaving sacred territory where hunting was forbidden. 
Note how the translator (Pickthall) explicitly  indicated this non-imperative 
meaning within brackets (i.e., ‘if ye will’). 
 مجَْلِا رفِ َلاَد
رج َلََو َقوُسُف َلََو َثَفَر َلََف َّجَْلِا َّن رهي
رف َضَر َف نَمَف 
[14] and whoever is minded to perform the pilgrimage therein there is no 
lewdness nor abuse nor angry conversation on the pilgrimage.  
Qur’anic Verse - 2:197 
 اوُدَاطْصَاف ْمُتْلَلَح اَذرإَو  ۖ 
But when ye have left the sacred territory, then go hunting (if ye will). 
Qur’anic Verse - 5:2 
2.1.4 Why computational analysis of the Qur’an? 
We considered the Qur’anic text to be a potential subject for computational 
analysis. In what follows few rationale behind this choice is given. (Atwell et al. 
2011)  
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 Distribution of a particular concept or subject over many scattered verses 
within different chapters is very evident in the Qur’an. Often a concept 
summarized in one verse is elaborated in another verse. Historical events, 
stories of prophets, emphasis on a command, attributes and qualities of 
Gods, description of paradise and hell fire, are some of the common 
subjects that are often repeated in the Qur’an. However, each repetition 
adds new meanings absent in other instances, and the overall subject 
could be fully understood when all instances are taken into consideration. 
This property of the Qur’an made it an attractive text for the purpose of 
analysing semantic relatedness between short texts, which in our case are 
between individual verses, or a group of verses of the Qur’an. See chapter 
6 for details.  
 The original Arabic Qur’an is characterized by very frequent use of 
anaphors. The majority of anaphoric devices in the Qur’an appear around 
pronominal anaphora. Hence, the ability to resolve pronoun antecedence 
is vital to understanding the Qur’an. See chapter 5 for details.  
 The Qur’anic scripture is a widely used and cited document that guides the 
lives of over 1.6 billion Muslim adherents today (according to a Pew Forum 
report1). Increasingly non-Arabic speaking Muslims –and many non-
Muslims- learn classical Arabic with the objective of understanding the 
Qur’an. For Arabic speakers, the Qur’an is considered to be the finest 
piece of literature in the Arabic Language. Producing language evaluation 
resources for computational analysis of such an important text should be 
well justified. Moreover, there have been a number of language resources 
around other spiritual scriptures like the Bible (Resnik et al., 1999). 
 The majority of works done by NLP community are concentrated on 
Modern Standard Arabic. Classical Arabic –which is the language of the 
Qur’an- consists a huge register of the Arabic literature (See sec. 2.1.1). 
Computational studies of the Qur’an is a first step toward investigating this 
register.  
 Being a central text in Arabic, over the past 14 centuries a huge body of 
scholarly commentary volumes has been compiled elaborating on 
linguistic, stylistic, semantic and other aspects of the Qur’an. This makes 
the task of compiling evaluation datasets and annotated corpora on the 
                                            
1 “The Future of the Global Muslim Population”, Pew Analysis, Janurary 27, 2011. 
(http://www.pewforum.org/The-Future-of-the-Global-Muslim-Population.aspx)  
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Qur’an simpler; as it is usually possible to find scholarly comments on any 
difficult annotation question. In the QurSim related-verse dataset, I relied 
on the Qur’anic commentary work of Ibn Katheer -a well-known Qur’anic 
scholar who died in 1373 CE. See chapter 6.  
 The Qur’an is widely available translated into almost all live languages of 
the world, and in many cases there are multiple translations within one 
language. Among these translations a number of them are also available 
in machine readable electronic format in the web . All translations maintain 
chapter and verse numbers, allowing alignment between these 
translations  at  verse level. Moreover, to be faithful to the words of God, 
all translations are made very carefully. Given this fact, any language 
evaluation resource in the source language of the Qur’an could be used to 
evaluate computational tasks on the target language translations as well.  
 The size of the Qur’an is manageable for manual or semi-automatic 
annotation tasks. Given that the Arabic language still lacks many NLP 
resources available for a language like English (e.g., taggers, parsers, 
Wordnet, frameNet, etc.), developing a manually annotated language 
resource on a small scale like the Qur’an text could be a good starting 
point. A case in point is the Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC)  project (Dukes 
et al 2010), where every word of the Qur’an is tagged with morphological, 
part-of-speech and syntactic information, and is publicly available for 
research purposes. Another available resource is QurAna, pronominal 
anaphora of the entire Qur’an tagged with pronoun antecedent references 
(Muhammad & Atwell, 2012) . Our QurSim dataset, along with these other 
available resources on the Qur’an, will enable interesting computational 
linguistic applications on the Qur’an which in turn will eventually motivate  
wider applications and resource development for  Classical and Modern 
Standard Arabic. 
 In Western media and WWW, ‘Islam’ is often associated with ‘terrorism’1. 
An impartial online Qur’an text mining tool would enable Western schools, 
universities and general public to understand Islam and its most central 
source, i.e., the Qur’an.  
                                            
1 See for example, an article on the Telegraph published on 07 – June- 2010 titled “Islam 
associated with terrorism by public, poll shows”.   
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 Going beyond simple ‘factoid’ question answering system, one needs 
deep annotation of multiple layers, and integration with external knowledge 
sources.  
 It is important that answers returned by text mining systems on the Qur’an 
are logically consistent and correct. Although many NLP experiments, 
especially those requiring textual entailment and inferences may tolerate 
acceptable error margin; for the Qur’an users, any false inference may be 
unacceptable.  
2.2  Pronominal Anaphora 
Anaphora is generally meant to be any expression that receives interpretation by 
something mentioned before in the discourse known as the antecedent. When 
this anaphoric expression is restricted to be personal pronouns – which is the 
focus of this research – then we have Pronominal Anaphora.  
Pronouns can fall into four classes: personal pronouns (e.g,: I, we, us, our, you, 
your, he, she, it, they, her, him, it, them), possessives (e.g., his, her, their), 
reflexives (e.g., himself, herself) and demonstratives (e.g., this, that, those, 
these). In terms of the usage, personal pronouns represent the most important 
class and is the focus of this research.  
A detailed discussion of linguistic aspects of anaphora and pronouns is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. In what follows is a brief introduction to the pronominal 
system in Arabic, followed by a discussion of pronominal anaphora in the Qur’an.  
2.2.1 Pronominal System in Arabic 
Pronouns in Arabic take various forms depending on multiple morpoho-syntactic 
features like, person, number, gender, grammatical case (i.e., nominative, 
accusative or genitive), and whether the pronoun form is a separate word or 
suffixed to another part of speech. Table 2.1 gives a summary of all these 
classifications.  
Note that unlike English, Arabic has dedicated dual pronouns for 2nd and 3rd 
person. Also, 2nd and 3rd person has different gender form to address plurals. 


















r Separate Enclitic 
Acc. Nom. Gen. Acc. Nom. 
1
st
 Sin. Mas. Iyyaya  يايإ Ana  انأ -i  يـ  -i/-ni   /يـ -tu    تـ  
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Fem. ينـ  
dual 
Mas. 









Mas. Iyyaka   َكايإ Anta   َتنأ -ka   َكـ  -ta   َتـ  
Fem. Iyyaki    كايإ Anti    تنأ -ki    كـ  -ti/-i/    تـ يـ/  
dual 
Mas. 
Iyyakuma  امكايإ Antuma  امتنأ  





Iyyakum  مكايإ  Antum  متنأ  
-kum  مكـ  -tum/-mu  
متـاوـ/  
Fem. 
Iyyakunna  نكايإ  Antenna  نتنأ  






Mas. Iyyahu  هايإ  Huwa  وه   -hu هـ  
Fem. Iyyahuma  اهايإ  Hiya  يه   -ha اهـ  
dual 
Mas. 
Iyyahuma  امهايإ  Huma  امه  -huma امهـ 
-a/-an ناـ/اـ 
Fem. -ta/-an ناـ/اتـ 
Pl. 
Mas. Iyyahum  مهايإ  Hum  مه  -hum  مهـ  -u/-un نوـ/وـ 
Fem. Iyyahunna  نهايإ  Hunna  نه  -hunna  نهـ  -na نـ 
Table 2.1– Arabic Pronominal System 
A detailed treatment of Arabic pronoun system can be retrieved from a reference 
book like (Wright 1967). 
2.2.2 Anaphora in the Qur’an 
This subsection is adapted from our published paper on QurAna,  (Muhammad 
and  Atwell 2012a). 
Pronouns in the Qur’an can refer to an entity like a person (as in verse 2:124), or 
a verbal phrase (as in 5:8).  
 ٰىَل َت ْبا رذرإَوََميِهاَر ْبِإ  ُّبَر ُه 
And when / tried / Ibrahim / his Lord  
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And, when Abraham was tried by his Lord 
Qur’anic Verse -  2:124 
 
اوُلِدْعا  َوُه  ٰىَوْق َّ تلرل ُبَر َْقأ 
Be just / it / (is) nearer / to [the] piety 
Deal justly, that is nearer to your duty 
Qur’anic Verse -  5:8 
The distance between the pronoun and its antecedents can vary greatly in the 
Qur’an. For instance, in chapter 2 of the Qur’an, a series of verses address the 
“Children of Israel” using the 2nd person plural “you”. Sometimes the distance 
between the pronoun and the antecedent reaches to a maximum of 1062 word 
segments, as is the case between the pronoun “you” in verse 2:80 and its 
referent in verse 2:47. 
Often we notice that the Qur’an deliberately omits a noun and replaces it with a 
pronoun when this omitted noun is obvious for a human reader. For example in 
verse 97:1, the pronoun “it” is understood to refer to the “Qur’an”. 
اَنَْلزَنأ اَّنرإ ُه  ررْدَقْلا رةَل ْ َيل رفِ 
Indeed, We / revealed it / in / (the) Night / (of) Power. / 
Lo! We revealed it on the Night of Predestination. 
Qur’anic Verse -  97:1 
As expected, in most cases the antecedent –when available- comes before the 
pronoun, however in some cases the referent comes after the pronoun. Such 
cases are called “cataphor”. For example, verse 112:1 uses “He” to refer to the 
cataphor “Allah”.  
 ْلُق َوُه َُهَّللا  ٌدَحَأ 
Say, "He is Allah , [who is] One, 
Qur’anic Verse -  112:1 
The Qur’an makes very efficient use of pronouns as a handy tool to avoid 
repetition of concepts and entities mentioned previously. For instance, verse 
33:35 talks about 10 category of people from both sexes, and towards the end 
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the pronoun “them” refers back to these categories in a way that would lead to 
cumbersome repetition otherwise.   
 رتاَترناَقْلاَو َيرترناَقْلاَو رتاَن رمْؤُمْلاَو َيرن رمْؤُمْلاَو رتاَمرلْسُمْلاَو َي رمرلْسُمْلا َّنرإ َنيرررباَّصلاَو رتَاقردا َّصلاَو َيرقرداَّصلاَو
 َْلِاَو رتاَمرئاَّصلاَو َي رمرئاَّصلاَو رتَاق مدَصَتُمْلاَو َيرق مدَصَتُمْلاَو رتاَع رشَاْلْاَو َيرع رشَاْلْاَو رتَاررباَّصلاَو ْمُهَجوُر ُف َي رظرفا
 َرركا َّذلاَو ًايررثَك َهَّللا َنيررركا َّذلاَو رتَاظرفَاْلِاَو ُهَّللا َّدَعَأ رتاُمَلَ اًمي رظَع ًارْجَأَو ًَةر رفْغ َّم 
Indeed, / the Muslim men / and the Muslim women, / and the believing men / and 
the believing women, / and the obedient men / and the obedient women, / and 
the truthful men / and the truthful women, / and the patient men / and the patient 
women, / and the humble men / and the humble women, / and the men who give 
charity / and the women who give charity / and the men who fast / and the 
women who fast, / and the men who guard / their chastity / and the women who 
guard (it), / and the men who remember / Allah / much / and the women who 
remember / Allah / Allah has prepared / for them / forgiveness / and a reward / 
great. / 
Qur’anic Verse -  33:35 
However, in certain places, we notice that –for the purpose of emphasis- Qur’an 
explicitly repeats a concept where pronoun could have been used, as is the case 
for example in verse 17:105, where the second “truth” could have been shorten 
with a pronoun. Note that although English translation –for the sake of clarify- 
included the second ‘it’, the Arabic verse does not contain an explicit second 
pronoun, and thus would not cause confusion of two consecutive pronouns it the 
second ‘truth’ were indeed replaced with a pronoun.  
 َقَحْلِابَو  ُهاَنَْلزَنأ َقَحْلِابَو  َلَز َن 
And with the truth / We sent it down, / and with the truth / it descended. 
With truth have We sent it down, and with truth hath it descended. 
Qur’anic Verse -  17:105 
2.2.2.1 Pronoun antecedent agreement in the Qur’an 
By default, pronouns in Qur’an – like most of other languages- grammatically 
agree with their antecedents in terms of person, number and gender. However, in 
certain cases this default rule is violated for semantic or stylistics reasons. 
Following is a discussion of some of these cases.  
One very common form of pronoun and antecedent disagreement in the Qur’an is 
the majestic plural, where Allah refers to himself in plural “We” form.  For 
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example, the verse 17:105 above “We sent it down”, or the verse 97:1 “We 
revealed it down during the Night of Decree”, all referring to Allah. 
It is a Qur’anic style to use a masculine pronoun to refer back to both. For 
example, refer back to verse 33:35 above, the Arabic pronoun used at the end is 
مهل “Lahum” (them) which is used for a group of men, although the 10 antecedents 
explicitly mentions both sexes.  
Another common style of Qur’an is to deliberately make disagreement between a 
pronoun and its antecedent in terms of person or number. This “grammatical 
shift” is used for the purpose of drawing the attention of the listener. Take for 
example verse 35:9 below, where the verse starts talking about Allah in a third 
person form, and then suddenly shifts into the first person plural (i.e., majestic 
plural).  
 
وَُهَّللا ََ  ْقُسَف ًاباَحَس ُيررثُت َف َحَايمرلا َلَسَْرأ ي رذَّلا َن َا رتِْوَم َدْع َب َضْرَْلْا رهرب اَن ْ ي َيْحََأف ٍتمي َّم ٍدَل َب َٰلَرإ ُها  ۖ   ُروُشُّنلا َكرل َٰذَك 
And Allah it is Who sendeth the winds and they raise a cloud; then We lead it 
unto a dead land and revive therewith the earth after its death. Such is the 
Resurrection. 
Qur’anic Verse -  35:9 
Verse 10:22 is another example, where the verse starts addressing in 2nd person 
plural “you” and then shifts to using 3rd person plural “them”. 
  اَذرإ ٰ َّتََّح ُك ْمُتن  َنْيَرَجَو ركْلُفْلا رفِمرربِ  ٍةَبمَيط ٍحيرررب 
when ye are in the ships and they sail with them with a fair breeze 
Qur’anic Verse -  10:22 
Verse 2:17 below makes a shift in number from singular third person “him” to 
plural third person “their”. 
 َم ْم رهرروُنرب ُهَّللا َبَهَذ ُهَلْوَح اَم ْتَءاَضَأ ا َّمَل َف ًارَان َدَقْو َتْسا ي رذَّلا رلَثَمَك ْمُهُل َث 
Their likeness is as the likeness of one who kindleth fire, and when it sheddeth its 
light around him Allah taketh away their light 
Qur’anic Verse -  2:17 
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2.3 Text Similarity and relatedness in the Qur’an 
The Qur’an testified itself that information is scattered this book and that its 
verses are  semantically paired. See supportive verses below.  
 
 ٰىَلَع رساَّنلا ىَلَع َُهأَرْق َترل ُهاَن ْقَر َف ًانآْر ُقَو ًلَيرزَنت ُهاَنْلَّز َنَو ٍثْكُم 
And the Qur’an / We have divided, / that you might recite it / to / the people / at / 
intervals. / And We have revealed it / (in) stages. / 
And (it is) a Qur'an that We have divided, that thou mayst recite it unto mankind 
at intervals, and We have revealed it by (successive) revelation. 
Qur’anic Verse – 17:106 
ًا ربِاَشَت ُّم ًاباَترك رثيردَْلِا َنَسْحَأ َلَّز َن ُهَّللا 
Allah / has revealed / (the) best / (of) [the] statement - / a Book / (its parts) 
resembling each other / oft-repeated. / 
Allah hath (now) revealed the fairest of statements, a Scripture consistent, 
(wherein promises of reward are) paired (with threats of punishment). 
Qur’anic Verse – 39:23 
What follows is a discussion of some examples of related Qur’anic verses where 
some ambiguity in one verse is resolved by investigating other related verses. 
The dataset of related verses that I compiled –i.e., QurSim (see chapter 6)- 
contains similar kind of relatedness. Following examples are adapted from 
(Shanqity 1973).  
2.3.1 Ambiguity in resolving the sense of a noun 
Sometimes we encounter an Arabic noun in the Qur’an which has multiple 
senses. However, with careful investigation, semantically linking the verse that 
contains such ambiguous noun with other related verses often resolves this 
confusion. Consider verse 22:29 below. The underlined Qur’anic word قيتعلا/ al-
ateeq literally could have three separate meanings: a) ancient, b) 
someone/something emancipated from tyranny, c) and a generous person/object. 
Which of these three senses is applicable here? The answer to this query could 
be found in another related verse – 3:96 which comes to vote for the first sense 
which is the ‘ancient’ sense denoted by this house being ‘the first Sanctuary’.  
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 رتْي َبْلارب اوُفَّوَّطَيْلَو ْمُهَروُُذن اوُفوُيْلَو ْمُه َثَف َت اوُضْق َيْل َُّثُ رقيرتَعْلا  
Then let them make an end of their unkemptness and pay their vows and go 
around the ancient House. 
Qur’anic Verse – 22:29 
 َّنرإ ٍتْي َب َل ََّوأ  َي رمَلاَعْلمل ىًدُهَو اًَكراَبُم َة َّكَبرب ي رذََّلل رساَّنلرل َع رضُو  
Lo! the first Sanctuary appointed for mankind was that at Becca, a blessed place, 
a guidance to the peoples; 
Qur’anic Verse – 3:96 
2.3.2 Ambiguity in resolving the sense of a verb 
 اَذرإ رلْيَّللاَو َسَعْسَع  
And by the night as it arrives/departs. 
Qur’anic Verse – 81:17 (literal translation) 
Similar to nouns, some Qur’anic verbs can have multiple senses, which then can 
be resolved by looking into other related verses. For example, in verse 81:17 
above, the underlined verb سعسع / asasa could literally mean either 'arrive' or 
'depart', but which one is more probable?  
Checking the Qur'an we find the following three related verses 74:33, 91:4 and  
93:2. The first verse 74:33 favors the ‘departure’ sense, whereas the other two 
verses 91:4 and 93:2 convey the ‘arrival’ sense when the night comes to cover 
the day. Taking the majority vote, (Ibn Katheer 1372) favoured the ‘arrival’ sense.   
 َر َبَْدأ ْذرإ رلْيَّللاَو 
And the night when it withdraweth. 
Qur’anic Verse - 74:33 
اَهاَشْغ َي اَذرإ رلْيَّللاَو 
And the night when it enshroudeth him, 
Qur’anic Verse – 91:4 
 ٰىَجَس اَذرإ رلْيَّللاَو 
And by the night when it is stillest, 
Qur’anic Verse - 93:2 
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2.3.3 Ambiguity in resolving the sense of a particle 
 ْم رهرعَْسَ ٰىَلَعَو ْمرربِوُل ُق ٰىَلَع ُهَّللا َمَتَخ  ۖ  ٌةَواَشرغ ْم رهرراَصَْبأ ٰىَلَعَو 
Allah hath sealed their hearing and their hearts, and on their eyes there is a 
covering. Theirs will be an awful doom. 
Qur’anic Verse - 2:7 
The conjunction particle 'and' in the Arabic text of verse 2:7 above is used to 
apply “anding” over three senses: “heart feeling, hearing and vision” which makes 
it ambiguous if sealing or veiling is applied on these senses. However, the related 
verse 45:23 below makes it clear that the seal is applicable over the “heart feeling 
and hearing”, while ‘covering’ is applied only over “their vision”. 
 َع َلَعَجَو رهربْل َقَو رهرعَْسَ ٰىَلَع َمَتَخَو ٍمْلرع ٰىَلَع ُهَّللا ُهَّلَضَأَو ُهاَوَه َُه َٰلَرإ َذََّتَّا رنَم َتَْيَأر ََفأ رهيردْه َي نَمَف ًةَواَشرغ رهررَصَب ٰىَل
 رهَّللا ردْع َب ن رم  ۖ  َنوُر ََّكذَت َلَََفأ  
Hast thou seen him who maketh his desire his god, and Allah sendeth him astray 
purposely, and sealeth up his hearing and his heart, and setteth on his sight a 
covering? 
Qur’anic Verse - 45:23 
2.3.4 Clarifying the meaning of an indefinite word 
 رهْيَلَع َباَت َف ٍتاَمرلَك رهمبَّر ن رم ُمَدآ ٰى َّقَل َت َف  
Then Adam received from his Lord words (of revelation), and He relented toward 
him 
Qur’anic Verse - 2:37 
The above verse 2:37 talks about indefinite words Adam has received from his 
Lord. The related verse 7:23 below comes to reveal what those indefinite words 
were.  
 َنيرر رسَاْلْا َن رم َّنَنوُكََنل اَنَْحَْر َتَو اََنل ْر رفْغ َت َّْلَّ نرإَو اَنَسُفَنأ اَنْمََلظ اَنَّ بَر َلََاق  
They said: Our Lord! We have wronged ourselves. If thou forgive us not and have 
not mercy on us, surely we are of the lost! 
Qur’anic Verse - 7:23 
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2.3.5 Clarifying an indefinite subject through a relative clause 
 َّلَرإ رماَع َْنْلْا ُةَميَربِ مُكَل ْتَّل رُحأاَم  ْمُكْيَلَع ٰىَل ْ ت ُي  
Lawful for you are the animals of grazing livestock except for that which is recited 
to you [in this Qur'an] 
Qur’anic Verse - 5:1 
So, what are these animals which has been mentioned in other verses of the 
Qur’an? We can find a list of such unlawful livestock in verse 5:3 below.  
 رهَّللا رْيرَغرل َّل رُهأ اَمَو رريرزنْرلْا ُمَْلَِو ُم َّدلاَو ُةَتْيَمْلا ُمُكْيَلَع ْتَممرُح  اَمَو ُةَحي رطَّنلاَو َُةيمدَر َتُمْلاَو ُةَذوُقْوَمْلاَو ُةَقرنَخْنُمْلاَو رهرب
 رمَلَْزَْلْارب اوُم رسْق َتْسَت نَأَو ربُصُّنلا ىَلَع َحربُذ اَمَو ْمُتْي ََّكذ اَم َّلَرإ ُعُب َّسلا َلَكَأ  ۖ  
Prohibited to you are dead animals, blood, the flesh of swine, and that which has 
been dedicated to other than Allah , and [those animals] killed by strangling or by 
a violent blow or by a head-long fall or by the goring of horns, and those from 
which a wild animal has eaten, except what you [are able to] slaughter [before its 
death], and those which are sacrificed on stone altars, and [prohibited is] that you 
seek decision through divining arrows. 
Qur’anic Verse - 5:3 
2.3.6 Overriding Linguistic Defaults 
Often one cannot draw a conclusion from the linguistic meaning of one single 
verse, without considering the world knowledge and relating to other verses.  
Consider for example, verse 6:152 below. Relying only on linguistic information in 
this single verse results in thinking that when the orphan reaches maturity then it 
is legal to take from his/her property. 
 ُه َّدُشَأ َغُل ْ ب َي ٰ َّتََّح ُنَسْحَأ َي ره رتَِّلارب َّلَرإ رميرتَيْلا َلاَم اُوبَرْق َت َلََو  ۖ  
And do not approach the orphan's property except in a way that is best until he 
reaches maturity. 
Qur’anic Verse - 6:152 
However, when we link this verse with verse 4:6 below, we will know that after 
reaching maturity the property need to be returned to the orphan. 
 َُلَاَوَْمأ ْم رهَْيلرإ اوُع َفْدَاف اًدْشُر ْمُه ْ ن مم مُتْسَنآ ْنرَإف َحاَكمنلا اوُغَل َب اَذرإ ٰ َّتََّح ٰىَماَتَيْلا اوُل َت ْباَو ْم  
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And test the orphans [in their abilities] until they reach marriageable age. Then if 
you perceive in them sound judgment, release their property to them. 
Qur’anic Verse – 4:6 
2.3.7 Cause of an action in different Verse 
Another type of linkage between verses is the cause relation. That means, in one 
verse there is an action, and in another verse there is a cause for that action. Let 
us again see an example. 
 ٌكَلَم رهْيَلَع َلرزُنأ َلَْوَل اوُلَاقَو  ۖ  
And they say, "Why was there not sent down to him an angel?" 
Qur’anic Verse – 6:8 
The above verse did not specify why they want an angel to be sent down. But 
that reason is mentioned in the verse 25:7 below. 
  َو رقاَوْسَْلْا رفِ ي رشَْيََو َماَعَّطلا ُلُكَْأي رلوُسَّرلا اَذ َٰه رلاَم اوُلَاق  ۖ  ٌكَلَم رهَْيلرإ َلرزُنأ َلَْوَلًاريرَذن ُهَعَم َنوُكَي َف  
And they say, "What is this messenger that eats food and walks in the markets? 
Why was there not sent down to him an angel so he would be with him a warner? 
Qur’anic Verse - 25:7 
2.3.8 Reason of an action in different Verse 
 ًةَوْسَق ُّدَشَأ َْوأ رَةراَجْرلِاَك َي رهَف َكرل َٰذ ردْع َب ن مم مُُكبوُل ُق ْتَسَق َُّثُ  ۖ  
Then your hearts became hardened after that, being like stones or even harder. 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:74 
The above verse did not specify the reason for their heart being hardened. When 
bringing the two related verses 5:13 and 57:16 into the picture, we realize the 
reason being ‘breaking the covenant with Allah’ in the first, and ‘passage of long 
period’ in the second.  
  ًةَي رسَاق ْمُه َبوُل ُق اَنْلَعَجَو ْمُهاَّنَعَل ْمُه َقَاثي مم م ره رضْق َن اَمرَبف  
So for their breaking of the covenant We cursed them and made their hearts 
hard. 
Qur’anic Verse – 5:13 
 رهْيَلَع َلَاطَف ُلْب َق ن رم َباَتركْلا اُوتُوأ َنيرذَّلاَك اُونوُكَي َلََو ْمُه ُبوُل ُق ْتَسَق َف ُدَمَْلْا ُم  
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And let them not be like those who were given the Scripture before, and a long 
period passed over them, so their hearts hardened 
Qur’anic Verse – 57:16 
2.3.9 Mentioning the Object of a Subject in different verse 
 ََّتَّا َُّثُ َنوُمرلَاظ ْمُتَنأَو ره ردْع َب ن رم َلْجرعْلا ُُمُْذ  
Then you took the calf after him, while you were wrongdoers. 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:51 
 
The above verse mentions that the children of Israel took a calf. But, they took 
the calf as what? The object of the verb 'take' was not mentioned in this verse as 
is the case in many similar verses. However linking these verses with 20:88 
makes it clear that they took this calf as their object of worship. 
 
 َذ َٰه اوُلاَق َف ٌراَوُخ ُهَّل اًدَسَج ًلَْجرع ُْمَلَ ََجرْخََأف َي رسَن َف ٰىَسوُم ُه َٰلرإَو ْمُُك َٰلَرإ ا  
And he extracted for them [the statue of] a calf which had a lowing sound, and 
they said, "This is your god and the god of Moses, but he forgot." 
Qur’anic Verse – 20:88 
2.3.10 Mentioning the Adverb of Place and Time in another verse 
 َي رمَلاَعْلا مبَر رهَّلرل ُدْمَْلِا  
[All] praise is [due] to Allah , Lord of the worlds 
Qur’anic Verse – 1:2 
This verse does not qualify the location of this praise. Verse 30:18 comes to 
qualify this to be throughout the heaves and the earth. And verse 28:70 qualifies 
the time of this praise to be ‘in this life and the Hereafter’.  
 رضْرَْلْاَو رتاَواَم َّسلا رفِ ُدْمَْلِا ُهَلَو  
And to Him is [due all] praise throughout the heavens and the earth 
Qur’anic Verse – 30:18 
 رفِ ُدْمَْلِا ُهَل رَةر رخ ْْاَو َٰلَوُْلْا   ۖ  
To Him is [due all] praise in the first [life] and the Hereafter. 
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Qur’anic Verse – 28:70 
2.3.11 Specify Semantic Role in a different verse 
 
 ْت َّقَشنا ُءاَم َّسلا اَذرإ  
When the sky has split [open]  
Qur’anic Verse – 84:1 
 
 َذرَإف ُءاَم َّسلا رت َّقَشنا ا 
And when the heaven is split open 
Qur’anic Verse – 55:37 
 
 ُءاَم َّسلا رت َّقَشناَو 
And the heaven will split [open] 
Qur’anic Verse – 69:16 
The three verses above convey the same information i.e., the sky being split on 
the day of judgement, however, they give no detail of the nature of this splitting 
but in (25:25) we know that this opening is through emergent clouds. Thus the 
semantic role of ‘medium of split’ is defined.  
 رماَمَغْلارب ُءاَم َّسلا ُق َّقَشَت َمْو َيَو 
And [mention] the Day when the heaven will split open with [emerging] clouds, 
Qur’anic Verse – 25:25 
2.3.12 Clarify a difficult vocabulary in another verse 
 ن مم ًَةراَج رح ْم رهْيَلَع َانْرَطَْمأَو اَهَلرفاَس اَه َيرلاَع اَنْلَعَجَف ٍليمج رس  
And We made the highest part [of the city] its lowest and rained upon them 
stones of sijjil 
Qur’anic Verse - 15:74 
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In the above verse, the underlined word  'sijjil ليجس' is a rare word and its meaning 
would be clear when linking this verse with (51:33) which narrates the same story 
but uses very common word 'نيط'/teen meaning ‘clay’. 
 ٍي رط ن مم ًَةراَج رح ْم رهْيَلَع َل رسْر ُنرل  
To send down upon them stones of clay,  
Qur’anic Verse – 51:33 
2.3.13 Specifying whether a condition is being fulfilled 
Another type of verse relatedness in the Qur’an is when one verse informs about 
a condition or prohibition is imposed on a past nation or person, and another 
related verse comes to give the outcome if that nation respected this condition. 
For example, verse 4:154 prohibits the Children of Israel to transgress on 
Sabbath, and verse 2:65 informs that these people did transgress afterwards and 
disobeyed this command or condition imposed on them.  
 رتْب َّسلا رفِ اوُدْع َت َلَ ُْمَلَ اَنْل ُقَو  
and We said to them, "Do not transgress on the sabbath", 
Qur’anic Verse – 4:154 
 َيرئ رساَخ ًةَدَررق اُونوُك ُْمَلَ اَنْلُق َف رتْب َّسلا رفِ ْمُكن رم اْوَدَتْعا َنيرذَّلا ُمُتْمرلَع ْدَقَلَو  
And you had already known about those who transgressed among you 
concerning the sabbath, and We said to them, "Be apes, despised." 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:65 
2.3.14 Explicit reference to another verse 
 ُلْب َق ن رم َكْيَلَع اَنْصَصَق اَم اَنْمَّرَح اوُداَه َنيرذَّلا ىَلَعَو  ۖ  
And to those who are Jews We have prohibited that which We related to you 
before. 
Qur’anic Verse – 16:118 
 
The above verse explicitly referring to another location through the phrase “which 
We related to you before”. And when we search for this reference we find that in 
verse 6:146 this prohibition is mentioned  
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 ٍرُُفظ ي رذ َّلُك اَنْمَّرَح اوُداَه َنيرذَّلا ىَلَعَو  ۖ  رَوأ َاُهُُروُُهظ ْتََلَحَ اَم َّلَرإ اَمُهَموُحُش ْم رهْيَلَع اَنْمَّرَح رمَنَغْلاَو ررَق َبْلا َن رمَو
 ٍمْظَعرب َطَل َتْخا اَم َْوأ َاياَوَْلِا 
And to those who are Jews We prohibited every animal of uncloven hoof; and of 
the cattle and the sheep We prohibited to them their fat, except what adheres to 
their backs or the entrails or what is joined with bone. 
Qur’anic Verse – 6:146 
2.4 The Qur’an Translations 
As a very influential book, The Qur’an has been translated in most of the living 
languages, especially languages spoken by majority Muslims. The Qur’an being 
inimitable words of God, and having unique rhetorical and linguistic style, many 
translators preferred to translate the ‘meaning’ of the Qur’an rather than 
translating the ‘Qur’an’ itself.  (Abdur-Raof 2001, pp. xiv) makes this point clear: 
“Because of the very linguistic and textual nature of the Qur'an, the only 
way to convey the intended message to the target language reader is to 
resort to explanatory translation, i.e., the use of footnotes or commentaries 
to illuminate specific areas in the source text.” 
 
Today many translations can be accessed electronically with the flourish of digital 
media.  
The website: [ http://www.Quran.org.uk/articles/ieb_Quran_translators.htm ] (last 
accessed on 9th – July-2012) maintains a bibliographical list of many translations 
including 41 English translations.   
2.5 Qur’an Exegesis (Tafsir books) 
2.5.1 Significance of books of Tafsir  
Qur’an exegesis is known in Arabic as books of Tafsir. Literally it means to 
‘interpret’. There has been a huge literature authored by early scholars on this 
subject. Although the Qur’an was revealed in classical Arabic language, yet Tafsir 
is necessary to understand the Qur’an properly and relate multiple verses when 
addressing an issue. In section 2.3 I gave several examples where just looking 
into one verse creates ambiguity, which can only be resolved when relating this 
verse to others. Tafsir books usually discuss such topics and clarify these kind of 
ambiguity.  
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Historically, it is known that the Qur’an was not revealed in one shot, rather 
gradually over a time period of 23 years. During this time, verses of the Qur’an 
were revealed to Prophet Muhammad based on events and progress of the new 
religion in Arabia. Tafsir books also describe the context of revelation in relation 
to events in Mecca or Medina.  
The rulings of Islam took its final form upon the death of Prophet Muhammad. 
However, during his messengerhood rulings were evolving gradually towards the 
final form. For example, as Arabs were used to alcoholic drinks, Islam banned 
alcohol through a gradual process. Verses 2:219, 4:43 and 5:90 were revealed in 
that order over a period of five or more years. 
  رر رسْيَمْلاَو ررَْمْلْا رنَع َكَنوَُلأْسَي  ۖ  اَم رهرعْفَّ ن ن رم ُر َبْكَأ اَمُُهْثْرإَو رساَّنلرل ُعرفاَنَمَو ٌيرربَك ٌْثُرإ اَم رهيرف ْلُق  ۖ 
They ask you about wine and gambling. Say, "In them is great sin and [yet, some] 
benefit for people. But their sin is greater than their benefit." 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:219 
 َنوُلوُق َت اَم اوُمَلْع َت ٰ َّتََّح ٰىَراَكُس ْمُتَنأَو َةَلََّصلا اُوبَرْق َت َلَ اوُنَمآ َنيرذَّلا اَهُّ َيأ َاي 
O you who have believed, do not approach prayer while you are intoxicated until 
you know what you are saying 
Qur’anic Verse – 4:43 
 رنَاطْي َّشلا رلَمَع ْن مم ٌسْجرر ُمَلَْزَْلْاَو ُباَصَنْلْاَو ُر رسْيَمْلاَو ُرَْمْلْا َا َّنَّرإ اوُنَمآ َنيرذَّلا اَهُّ َيأ َاي  َنوُحرلْف ُت ْمُكَّلَعَل ُهوُبرنَتْجَاف 
O you who have believed, indeed, intoxicants, gambling, [sacrificing on] stone 
alters [to other than Allah ], and divining arrows are but defilement from the work 
of Satan, so avoid it that you may be successful. 
Qur’anic Verse – 5:90 
The first verse hinted at the harmful side of wine without prohibiting it. The 
second verse started to prohibit wine in particular time – i.e., before going to  
prayer – and given that Muslims have to pray five times daily this partial 
prohibition gradually prepared the Muslims for the final prohibition which came in 
the final verse. A reader might get confused and would see apparent 
contradictions when he/she first encounters these verses without knowing the 
details of this gradual prohibition from books of  Tafsir.  
Hadith – i.e., sayings of the Prophet Muhammad – play a vital role in explaining 
further Qur’anic verses. Verse 16:44 shows that although the Qur’an was 
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revealed first to Arabs of Makkah in the Arabic language, yet Prophet Muhammad 
has to make clear the message of the Qur’an. 
  َنوُر َّكَف َت َي ْمُهَّلَعَلَو ْم رهَْيلرإ َلمز ُن اَم رساَّنلرل َ مي َبُترل َرْكمذلا َكَْيلرإ اَنَْلزَنأَو 
And We revealed to you the message (i.e., the Qur’an) that you may make clear 
to the people what was sent down to them and that they might give thought. 
Qur’anic Verse – 16:44 
Books of Tafsir usually make this connection between Qur’anic verses and 
commentaries of Prophet Muhammad. Consider for example the following Hadith.  
Narrated Ibn ‘Abbas: Allah’s Messenger delivered a sermon and said, “O 
people! You will be gathered before Allah barefooted, naked and not 
circumcised. Then (quoting Qur’an) he said, “As We began the first 
creation, We will repeat it. [That is] a promise binding upon Us. 
Indeed, We will do it. [21:104]” (Bukhari, book 65, hadith no. 4669) 
In this Hadith Prophet Muhammad clarified further the meaning of the Qur’anic 
phrase “the first creation”, to mean like the child when born, “barefooted, naked 
and not circumcised”.  
2.5.2 Tafsir Methodologies  
There have been mainly two approaches by Qur’anic exegetes: tradition-based 
and opinion-based. The tradition based approach tries to interpret Qur’anic text 
from traditional sources like, other Qur’anic verses, Hadith, sayings of the 
companion of Prophet Muhammad or classical Arabic literature. Among the 
famous books of Tafsir that follow this approach are: Jami’ al-Bayan authored by 
Ibn Jarir at-Tabari (died in 923 CE), and Tafsir al-Qur’an al-Adheem by Ibn 
Katheer (died in 1373 CE). Ibn Katheer summarizes this approach at the 
introduction of his book (Ibn Katheer d. 1373)  vol. 1, pp. 7-9: 
If a person asks: what is the best way to interpret the Qur’an? The answer 
is that, the most authentic way is to interpret the Qur’an through the 
Qur’an, so when a topic is summarized in a place, it will be elaborated in 
another place. If you still find difficulty, then search the tradition of the 
Prophet, because Hadith is elaboration of the Qur’an…. Then if we could 
not find the interpretation in both Qur’an or Hadith, then we return to the 
sayings of the companions of the Prophet, because they were the most 
knowledgeable about the Qur’an. They witnessed the context and situation 
when Qur’an was revealed, and they were possessing complete 
understanding, authentic knowledge and associated good deeds…. If you 
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could not find the tafsir in any of the above three, then many of the 
scholars returned to the sayings of the students of the companions like 
Mujahid ibn Jabr..and Saeed ibn Jubair.. 
The second approach depends more on applying logic and reasoning backed by 
resorting to general traditions. Among well-known sources following this 
approach are: Mafateeh al-Ghaib authored by Fakhr ar-Raji (died in 1209 CE) 
and al-Jamei’ Li Ahkam al-Qur’an authored by al-Qurtubi (died in 1272 CE).  
 
2.6 Summary  
This chapter discussed the rationale behind choosing the Qur’an and introduced 
a number of topics related to the domain investigated by this thesis: i.e., the 
Qur’an. First, the Qur’anic language – Classical Arabic – is compared with the 
Modern Standard Arabic. Next, a number of unique linguistic characteristics of 
the Qur’an were discussed for example, the inimitability of the Qur’an, scattered 
information on the same subject, verb preposition binding, metaphor and 
figurative use. 
Also, this chapter introduced linguistic background on the linguistic subjects 
investigated in this thesis, namely the pronominal reference system in Arabic, 
and the text similarity and relatedness in the Qur’an.   
As I resorted to both Qur’anic exegesis and translations in this research, this 
chapter also introduced the significance of these two topics.  
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Chapter 3 
Literature Review 
3.1 Computational Qur’anic Studies 
In this section, I review a number of computation experiments done on 
investigating the stylistics of the Qur’an and classification of the Qur’anic 
chapters.  
3.1.1 Computational Clustering  
3.1.1.1 Thabet 2005 
Thabet (2005) attempted to perform computational cluster analysis by producing 
a large matrix of word-counts, whose rows are the 114 chapters and whose 
columns are 3,672 of the Qur’anic words. This short-list of words was obtained 
after removing: (1) words that appear only once in the Qur’an, and (2) function 
words like determiners and prepositions. This decision were made based on her 
assumption that these function words cannot contribute to determination of 
relationship among surahs. In addition, a purpose-built stemmer was used to 
consider morphologically variant words as a single word type. The problem 
Thabet (2005) faced in her analysis is that the shorter chapters produced very 
sparse rows of values consisting mainly of zeros due to the absence of most of 
the 3,672 words in any specific chapter. As a solution to this problem, she 
analysed only the 24 lengthiest chapters which contain more than 1,000 content 
words. Even this truncation did not solve the sparseness problem as there were 
still a large number of low frequency words that do not contribute towards 
thematic cluster formation. As a solution, she had to apply further truncation 
keeping only the 500 most frequent words.  
 
With this data at hand, Thabet (2005) applied hierarchical clustering algorithms 
which tend to measure the distance between two chapters based on the shared 
words. Thus, chapters that share more content words tend to form their own 
cluster. Figure 3.1 shows the four clusters among the 24 selected chapters 
denoted by A, B, C and D. Cluster A mainly contains Medinan chapters (with the 
exception of chapter no. 16 al-Naḥl and no. 39 al-zumar), and Cluster B are 
Meccan chapters. Further Medinan chapters are clustered into groups C and D. 
Her observations can be summarized by these points: 
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(i) The word ‘Allāh’ is a common theme in all clusters.  
(ii) the word ‘qāla’ and its derivaties are a characteristics of Meccan chapters.  
(iii) words ‘āmana’ (believe v.), ‘mūᵓmin’ (believer) and ‘ittaqi’ (fear –Allah) are 
characteristics of Medinan chapters.  
(iv) words ‘āyāt (signs), āya’ (sign) are more frequent in Meccan chapters. 
(v) Cluster C within Medinan chapters is “more abundant in the use of narratives 
and addressing Mohamed to provide evidence of his message to people” , 
whereas chapters in cluster D  “are more concerned with addressing believers 
about the reward for their righteous conduct” 
 
Figure 3.1 – Chapter clusters reported by (Thabet 2005)  
Thabet’s work showed a useful application of Machine Learning clustering 
algorithms, but due to the problem of data sparseness she had to exclude quite a 
good portion of the Qur’an from her analysis. Chapter 8 describes the machine 
learning experiments I did to cluster Qur’anic chapters automatically learning 
from linguistic and domain specific features. Thabet’s statistical measures could 
have been augmented better with linguistic and domain specific knowledge.  
3.1.1.2 Moisl 2009 
Moisl (2009) wanted to tackle the problem of shorter chapters that Thabet faced 
and which resulted in her analysis being limited to only part of the Qur’an. Moisl 
resorted to sophisticated sampling distribution principles from statistics. He came 
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up with a minimum value for chapter length. He found that there should be a 
balance between chapter length and the number of words to be included in 
cluster analysis, because otherwise considering the entire Qur’an for this analysis 
is impossible.  As a compromise he suggested considering only those chapters 
which have a word-length of 300 or more. Furthermore, he only considered 9 
words as a basis of analysis: Allāh, lā (no), rabb (lord), qāla (said), kāna (was), 
yaūm (day), nās (mankind), yaūmaᵓdh (then), and shar (evil). His clustering 
results are shown in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 – Chapter clusters reported by (Moisl 2009)  
 
However, this analysis is purely based on statistical measures which did not 
include the entire Qur’an. Moreover, the selection of these 9 words has no overall 
thematic significance. In my machine learning experiments in chapter 8 Qur’anic 
chapters were automatically clustered after learning from linguistic and domain 
specific features. Moisl’s statistical measures could have been augmented better 
with linguistic and domain specific knowledge. 
3.1.2 Computational Stylistic Studies 
Sadeghi (2011) employed stylometric measures to study the chronology of the 
Qur’an. He attempted to apply “criterion of concurrent smoothness” to 
corroborate a seven-phase chronology of the Qur’anic chapters by finding four 
independent stylistic markers smoothed over this seven phases. His markers 
were: 1) average verse lengths 2) 28 most common morphemes in the Qur’an 3) 
frequencies of 114 other morphemes and finally 4) 3693 uncommon morphemes.  
Sadeghi thus used computational tools to populate his stylistic markers and 
enabled him to study chronology of the Qur’an beyond the traditional Meccan and 
Medinan classification. Others previously attempted the same root, however lack 
of computational tools stood as obstacles to claim any corroboration. In figure 3.3 
below, Sadeghi positions his method (called Modified Bazargan) with those 
attempted before, namely (Bazargan 1976) and (Weil 1895 ) 
 
Figure 3.3 – A number of Qur’anic chapter chronology systems reported by 
(Sadeghi 2011) 
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The main study engine of Sadeghi has been Multivariate methods employed from 
statistics aided by computational linguistics analysis tools. Among other findings, 
Sadeghi concluded from the smoothness of his chosen stylistics markers over the 
said seven-phases that Qur’an has a single author.  
Sayoud (2012) again used authorship discrimination techniques from stylistics to 
compare parallel texts from Qur’an and Hadith to find out that each maintain 
distinctive characteristics that entails different authors, as opposed to some 
claims that Qur’an has been authored by Muhammad. Among many features, 
Sayoud used are: word frequency, COST parameters, word and character length, 
number and animal citations and special ending bigrams. COST parameter for a 
sentence computes the sentence termination similarity (i.e., the terminating 
syllable) with neighbouring sentence and is used usually in poems.  
The markers Sadeghi and Sayoud used were influenced more by traditional 
stylistic approaches, and thus less attention were given to specific linguistic and 
domain features of the Qur’an. As is shown in chapter 8, my machine learning 
experiment heavily relied on such specific features discussed by the Qur’anic 
scholars.  
3.2 Anaphora Resolution 
Linguists have debates on the type of knowledge source required to resolve the 
antecedent of an anaphor. Barbu (2003) cited the following two examples 3.1 and 
3.2, to portray the necessity of extra-linguistic world knowledge to reach the 
intended meaning.  
[3.1] “After considering his dossier, the directory fired the worker because he 
was a convinced communist”.  
[3.2] “If a bomb falls next to you, don’t lose your head. Put it in a bucket and 
cover it with sand.” 
The pronoun ‘he’ in 3.1 above could equally attach with ‘the director’ or ‘worker’, 
and the only way to resolve is to know if this incidence is taking place in USA or 
in communist country, for example. In 3.2, the pronoun ‘it’ could also equally refer 
to ‘the bomb’ or ‘the head’, however considering semantics the ‘bomb’ is chosen.  
Most automatic resolution systems cannot handle these extreme cases, as they 
lack deep language understanding and linkage with world knowledge. Instead, 
automatic resolution systems resort to a set of morphological and syntactic rules 
that covers a great number of cases. For example, SHRDLU (Winograd 1972) 
used the preference of noun phrase in the subject position as a resolution 
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method, among others. Hobbs (1978) uses left-to-right breadth-first search on 
syntactic trees for pronoun resolution.  
 
Also, the theory of Government and Binding developed by (Chomsky 1980) 
imposes certain constrains on the antecedents a pronoun can refer to, and can 
be translated into rules in the automatic resolution systems.  
Although morphological and syntactic rules caters for a number of anaphor 
resolution cases, yet for practical situations, the role of semantic analysis still 
remains a bottleneck. Consider for example a classical example 3.3 below. 
[3.3] John took the cake from the table and ate it.  
The pronoun ‘it’ syntactically could bind with both ‘cake’ and ‘table’.  As deep 
semantic analysis is a very expensive and difficult ambition, few cheaper 
attempts have been made. For example, Dagan and Itai, (1990) considered using 
collocation patterns from a large corpus to model semantic preferences, thus 
preferring ‘cake’ over ‘table’ as a collocate for the verb ‘eat’ in example [3.3] 
above.  
Effective pronoun resolution system must go beyond the local context and 
consider discourse analysis. To this end, a number of theories were helpful for 
resolution systems. For example, Centering Theory (Grosz et at. 1995) models 
the way attention shifts within  discourse units in order to maintain local 
coherence, and as such, gives a hint regarding where in the discourse a pronoun 
is likely to find its antecedence.  
 
3.2.1 Automatic resolution systems 
Depending on the nature of anaphora and the theory governing it, a number of 
systems for automatic anaphora resolution exist.  
(Hobbs 1978) is an syntax based algorithm which searches syntactic trees for 
anaphora resolution in a left-to-right, breadth-first manner. Lappin and Leass 
(1994) used a variety of intra-sentential syntactic factors to construct co-
reference equivalence classes. (Brennan et al. 1987) relies on centering theory in 
pronoun resolution such that the text is coherent.  
 
SHRDLU (Winograd 1972) incorporates one of the earliest anaphora resolvers 
and relies on knowledge-poor  rule-based approach. CogNIAC (Baldwin 1997) is 
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another rule-based anaphora resolver. Kennedy and Boguraev (1996) modified 
(Lappin and Leass 1994)  by employing heuristic based syntactic rules, thus 
avoiding deep syntactic parsing. Mitkov et al. (1998) assigns a score to each 
pronoun antecedent based on a set of boosting and impeding indicators, where 
at the end the highest score is selected.  
 
Aone and Bennett (1994) developed supervised machine learning algorithm for 
pronoun resolution. They defined a set of 66 –mostly domain specific- feature 
sets for business joint venture texts and used them to learn decision trees. 
Orasan et al. (2000) used genetic algorithms for finding the best combination of 
weights for the indicators used within the implementation of (Mitkov et al 1998).  
 
Ge et al. (1998) used probabilistic model for anaphora resolution. Their model 
studied the relative position of antecedents from annotated corpus of Wall Street 
Journal in terms of syntax and morphological features of the noun phrase. Their 
approach showed an accuracy of 85%.  
3.3 Computational text similarity and relatedness 
3.3.1 Evaluation Corpora for Text Similarity and Relatedness 
experiments 
There have been a number of data sources used previously for computational 
analysis of paraphrased texts and sentence similarity. The Multiple-Translation 
Chinese Corpus (Huang et at 2002) contains 11 English translations of 105 news 
stories in Mandarin Chinese, which amounts to 993 sentences. Li et al. (2006) 
produced a dataset comprising 65 pairs of sentences with similarity scores from 
32 human judges.  Microsoft Research released a corpus of paraphrased text 
containing 5801 pairs of sentences collected from various news sources (Dolan 
et al. 2004). Among this set 3,900 pairs are considered “semantically equivalent” 
by human judges. Each pair has been visited by at least two annotators with an 
average agreement rate of 83%.  
 
As for similarity and relatedness at word level where human judges provided 
scores we can cite:  Rubenstein & Goodenough (1965) provided a dataset of 65 
word pairs, Miller & Charles (1991) provided a dataset of 30 word-pairs, and 
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(Finkelstein et al., 2002) with 353 word pairs, and Yang and Powers (2006) 
created a dataset of 130 verb pairs. 
 
Experiments in word relatedness often use datasets from Scholastic Aptitude 
Tests (SAT) questions where the most related word pairs need to be selected 
from five candidates, for example, Jarmasz and Szpakowicz (2003) collected 300 
word choice problems.  
 
3.3.2 Knowledge Sources for similarity and relatedness experiments 
Dictionaries and thesauri were used in many experiments as well. Popular among 
them are Roget’s Thesaurus (Roget 1962) and Macquarie Thesaurus (Bernard 
1986). The most popular knowledge resource for similarity experiments, however, 
was Wordnets, especially English Wordnet (Fellbaum 1998). Non-English 
wordnets are available albeit less developed including the Arabic Wordnet (Black 
et al. 2006). Wikipedia has also been used recently as a knowledge source 
(Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2007; Zesch et al. 2007). 
 
3.3.3 Semantic relatedness measures  
Measuring semantic similarity and relatedness has been an active research topic 
for a number of years. As far as the knowledge source compilation is concerned, 
there has been either dependence on linguistic sources like WordNet, or sources 
constructed by crowdsourcing, like Wikipedia. Zesch and Gurevych (2009) gives 
a comparative study of both methods.  
 
3.3.3.1 Path-Based Measures  
Rada et al. (1989) used path length between two nodes to compute semantic 
relatedness. Jarmasz and Szpakowicz (2003) adapted (Rada et al 1989) 
measure to Roget’s thesaurus (Roget 1962), while Hirst and St-Onge (1998) 
adapted Reda measure on WordNet. Leacock and Chodorow (1998) continued 
the same method but normalized the path length with the depth of the graph. It 
was noticed that this path-based approach usually faces difficulty when going up 
in the hierarchy where concepts become very abstract, and thus affects similarity 
values. Wu and Palmer (1994) introduce the concept of lowest common 
subsumer as the first shared concept on the path that combines the two 
concepts.  
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3.3.3.2 Information Content based measures 
Another thread of research on semantic similarity between two words are made 
surrounding the concept of ‘information content’, where the similarity or 
relatedness is measured by the information shared between the two words. 
Resnik (1995) defines semantic similarity between two nodes as the information 
content value of their lowest common subsumer. This method relies on 
calculating the frequency probability of encountering an instance of a word in a 
large corpus. Jiang and Conrath (1997) modifies Resnik by incorporating 
information content of the two concepts instead of only the lowest common 
subsumer.  Lin (1998) defines a universal measure derived from information 
theory.  
 
3.3.3.3 Gloss based measure 
Lesk (1986) first introduced a measure of similarity and relatedness between two 
words based on the shared words in the concept gloss of these words in a 
dictionary. Banerjee and Pedersen (2002) widens this measure to incorporate the 
glosses of related concepts. Mihalcea and Moldovan (1999) extended this 
approach further by taking each noun or verb sense and  concatenating the 
nouns found in the glosses of all WordNet synsets in the sub-hierarchy of this 
sense.  
3.3.3.4 Concept vector based measures  
Patwardhan and Pedersen (2006) defined a relatedness measure by computing 
the cosine angle between the second-order relatedness vector, which was 
constructed from nouns appearing in the gloss of the two initial concepts. 
Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) define a concept as a measure of the 
frequency occurrence of this concept in Wikipedia articles, and from that they 
derived vectors of concepts, and measured relatedness based on cosine 
similarity of these two vectors.  Zesch and Gurevych (2009) describe how they 
adapted path based and information content based measures to compute 
semantic relatedness based on Wikipedia category graph and article redirects.  
3.3.4 Text similarity and relatedness applications 
Semantic similarity and relatedness measures have been used in a number of 
NLP tasks, like word sense disambiguation (Patwardhan, Banerjee and Pedersen 
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2003), real word spelling error detection (Budanitsky and Hirst 2006), dialog 
summarization (Gurevych and Strube 2004).  
 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter provides a literature review of some computational works carried out 
on the Qur’an. For example, Thabet  (2005) and Moisl (2009) worked on forming 
clusters of Qur’anic chapters based on statistical distribution of some keywords. 
Sadeghi (2011) studied the chronology of Qur’anic chapters by employing  
stylometric measures.   
Major anaphora resolution systems were also introduced in this chapter. Finally, 
computational text similarity and relatedness was covered by reviewing major 
evaluation corpora and relatedness measures.   
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Chapter 4 
Linguistic Annotations of the Qur’an 
In this chapter I investigate existing annotations of the Qur’an. I start looking into 
the type of information encoded within the raw text of the Qur’an (like pause mark 
annotation). Then, I gradually look into existing corpora of the Qur’an with 
morphological and syntactic tagging. Next, I investigate a number of proposed 
and work-in-progress efforts to annotate the Qur’an with various linguistic 
information.  
4.1 Raw Qur’anic Text 
The raw text of the Qur’an contains certain annotation information that could be a 
good starting point for a number of corpus linguistic tasks. The Qur’an has been 
written down shortly after the death of Prophet Muhammad by Caliph Abu Bakr 
(around 634 CE). Later (around 650 CE) Caliph Uthman commissioned a 
committee of Prophet’s companions to develop a written codex system and make 
copies to various Islamic regions. Today, we have Muslims all over the world 
reading the Qur’an in this written form.  
The raw text of the Qur’an contains separators for 114 chapters, and each 
chapter contains separators for verses, and each verse contains a number of 
pause marks. The smallest unit of text is a verse, and can be referenced by 
chapter number (or name) and verse number.  
4.1.1 Qur’anic Pause Marks 
A Qur’anic verse may contain smaller segments separated by semantically 
motivated pause marks. These pause marks are added to original codex by 
scholars for better understanding. To indicate later injection of these marks, they 
are usually written in smaller superscript codes. Usually any copy of the Qur’an 
contains as appendix a list of pause marks with explanation of their usage. The 
following subsection is a rendering of a typical usage from the Qur’an printed by 
King Fahd Qur’an printing complex. Note that when citing from the Qur’anic 
verses in this subsection, scanned images of Arabic verses are included to 
portray the Arabic pause marks used in original Qur’an text, also English 
translations are modified to make the semantic significance of the pause marks 
clearer. Also, note that none of the English translations I came across 
incorporates these pause marks as it appears in the Arabic version, rather they 
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have used the traditional English punctuation marks for the translator’s 
convenience and understanding for the target translation language.   
 
4.1.1.1 Mandatory Pause (M) 
Consider verse 6:36 below. The small Arabic letter (م) (M) is placed to impose a 
mandatory pause in the sentence after the phrase ‘Only those can accept who 
hear’. If this pause is not observed, then the meaning will change and would 




Only accepts those who hear (M) and the dead Allah will raise them … 
Pickthall: 
Only those can accept who hear  (M)  As for the dead, Allah will raise them up; 
then unto Him they will be returned.   
Qur’anic  Verse – 6:36 
4.1.1.2 Voluntary Pause (V) 
This mark is indicated by small (ج) (V) letter over the place of pause. Consider as 
an example verse  18:13 below. The pause mark (V) is an optional pause that 
has no effect on the meaning of the verse if the reader pauses or continues.  
 
We narrate unto thee their story with truth (V) Lo! they were young men who 
believed in their Lord, and We increased them in guidance. 
Qur’anic Verse – 18:13 
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4.1.1.3 Voluntary Pause where continuation preferred (VC) 
This mark is indicated by Arabic superscripted small letters (ىلص) (VC) over the 
place of pause. A reader may pause at this location, however continuation is 
preferred. Consider for example, verse 10:107 below. The continuation at (VC) is 
more appropriate as it completes the both part of Allah’s supreme power in 
removing adversity or intending good.  However, in the other two (V) locations, 
meaning has no effect whether the reader pauses or continues.  
 
If Allah afflicteth thee with some hurt, there is none who can remove it save Him; 
(VC) and if He desireth good for thee, there is none who can repel His bounty. (V) 
He striketh with it whom He will of his bondmen. (V)  He is the Forgiving, the 
Merciful.  
Qur’anic Verse – 10:107 
4.1.1.4 Voluntary Pause where pause preferred (VP) 
This marker is opposite of VC and is indicated by small letters ( لقي ) (VP) over the 
pause location. A reader may continue reading at this location, however pausing 
is more appropriate considering the meaning of the verse. Consider for example 
verse  28:68 below, pausing over (VP) emphasis the supreme power of Lord in 
creating and choosing, and distinguished that from the choice of other creatures.  
 
Thy Lord bringeth to pass what He willeth and chooseth (VP). They have never 
any choice.(V) Glorified be Allah and Exalted above all that they associate (with 
Him)! 
Qur’anic Verse – 28:68 
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4.1.1.5 Exclusive OR pause (XOR) 
This kind of mark is not found often in the Qur’an, and is indicated by a pair of 
two three-dot triangle shape. For simplicity I denoted that as XOR. The reader 
has option to pause in one of these pairs, however, when pausing in one, he/she 
must continue in the other. Each instance of reading gives a meaning different 
thaى the other instance. Consider for example, verse 2:2 below.  
 
This is the Book no doubt (XOR) in it (XOR) a guidance for those conscious of 
Allah. 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:2 – Translation modified from Pickthall to express the pause 
mark significance 
The reader have two options to read this verse: 
 When pausing in the second marker, this will be the reading: This is the 
Book no doubt in it. A guidance for those conscious of Allah. 
 When pausing in the first marker, the reading will be: This is the Book no 
doubt. In it a guidance for those conscious of Allah. 
Note that most English translations I came across did not take this pause mark 
into consideration and mostly assumed the meaning when pausing on the second 
marker.  
4.1.2 Qur’anic Pause Mark Annotation 
(Brierley, Sawalha and Atwell 2012) has developed a coarse-grained boundary 
annotation scheme incorporating the above mentioned pause markers. They 
have collapsed eight-degree boundary strengths to the three major boundary 
types: {major, minor, none}. As a result they ended up with 8,230 sentences of 
the Qur’an marked with these three markers. A probabilistic tagger was trained 
using this corpus to predict these boundaries with a success rate of 86.62% 
(Sawalha, Brierley and Atwell 2012).  
4.2 Morphological Annotation 
4.2.1 Haifa Corpus  
The first morphology annotation of the Qur’an for computational research was 
done –to the best of our knowledge- by Haifa University team (Dror et al. 2004). 
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The authors used  the Xerox finite-state toolbox (Beesley and Karttunen 2003) 
which was fed with lexicon and rules to generate morphological annotation.  
4.2.1.1 Lexicon 
Haifa corpus collected Qur’anic lexicon from an existing concordance of the 
Qur’an (Abdulbaqi 1955) and manually constructed three classes: closed-class 
functional words, nominal bases and verbal bases. The lexicon associates with 
each lexeme its root and pattern, and sometimes more information like surface 
form, inflected forms (like concatenation of particles, gender and number),  and 
continuation class that specifies which suffixes a lexeme can combine with. For 
example, consider the following sample entry for a noun lexeme: 
swr+fu&lat:suurat NounEndingFem; 
The surface word is the noun ‘suurat’ and the root is ‘swr’ which has patter of 
‘fu&lat’ and continuation class of ‘NounEndingFem’ which indicates that the 
lexeme can be suffixed by feminine nominal affixes.  
As for the verbs, the authors collected Qur’anic verbal root list from (Chou´emi 
1966; Ambros 1987) and generated all possible instantiations of these roots in all 
verbal patters of Qur’anic Arabic, which resulted in 100,000 possible verb bases. 
A major portion of these bases are pruned off benchmarking with only verbal 
forms that exists in the Qur’an. Following is a sample lexical entry of a verb form 
that is prefixed with a particle: 
fa-'akalaa -> fa+Particle+Conjunction+'kl+Verb+Stem1+Perf+Act+3P+Dual+Masc 
note that the affixed particle ‘fa’ is separated from the verb ‘’akalaa’ with a 
dash ‘-‘ and each gets separate morphological features.  
4.2.1.2 Finite-State Rules 
As the lexicon generates the base forms with additional information, Arabic 
grammar rules are introduced to filter out redundancies, to handle morpho-
phonological alteration, to take care of idiosyncrasies –like verbal weak 
paradigms and to implement purely phonetic rules.  
For example, a grammar rule dictates that the noun occurring after a preposition 
must be in the genitive case. Applying this rule would prune out redundant cases 
from the lexicon that does not comply with this rule. Thus, pruning is done on the 
lexicon to reduce the number of possible targeted outcomes.  
In total there were approximately 50 rules for nouns and 300 for verbs.  Applying 
these rules reduced the original lexicon entries but still kept for certain entities 
multiple possibilities, with an average of 1.37 analysis per token.  
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4.2.1.3 Query Interface 
Figure 4.1 is a screenshot of the interface as reported in (Dror et al 2004). Each 
query enables users to search for various morphological features such as 
number, gender, case, aspect, etc. The user can request certain root or pattern. 
Context sensitive options appears for different parts of speech. For example, 
when selecting verb, the user can check any of the 12 available stems in Arabic 
verbs.  
4.2.1.4 Evaluation  
The Haifa corpus was evaluated for accuracy by manually checking system 
performance for chapter 8 of the Qur’an, which consists of 1248 words (approx. 
1.6% of the Qur’an). Their evaluation system produced 1440 analysis with an 
average of 1.15 outcome for each word. Benchmarking against manual 
annotation, 69 of these analyses were incorrect, 205 as possible and 1162 
correct analysis. The authors report 93% recall, 80% precision and an f-measure 
of 0.86.  
This corpus was first of its kind and was intended for teaching and learning, so 
Arabic grammar students can search for evidence of certain morphological 
features within the Qur’an. However, the accuracy level of this corpus needs to 
be manually verified by scholars to encompass the entire Qur’an and not only 
1.6% of the text in order for this corpus to be widely used by the community.  
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Figure 4.1 – Query Interface for Haifa database (Dror et al 2004) 
4.2.2 Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC) 
This corpus started by an initial tagging of the Qur’an text by adapting Buckwater 
Arabic Morphological Analyser (Buckwalter, 2002) to work with Qur’anic text. This 
automatic annotation was then subjected to manual verification through a  
collaborative online platform.  
Figure 4.2 below shows a sample morphology analysis for word no. 16 in verse 
11:28. 
 
Figure 4.2 – Morphology analysis for word 11:28:16 from QAC 
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Following features are displayed with each Qur’anic word: 
 Morphological segments of a Qur’anic word. For example, in the sample I 
notice that this word has four segments depicted by different colours. 
 POS tagging for each segment. For example, in the sample, two pronouns 
(PRON), a verb (V) and an interrogative (INTG) is shown.  
 Expanded narrative on each POS. 
 Arabic auto generated translation of the detailed morphological feature. 
 Transliteration of the Arabic word 
 Word meaning in English. 
QAC employed specialized POS tag set to suite the Qur’anic Arabic. For 
example, the tag INL refers to Qur’anic initials repeated at the beginning of many 
Qur’anic chapters. Also, the morphological feature set covers a wide range of 
freatures like: prefix freatues, root, lemma, person, number, aspect (perfect, 
imperfect, imperative), mood (indicative, subjunctive, jussive, energetic), voice, 
verb form (from I to XII), derivation (active participle, passive participle, verbal 
noun), state (definitive, indefinitive), case (nominative, accusative, genitive) and 
suffix features.  
 
QAC corpus is available for online1 browsing and downloading for research 
purposes. QAC contrasts with the Haifa corpus as it integrates the corpus online 
for browsing and query, and provides a collaborative platform allowing for the 
continuous refinement and improvement of the annotation. QurAna annotation of 
pronouns was based on PRON tags from QAC.  
4.3 Syntactic Annotation 
4.3.1 Qur’anic Arabic Dependency Treebank 
Treebanks are parsed corpora with each sentence of including texts are 
annotated with syntactic information (e.g., sentence head, noun pharase, verb 
phrase, etc.) in a tree structure. Qur’anic Arabic Dependency Treebank (QADT) 
(Dukes et al 2010) used traditional Arabic grammar rules to visualize the syntax 
of Qur’anic verse segments using dependency graphs. These graphs serve two 
purposes: a) being a useful educational resource for students of Arabic grammar, 
                                            
1 Available at http://corpus.Quran.com  
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and b) as the graphs are machine readable, this will enable future computational 
research to learn automatic parsers for traditional Arabic grammar.  
As was the case with building the morphology in QAC, QADT went into an 
iterative process to minimize the manual effort to build the Treebank. A rule-
based dependency parse was developed specifically for Qur’anic Arabic which 
created the first base of the Treebank with a reported accuracy of 78% (Dukes 
and Buckwalter 2010). Next, the automatic annotation was manually corrected 
resorting to trusted publications on the Qur’anic grammar. Finally, an extensive 
annotation guideline was produced and the Treebank was uploaded online1 for 
further collaborative verification.   
The approach followed in QADT contrasts to other Arabic treebanks -such as 
Penn Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al 2004) or Prague Arabic Dependency 
Treebank (Smrz and Hajic 2006)- in incorporating traditional Arabic grammar, 
while others adapted an existing English scheme for Arabic, causing much of the 
peculiarities of the language to be lost.  
Figure 4.3 is a sample parse tree for a segment from verse 1:1 
 
 
 Figure 4.3 – Syntactic annotation for verse 1:1 from QADT 
                                            
1 Available at http://corpus.Quran.com  
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The following features are incorporated within these syntactic graphs: 
 Directed arrows shows the dependency direction. For example, both the 
third and fourth word in verse 1:1 (نمحرلا) and (ميحرلا) are adjectives 
describing the second word (الله), hence the direction of the arrows.  
 A clause constituted from more than one morpheme can function 
collectively as a dependency. For example, in the first word of verse 1:1, 
both the noun and particle collectively act as a prepositional phrase 
pointing to a verb.  
 As Arabic is a pro-drop language, certain grammatical elements could be 
dropped from a sentence, for example the head verb of a prepositional 
clause (as in verse 1:1 above, where the dropped verb is placed as 
asterisk), or hidden pronouns.  
 
QADT is a work in progress and approximately 43% of the Qur’an was covered at 
the time of writing.  
 
4.3.2 Pronoun antecedent annotation 
QurAna is a corpus that tags all pronouns of the Qur’an (approx. 24,000 
pronouns). Figure 4.4 gives an example from verse 38:29. All explicit pronouns 
identified through PRON tag in QAC are tagged with their referent, which could 
be mentioned earlier or not. In both cases, a concept ontology is maintained.   
 
Figure 4.4 - Pronoun resolution of verse 10:58 
QurAna is one of the main novel contributions of this research, and chapter 5 is 
entirely dedicated to describing this corpus.  
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4.4 Semantic Annotation 
4.4.1 Frame Semantics 
Frame semantics is introduced by Fillmore (Fillmore 1976). Based on this 
linguistic theory, researchers in the International Computer Science Institute 
(ICSI), Berkeley, started the FrameNet project (Ruppenhofer et al 2005) (Baker et 
al 1998) (Fillmore et al 2003) in 1997 to build an online lexicon for English frames 
which are to capture the semantic and syntactic properties of English predicates 
based on their usage in the British National Corpus (BNC) (Aston & Burnard 
1998). Based on the experience of the English FrameNet, various projects 
started to build similar lexicon for other languages. 
 
FrameNet is a lexicon that describes ‘Frames’ as a schematic representation 
describing a situation involving various conceptual roles called ‘Frame Elements 
(FE)’. A frame can be ‘evoked’ by a group of related predicates (mainly verbs, but 
also nouns or adjectives) called ‘Lexical Units (LU)’.  
 
For example, the verb ‘buy’ along with ‘purchase’ form the LUs that can evoke 
the commerce_buy frame. This frame has ‘core’ frame elements that are 
essential to the meaning of the frame e.g., FEs (BUYER, GOODS) and has many 
other non-core FEs (like: DURATION, MANNER, MEANS, MONEY, PLACE, 
PURPOSE, RATE, REASON, RECIPIENT, SELLER, TIME, UNIT). 
Following is an example from commerce_buy frame description. (The lexical unit 
is in boldface and Frame Elements are in CAPITALS). 
[BUYER  Lee] BOUGHT [GOODS a textbook] [SELLER from Abby] 
Currently, the FrameNet project contains more than 10,000 lexical units in nearly 
800 hierarchically related semantic frames, exemplified in more than 135,000 
annotated sentences. (Ruppenhofer et al 2005). 
 
A preliminary study of the Qur’anic frame semantics was described in 
(Muhammad and Atwell 2009). A sample Qur’anic verbs were analysed and 
benchmarked against English FrameNet. For example the verb eat according to 
the FrameNet definition belongs to ‘Ingestion’ frame, which has two core 
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elements: ingestible and an ingestor. Looking into the valences of this verb 
in the Qur’an, I observe that it appeared –with derived forms- 100 times. Table 
4.1 below lists a few representative concordance lines. In the majority of the 
cases, its use was in alignment with FrameNet descriptions, like the example of 
line [A]. However, there are examples where ‘eat’ is used differently, for example 
lines [B] uses ‘eat’ to mean ‘eating money’ which is not a usual ingestible item, 
and hence it means to ‘earn money unlawfully’. Consider also the line [E] where 
‘seven years’ are the ‘ingestor’ which violates the ‘sentient’ restriction of 
FrameNet. 
 
A the sea to be of service that ye eat fresh meat from thence 16:14 
B And eat not up your property among  2:188 
C Would one of you love to eat the flesh of his dead brother? 49:12 
D seven fat kine which seven lean were eating  12:43 
E seven hard years which will eat all that ye have prepared for them 12:48 
F they eat into their bellies nothing else than fire 2:177 
G  eat of unlawful 5:42 
Table 4.1 – Sample usage of the verb ‘eat’ in the Qur’an 
For another example, take the FrameNet’s Giving frame. Following verses are 
labelled with  the frame elements DONOR, THEME, DONATED_AMOUNT and 
RECIPIENT.   
 
[A] and [they DONOR] spend out of [what We have provided for them 
THEME] [2:3] 
[B] and they ask you what [they DONOR] should spend. Say, “[the excess 
DONATED_AMOUNT]”. [2:219] 
[C] and they ask you what they should spend. Say, “Whatever [you DONOR] 
spend of [good DONATED_AMOUNT] is [for parents and relatives and orphans 
and the needy and the traveller RECIPIENT]. [2:215] 
 
While [A] talks about the theme of the donated money, [B] qualifies the type of 
this theme to be from the excess money that is left after spending on the 
necessary needs. However, [C] gives an answer to the same question as in [B], 
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but specifies the recipient of this spend rather than the type or amount of the 
money. 
Similar to verbs, some frequent Qur’anic nouns can also dictate useful semantic 
frames. As another example, following mind map depicts various thematic slots 
the noun ‘praise’ and its derivatives can dictate.  
 
Figure 4.5 – Semantic frames for the concept ‘praise’ in the Qur’an 
All works reviewed so far were proof-of-concept attempts towards semantic 
frames of the Qur’an. When completed these kind of annotations will be very 
helpful for knowledge discovery and question-answering from the Qur’an.  
 
4.4.2 Qur’anic Prepositional Verbs 
(Fiteih 1983) studied the prepositional verbs considering the Qur’an as his 
corpus. He could classify four classes of Qur’anic verbs based on the number 
and type of nominals and prepositions these verbs allow. There are cases when 
a verb allows one prepositional object (e.g., reach to something as in verse 
11:70), or a nominal and a prepositional object (e.g., let loose on someone 
something as in verse 54:19), or two prepositional objects (e.g., come forth unto 
someone from some place as in verse 19:11), or one nominal object and two 
prepositional objects as in verse 16:71 or one prepositional object and two 
nominal objects as in verse 4:95. Please note how the two prepositional objects 
appear adjacent in the original text in 4:95.  
 َلَ ْمُه َيردَْيأ ٰىََأر ا َّمَل َفَُلِصَت  رهَْيلرإ  ُهَرركَنم 
And when he saw their hands reached not to it, he mistrusted them.. 
Qur’anic Verse – 11:70 
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 اَّنرإاَنْلَسْرَأ  ْم رهْيَلَع اًرَصْرَص اًيحرر 
Lo! We let loose on them a raging wind 
Qur’anic Verse – 54:19 
ََجَرَخَف  ٰىَلَع  رباَرْح رمْلا َن رم ره رمْو َق 
Then he came forth unto his people from the sanctuary 
Qur’anic Verse – 19:11 
 ُهَّللاَوََلَّضَف  ْمُكَضْع َب  ٰىَلَع  رقْزمرلا رفِ ٍضْع َب 
And Allah hath favoured some of you above others in provision 
Qur’anic Verse – 16:71 
ََلَّضَفَو  ُهَّللا َنيرد رهاَجُمْلا ىَلَع اًمي رظَع ًارْجَأ َنيردرعاَقْلا 
Literal: 
And Allah hath bestowed on those who strive above the sedentary a great 
reward. 
Pickthall: 
He hath bestowed on those who strive a great reward above the sedentary 
Qur’anic Verse – 4:95 
4.5 Other annotation research 
4.5.1 Qur’anic Concept Ontology 
QAC made an initial attempt to build a concept ontology of the Qur’an based on 
knowledge extracted from traditional sources like traditions of Prophet 
Muhammad (i.e., Hadith) or books of Qur’anic exegesis (i.e., Tafsir). QAC 
ontology is represented visually online1 through a network of 300 linked concepts 
with 350 relations. Figure 4.6 shows an excerpt from the graph containing the 
concept category  ‘physical substance’.  
                                            
1 Available online at http://corpus.Quran.com/ontology.jsp  
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Figure 4.6 -  partial concept graph from QAC showing the category ‘physical 
substance’ 
The graph allows drilling down from the concept category until reaching at the 
lowest level to the concept, where a number of pieces of information are shown 
for each concept as follows. 
 A sample verse from the Qur’an containing this concept. 
 Link to Wikipedia entry of this concept. 
 Link to all occurrences of this concept in the Qur’an. 
 Visual concept map of neighbouring concepts. 
 Predicate logic relations of this concept 
4.5.2 Annotation of intonation and pronunciation (Tajweed) 
The Qur’an has propagated over centuries through oral transmission from Angel 
Gabriel to Prophet Muhammad to his companions and so on. The written format 
according to specialized codex was a supportive mechanism to preserve the 
Qur’an from getting extinct. However, the official form continued to be through 
oral teaching whereby the student learns the proper pronunciation and intonation 
sound of each verse.  
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(Taha 2008) designed a colour-coding mechanism to annotate Qur’anic text with 
selected rules of intonation, known as Tajweed rules. Figure 4.7 is an illustrative 
verse where this colour coding annotation is employed.  
 
Figure 4.7 – excerpt from (Taha 2008) showing colour coded annotation of 
tajweed rules 
Following are the main coloured features in this annotation: 
 The dark red colour indicates necessary prolongation of six vowels each of 
which is about half a second. 
 Blood red colour indicates obligatory prolongation of five vowels. 
 Orange red colour indicates permissible prolongation from two to six 
vowels. 
 Cumin red colour indicates normal prolongation of two vowels. 
 Green colour indicates nasalization sound accompanying a prolongation of 
two vowels. 
 Grey colour indicates silent letters. 
 Dark blue colour indicates emphatic pronunciation of the Arabic letter (ر)  
R. 
 Blue colour indicates echoing sound (qalqalah).  
4.6 Qur’an as a Corpus 
The size of the Qur’an is relatively small (i.e., approx.. 128k word segments) 
comparing with standard contemporary corpora. This size might not be large 
enough for some empirical language learning experiments. However, Qur’an is a 
unique text that has the significance of being verbatim words of God – as 
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believed by Muslims worldwide. Moreover, this text -although small in size- has 
been a subject of language and literary study for over 14 centuries. Given these 
facts I advocate the Qur’an to be a corpus given the broad sense of this term 
from pragmatic perspective –as opposed to semantic meaning- as suggested by 
(Kilgarriff and Grefenstette 2003): 
A corpus is a collection of texts when considered as an object of language 
or literary study.  
However, in this section, I would still want to study the qualifications of the Qur’an 
being a corpus from the specific and modern connotation of the word “corpus” as 
described in (McEnery and Wilson 1996): 
In principle, any collection of more than one text can be called a corpus. . . 
. But the term “corpus” when used in the context of modern linguistics 
tends most frequently to have more specific connotations than this simple 
definition provides for. These may be considered under four main 
headings: sampling and representativeness, finite size, machine-readable 
form, a standard reference. 
 
4.6.1 Sampling and Representativeness 
The Qur’an is considered to be a sample of Classical Arabic, but also is a unique 
sample of Words of God. The Qur’an describes in one verse that Words of God is 
infinite (see verse 31:27 below). Included to this unique corpus would be the 
Bible as well. However, because: a) the original text of the Bible was not in  
Arabic, and b) it is difficult to judge which part of the Bible at our hand is verbatim 
Words of God.   
 
 َمرلَك ْتَد رَفن ا َّم ٍرُْبَْأ ُةَع ْ بَس رهردْع َب ن رم ُه ُُّدَيَ ُرْحَبْلاَو ٌمَلََْقأ ٍَةرَجَش ن رم رضْرَْلْا رفِ َا َّنَّأ ْوَلَو رهَّللا ُتا  ۖ  َّنرإ  َهَّللا  رزَع ٌزي 
 ٌميركَح 
And if all the trees in the earth were pens, and the sea, with seven more seas to 
help it, (were ink), the words of Allah could not be exhausted. Lo! Allah is Mighty, 
Wise. 
Qur’anic Verse -  31:27 
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The Qur’an has been used by early Arabic grammarians as supportive evidence 
of various linguistic phenomena of classical Arabic grammar. The Qur’an itself 
testifies in multiple locations its significance being revealed in pure and clear 
Arabic language. Following are some sample verses.  
 ْلَعَج اَّنرإ َنوُل رقْع َت ْمُكَّلَعَّل اًّيربَرَع ًانآْر ُق ُهاَن 
Lo! We have appointed it a Lecture, in Arabic that haply ye may understand. 
Qur’anic Verse -  43:3 
 َي رمَلاَعْلا مبَر ُليرزنََتل ُهَّنرإَو   ُي رمَْلْا ُحوُّرلا رهرب َلَز َن   َن رم َنوُكَترل َكربْل َق ٰىَلَع َنيرر رذنُمْلا  ٍيرب ُّم ٍّ ربَِرَع ٍناَسرلرب 
And lo! it is a revelation of the Lord of the Worlds, Which the True Spirit hath 
brought down, Upon thy heart, that thou mayst be (one) of the warners, In plain 
Arabic speech. 
Qur’anic Verse -  26: 192-195 
 ًنآْر ُق َنوُق َّ ت َي ْمُهَّلَعَّل ٍجَورع ي رذ َر ْ يَغ اًّيربَرَع ا 
A Lecture in Arabic, containing no crookedness, that haply they may ward off 
(evil). 
Qur’anic Verse -  39:28 
If representativeness is measured by the extent to which the Qur’anic vocabulary 
includes full-range vocabulary of the classical Arabic language, then –as we will 
see in the next section- the Qur’an contains only  13.5% of the overall Arabic 
roots. However, considering the content and the usefulness of the text for society 
then the Qur’an itself claims to be self-sufficient and containing the key to all 
solutions. See some supportive verses below.  
ًاير رسْف َت َنَسْحَأَو مقَْلِارب َكاَن ْ ئ
رج َّلَرإ ٍلََث ربِ َكَنُوتَْأي َلََو 
And they bring thee no similitude but We bring thee the Truth (as against it), and 
better (than their similitude) as argument. 
Qur’anic Verse -  25:33 
 منِّ مم مُكَّن َيرتَْأي ا َّمرَإف ٰىَقْشَي َلََو ُّل رضَي َلََف َياَدُه َعَبَّ تا رنَمَف ىًدُه  
But when there come unto you from Me a guidance, then whoso followeth My 
guidance, he will not go astray nor come to grief. 
Qur’anic Verse -  20:123 
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A quick examination of the Qur’an shows wide coverage of topics scattered in the 
Qur’an, from eschatological topics, to attributes of God, to stories of ancient 
people, to matters related to monetary transaction to jurisprudence related to 
marriage and maternity, to relationship with other religions, to the description and 
lessons from major battles at the time of Prophet Muhammad. From this 
perspective, the Qur’an can be considered a general corpus that encompasses a 
number of domains and genres. Also, the Qur’an could be considered balanced 
(over the 23 years of Qur’an revelation: approx. between years 609 – 632 CE)  
because of the distribution of these topics evenly in various locations of the 
Qur’an. However, linking a topic to Qur’anic text is not always trivial and often 
deep language, world knowledge and contextual clues are required in order to 
link the text to the topic. In this regard coupling the Qur’an with Tafsir sources 
could be beneficial.   
4.6.2 Finite Size 
The Qur’an is finite in size. Thus, it is a static sample corpus. The Qur’an 
contains 77,804 space delimited words. However, considering word segments we 
have 127,795 segments. In terms of word types the Qur’an contains 14,948 word 
types which can be reduced to 1,619 root words. These figures were captured 
thanks to the morphological corpus of the Qur’an (Qur’anic Arabic Corpus). To 
compare with the overall available Arabic root words, the figure approximates to 
12,000 roots as enumerated in a reference Arabic lexicon called Taj-ul-A’rous (Al-
Zubaidy 1790).  
4.6.3 Machine-readable form 
The Qur’anic text has been digitized and made into a machine readable format 
with proper Unicode encoding. One notable format which I relied on is the Tanzil 
project1. The project aims at providing a highly verified precise Qur’anic text. 
Qur’anic text is also available in the public domain in various format like MySQL 
database and XML. Multiple annotated corpora on the Qur’an are also available 
like the QAC and QurAna corpus I produced. In this chapter I have described a 
number of full or partial annotation projects on the Qur’an.  
 
                                            
1 Available online at http://tanzil.net  
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4.6.4 Standard Reference 
The Qur’an has been a standard reference since its revelation. Apart from being 
the most vital religious reference to matters related to the daily life of Muslims, 
Arabic linguists has been referencing Qur’anic quotes for evidence of Arabic 
grammar topics. For example, I have done a phrase search on the classical book 
“Al of the most famous Arabian linguist and grammarian Sibawayh (died approx.. 
796 CE)  for the term “Allah said” and found 83 hits and all of them are citations 
from the Qur’an in support of certain grammar rule.  
 
Regardless of the debate on the semantic meaning of the word ‘corpus’ and what 
merits to be called such, I think that employing corpus linguistic means to 
Qur’anic studies is beneficial to Qur’anic scholars, students and the general 
Muslim and non-Muslim community. 
 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter introduced a number of existing annotations of the Qur’anic texts. 
Some of the reviewed annotations have exhaustively covered the entire Qur’an – 
for example, our QurAna corpus or the corpus of pause marks of the Qur’an, and 
some are partial attempts, for example, syntactic annotation Treebank available 
at the Qur’anic Arabic Corpus website.  
Haifa corpus and Qur’anic Arabic Corpus exhaustively analysed the morphology 
of every word of the Qur’an. However, QAC went through a rigorous verification 
process and adapted a collaborative platform for further evaluation.  
QurAna picked up pronoun tags from QAC and annotated their referents. The 
creation of a concept ontology while tagging pronoun referents is a novel 
experiment I carried through this research. This approach proved helpful as the 
Qur’an is loaded with many pronouns.  
This chapter included brief description of some partial annotation attempts to 
capture semantics of the Qur’an, like the Qur’anic semantic frames and Qur’anic 
prepositional verbs. 
Finally, this chapter benchmarked the Qur’an against typical characteristics of a 
corpus: sampling and representativeness, finite size, machine-readable form and 
a standard reference.  
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Chapter 5  
QurAna: Corpus of the Qur’an annotated with Pronominal 
Anaphora 
5.1 Introduction 
QurAna –or Qur’anic Anaphora- is a corpus where all Qur’anic personal 
pronouns (over 24,000 pronouns) are tagged with information on their 
antecedents. The size of this corpus compares favourably with other available 
similar corpora. This chapter provides a detailed description of the annotation 
scheme, annotation process and usage of this corpus. For background linguistic 
information on pronominal anaphora in Arabic and in the Qur’an refer back to 
section 2.2. For a review of literature on anaphora resolution systems refer to 
section 3.2. 
5.2 Annotation Scheme 
5.2.1 Related annotation schema 
The first anaphora annotation scheme is the Lancaster IBM project at UCREL 
(Garside et al. 1997). Under this scheme the antecedent (whether anaphor or 
cataphor) is enclosed in brackets and given an index number and the proform 
(i.e, the pronoun) is preceded by the ‘REF’ symbol with the index number along 
with either ‘<’ or ‘>’ symbol indicating the direction: either anaphora or cataphora. 
Figure 5.1 provides an example. 
(6 the married couple 6) said that <REF=6 they were happy 
with <REF=6 their lot.  
Figure 5.1 – Example of annotation scheme from UCREL project (Garside et al. 
1997) 
This scheme was used to annotate part of the AP corpus consisting of around 
100,000 words. 
Another tagging schema is MUC-7 SGML schema (Hirschman and Chinchor 
1997) which accompanied the task definition of the MUC-7 on coreference 
annotation. Figure 5.2 is a sample annotation from this corpus. 
<COREF ID=”100”>Lawson Mardon Group Ltd.</COREF> said <COREF 
ID=”101” TYPE=”IDENT” REF=”100”>it</COREF>… 
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Figure 5.2 – Example of annotation scheme from MUC-7 SGML schema 
(Hirschman and Chinchor 1997) 
The GNOME project relies on an earlier general purpose annotation scheme 
called MATE. This scheme was designed keeping in mind a ‘discourse model’ 
and thus aimed at annotating ‘discourse entities’ and any co-reference to them. 
Under this scheme <de> is the main discourse element, and <link> is used to 
mark information about anaphoric relations using <anchor> elements. Figure 5.3 
gives an example (Poesio 2004). 
<de ID="de_01">we</de>’re gonna take <de ID="de_07"> the 
engine E3 </de> and shove <de ID="de_08"> it </de> over to 
<de ID="de_02">Corning</de>, hook <de ID="de_09"> it </de> 
up to <de ID="de_03">the tanker car</de>...<link 
href="coref.xml#id(de_07)" type="ident"> <anchor 
href="coref.xml#id(de_08)"/> </link> <link 
href="coref.xml#id(de_08)" type="ident"> <anchor 
href="coref.xml#id(de_09)"/> </link> 
Figure 5.3 – Example of annotation scheme from GNOME project (Poesio 2004) 
AQA (Boldrini et al. 2009) is a multilingual anaphora annotation scheme that can 
be applied in machine learning for the improvement of Question Answering 
systems.  This scheme has been used to annotate the CLEF 2008 corpus in 
Spanish.  There are several markups used to specify anaphora type (e.g., 
pronominal, superficial, adverbial, ellipse and definite descriptions)  and others to 
specify the relation type between anaphoric  
expression and its direct or bridging antecedent. Figure 5.4 gives an example, 
where <t> = topic, <subt>=subtopic, <q>= question, <de>=discourse entity, 
<link>= anaphora, <rel>=relationship, <status>= sure or uncertain, 
<ant>=antecedent, <refq>=question-answer pair. 
<t> 
<q id="q538"> 
What was the name of the plane used by <de id="n52">John 
Paul II</de> in <link rel="indir" status="ok" ant="q" 
refq="q538" type="dd" ref="n52"> his travel</link> to the 
USA in 1995? 
</q> 
<subt> 
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Figure 5.4 - Example of annotation scheme from AQA project (Boldrini et al. 
2009)  
Using this scheme a pilot evaluation corpus was manually annotated out of the 
CLEF multilingual corpus with 600 questions: 200 for each English, Italian and 
Spanish with an average agreement of 87%. 
(Hammami et al 2009) presents a corpus annotated with coreference chains for 
Arabic using a custom-designed XML-tool called AnATAr. This corpus is of size 
77,457 words in size (very close to the size of the Qur’an) and includes 
newspaper articles, technical manual, a book on education and a novel. The 
scheme is adapted from (Tutin et al 2000) and is compatible with MUC scheme. 
Figure 5.5 below is an example output. 
<s> … <exp id=”e2” cat=”Np” fc=”sujet”> ةجيدخ</exp></s> 
<s> :قتاع ىلع تلمح<exp id=”e3” cat=”pln” dist=”1” rec=”true”> 
<ptr type=”coref” src=”e2” /> اه </exp>.. 
Figure 5.5 - Example of annotation scheme of Arabic anaphora corpus by 
(Hammami et al 2009) 
5.2.2 QurAna Annotation Schema 
QurAna preserves information about the location of both the pronoun and its 
antecedent. The annotation assumed the Qur’an segmentation available in the 
Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC) and maintains the location information of 
pronouns through position of the word segments of the Qur’an. Consider for  
example the verse 67:5 below. 
 اَي ْن ُّدلا َءاَم َّسلا اَّنَّ يَز ْدَقَلَوََحِيباَصَمِب اَنْلَعَجَواَه ي رطاَي َّشلمل اًموُجُر 
And certainly / We have beautified / the heaven / nearest / with lamps, / and We 
have made them / (as) missiles / for the devils, 
And verily We have beautified the world's heaven with lamps, and We have made 
them missiles for the devils, 
Qur’anic Verse – 67 : 5 
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Figure 5.6 below is an excerpt of annotation of the above verse.  Each word 
segment is denoted by its segment ID number using the XML tag: <seg id= xx> . 
These ID numbers corresponds to QAC segment numbers. The pronoun is 
indicated using the tag: <pron> which corresponds to QAC tag named ‘PRON’. 
Moreover, each annotation further carries two attributes: a) the antecedent: ant-id 
and b) a concept id: concept-id. Note that when the antecedent is not available 
then always ant-id is assigned zero.  
<seg id = 119860>لا</seg> 
<seg id = 119861>ايند</seg> 
<seg id = 119862>ب</seg> 
<seg id = 119863>حيباصم</seg> 
<seg id = 119864>و</seg> 
<seg id = 119865>لعج</seg> 
<seg id = 119866><pron ant-id=0 concent-id=1>ان</pron></seg> 
<seg id = 119867><pron ant-id = 119863 concept-id = 
353>اه</pron></seg> 
Figure 5.6 – Excerpt from verse 67:5 showing QurAna annotation schema 
5.3 Annotation Process 
Guided by the previous annotation schema, and by the nature of Arabic usage of 
pronouns, and in particular domain specific usage of pronouns in the Qur’an, I 
started the annotation process.  First, the 128,000 word segments of the Qur’an 
were maintained in a MySQL database and unique IDs were assigned to each 
word segment. Next, QAC was used to identify those targeted segments that 
contain pronouns, and for each pronoun the starting and ending IDs of the text 
span that represents antecedents were recorded manually through forms 
developed using PHP scripting language. I chose QAC as it underwent various 
verification levels for accuracy of part-of-speech annotation, and is placed for 
online collaboration for further validation. I took the instances of pronouns that 
were tagged as ‘PRON’ in the QAC corpus. This tag covers all kind of personal 
pronouns: 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons; singular, dual and plural; connected 
pronouns (where the personal pronoun is suffixed with noun or verb) and 
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separate stand-alone pronouns. However, I left out demonstrative and relative 
pronouns as their number is less in the Qur’an (approx. 15%).  
5.4 Concept Ontology from QurAna 
As I progressed with tagging pronoun antecedents in the Qur’an, I maintained a 
concept ontology out of these antecedents. In the context of this thesis, pronoun 
referents are considered ‘concept’ entries of this ontology. Given this 
understanding, I have assigned a single concept for every pronoun in my scope. 
Even when the antecedent of a particular pronoun is absent in the Qur’an, still I 
have tagged this pronoun with the concept it refers to. Thus, a ‘pronoun referent’ 
and a ‘concept’ could be interchangeably used in this context. For example, 
QurAna has a concept entry called ‘the messengers’ referring to all instances 
where pronouns are used in the Qur’an to refer to ‘messengers’ in general. 
However, I also have separate concepts for individual messengers mentioned as 
pronouns in the Qur’an like ‘Moses’, ‘Abraham’, ‘Jacob’, ‘Muhammad’, etc.  
In total I have gathered over 1050 concepts.  For example, a concept in our list is 
“Qur’an” and all pronouns in the Qur’an referring to “Qur’an” were linked to this 
concept regardless of the presence or absence of the actual antecedent in the 
immediately surrounding text, or even various different names by which the 
concept “Qur’an” is referred to in the Qur’an: like (باتك) Kitab  (book), (ركذ) Dhirk 
(remembrance), (ناقرفلا) al-Furqan (the criteria), and such other attributes. 
Similarly, all pronouns referring to prophet Muhammad were under a single 
concept the actual pronoun antecedents might have different words in the Qur’an 
like (لوسر) Rasoul (messenger) or (يبن) Nabi’ (prophet). Keeping an ontology of 
concepts is very helpful for information retrieval and many other useful 
applications. Table 5.1 gives the 20 most frequently referred-to concepts in our 
list. 
 
Freq. Arabic English  
3061 الله Allah 
1145 اونمآ نيذلا those who believe 
1141 دمحم Prophet Muhammad 
1110 سانلا Mankind 
1073 نيرفاكلا (Kaafir) the infidels 
912 نيكرشملا the polytheists 
727 شيرق رافك the infidels of Quraish 
655 نيقفانملا the hypocrites 
651 نينمؤملا the believers 
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549 ليئارسإ ينب Children of Israel 
542 نوملسملا Muslims 
360 ىسوم Moses 
288 دوهيلا the Jews 
221 نوعرف لآ Pharaoh's folk 
216 نآرقلا the Qur'an 
204 ناسنلإا Mankind 
202 باتكلا لهأ people of the Book 
201 ةقباسلا مملأا the past nations 
196 وركنم ثعبلا those who deny resurrection 
190 فسوي ةوخإ brothers of Joseph 
Table 5.1 - 20 Most frequent concepts in the Qur’an 
We call this collection of referents an ontology as the referents constitute the 
comprehensive set of nominal concepts found in the Qur’an. Other ontologies of 
the Qur’an exist, but are based on Qur’anic scholars’ observations and intuitions 
about the core concepts in the Qur’an, rather than data-oriented extraction of 
nominal referents. For example the ontology used in the Qur’any search-by-
concept tool (Abbas and Atwell 2012) is derived from the index terms in a 
scholarly analysis of the Qur’an. 
As indicated earlier, access to books of Tafsir (scholarly comments) are important 
to resolve certain ambiguous cases, especially those instances where 
antecedents are absent. Consider for example verse 23:67 below.  
 
 رب َنير ربِْكَتْسُم ره  َنوُرُجْه َت ًار رماَس 
(Being) arrogant / about it, / conversing by night, / speaking evil." / 
In scorn thereof. Nightly did ye rave together.   
Qur’anic Verse -  23:67 
The pronoun ‘it’ in this verse has no explicit antecedent mentioned and as such 
could refer to multiple entities like, Prophet Muhammad, the Qur’an or ‘the house 
of Allah’. However, after consulting books of Tafsir, the majority votes for the last 
possibility. Similarly the pronoun ‘him’ in verse 22:15 below refers to Prophet 
Muhammad without any previous mention in the context.  
 
 َرُصَني نَّل نَأ ُّنُظَي َناَك نَم ُه   ََّبَ رهُْذي ْلَه ُْرظنَيْل َف ْعَطْق َيْل َُّثُ رءاَم َّسلا َلَرإ ٍبَبَسرب ْدُدْمَيْل َف رَةر رخ ْْاَو اَي ْن ُّدلا رفِ ُهَّللا
 ُظيرَغي اَم ُهُدْيَك 
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Whoever / [is] / thinks / that / not / Allah will help him /  in / the world / and the 
Hereafter, / then let him extend / a rope / to / the sky, / then / let him cut off, / then 
let him see / whether / will remove / his plan / what / enrages. / 
Whoso is wont to think (through envy) that Allah will not give him (Muhammad) 
victory in the world and the Hereafter (and is enraged at the thought of his 
victory), let him stretch a rope up to the roof (of his dwelling), and let him hang 
himself. Then let him see whether his strategy dispelleth that whereat he rageth!. 
Qur’anic Verse - 22:15 
The annotation of the pronoun ‘him’ in the above verse shows the vital role of 
Tafsir books in determining pronoun antecedents. Purely resorting to linguistic 
and syntactic means would tend to attach this pronoun with ‘whoever’ mentioned 
in the beginning of the verse, in which case the meaning would not seem 
appropriate to be attached with Allah.  
This manual annotation was done by the thesis author and it took him over one 
year to annotate a total of 24,679 pronouns that cover the entire Qur’an.  
5.5 Quality Assurance  
QurAna is a product of semi-automated human annotation. As described earlier, 
scripts collected all instances of pronouns from QAC corpus and assigned the 
corresponding segment ID number automatically. Manual intervention from the 
human annotator involved for each identified pronoun:  
a) find the text span of the antecedent and entering the segment IDs of the 
starting and ending phrases based on QAC segmentation  
b) tag antecedent location as zero to indicate that the antecedent is either 
absent or its distance is far away  
c) assign either an existing ‘concept’ or create a new concept as a referent 
for the pronoun at hand.  
Following is a brief discussion on matters related to assuring the quality of 
annotation in terms of accuracy and ambiguity resolution for each of the above 
annotation decision.  
QurAna annotation depended in attaining accuracy and resolving ambiguity on 
books of Tafsir accepted by the majority Sunni community of Muslims. Based on 
2010 statistics, The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life estimated the Sunni 
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population to be 1.4 billion among the 1.6 billion total Muslim population (88%)1. 
Among the books of Tafsir in the Sunni domain, QurAna annotator resorted to 
Tafsir Ibn Katheer (Ibn-Katheer 1372) (see section 6.2 for more information on 
this book).  
The annotation is conducted by the author of this thesis. His Arabic proficiency 
compares with native speakers as he was enrolled in public Arabic schools in 
Saudi Arabia starting from elementary years. Moreover, the annotator has 
adequate exposure to the interpretation of the Qur’an and has memorized the 
entire Qur’an since early childhood. The annotator referred to the Tafsir book only 
in complicated and ambiguous cases where his native language instinct could not 
detect the referent.  
The task of attaching a pronoun referent a ‘concept’ entry in the ontology is more 
judgemental by nature. However, to be consistent the following set of principles 
were followed during this task: 
 If a referent is explicitly mentioned in the Qur’anic verse, ontology entry 
preserves the name of the referent.  
 The above general rule is violated whenever the explicit referent in the 
Qur’an indicated a specific ontology concept. For example, often Qur’an 
refers to the concept of ‘rain’ as ‘water send down from sky’. In such 
cases, QurAna registers  these entries under ‘rain’ instead of ‘water’.  
 A concept in QurAna preserves one entry even if this concept refers in the 
Qur’an in multiple morphological or syntactic forms because of difference 
in number or gender or many morphological prefixes or suffixes.  
5.6 Applications 
Using PHP scripting and access to the annotated corpus captured as a MySQL 
database, a number of query pages were made online . Entering a verse number, 
a user can get all pronouns along with their antecedence and all concepts this 
verse has. Figure 5.7 below gives an example screenshot from the online query 
page. The actual verses are quoted in Arabic, however, the verse number leads 
to English – and potentially many other language translations through hyperlinks 
to an external site. 
                                            
1 “The Future of the Global Muslim Population”, 2011, Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life. 
Available online at http://www.pewforum.org/The-Future-of-the-Global-Muslim-
Population.aspx  
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Figure 5.7 - Pronoun resolution of verse 38:29 
Chapter 7.2 gives a more detailed account on the usage of this application and 
potential benefits as a text mining tool.  
5.7 Quantitative Measures of QurAna 
Following the process described above, the entire Qur’an was annotated. Table 
5.2 below gives a quantitative account of key statistics of this corpus. Note that 
the 24,679 tagged pronouns include anaphoric as well as non-anaphoric cases, 
and relative and demonstrative pronouns are excluded. 
Measure Count Description 
# of word segments 127,795 
A whitespace delimited word in Arabic 
could consist of multiple ‘word 
segments’ each equivalent to an 
English whitespace delimited word.  In 
the Quran there are 77,430 white 
space delimited words. In order to 
compare with English, in this thesis I 
considered ‘word segments’ rather 
than just whitespace delimited words. 
# of pronouns 24,679 
This includes any PRON tagged by 
QAC, which excludes relative and 
demonstrative pronouns. 
# of third person pronouns 11,544 
Representing around 47% of Qur’anic 
pronouns.  
# of Qur’anic Verses 6,236 
A Qur’anic verse may vary greatly in 
size. While a verse like 2:282 contains 
213 word segments, others like verses 
2:1 and 36:1 contain just one word 
segment.  
Average Distance between 
pronoun and antecedent 
30 word 
segments 
This measurement was enabled as 
QurAna keeps track of ID number of 
both a pronoun and the word segment 
of the antecedent.  
% of antecedents within 
the same verse as the 
pronoun 
56% 
This measurement was enabled as 
QurAna keeps track of ID number of 
both a pronoun and the word segment 
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of the antecedent. Tracing these ID 
numbers, QAC allows checking against 
the verse number of both a pronoun 
and its antecedence.  
% availability of 
antecedents 
54% 
During manual annotation, QurAna 
annotator roughly checks availability of 
antecedence within the same page 
(approx.. 200 words window), except in 
case of long stories (like addressing 
‘the Children of Israel’ in chapter 2. It is 
noted that a well-known category of 
non-availability of antecedence in the 
Qur’an is addressing the Prophet 
Muhammad as 2nd person pronoun 
(over 1,000 instances).    
Total number of concepts 1054 
Here ‘concepts’ refers to pronoun 
referents. When antecedents are 
missing, still pronouns are tagged 
against a concept.  
Table 5.2 – Quantitative measures from QurAna corpus 
Among the total pronouns tagged in the QurAna corpus only 90 instances (0.3%) 
showed cataphor relation where the antecedents were mentioned after the 
pronoun.  Although in certain cases the antecedent is mentioned way back, in the 
majority of cases they are found within 200 word segments from the pronoun. 
Among the 13,158 pronouns which have antecedents, only 2,309 (17.5%) 
antecedents matched with the nearest preceding noun. Considering the whole 
population of pronouns only 9% of antecedents are captured correctly when 
attached with the nearest preceding noun. Among the total 2nd person singular 
pronouns 27% of them referred to Prophet Muhammad.  
This corpus is made public for both online query – as described in the previous 
section 5,4 - or for download at the following webpage: 
http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/wiki/Pronoun_Reference_in_the_Quran  
5.8 Challenges and future improvement  
We have encountered a number of challenges while pursuing this task.  Often, 
the distance between the pronoun and its antecedent is very long. This is evident 
more in the case of long stories, where the main characters might be mentioned 
only once at the beginning and all subsequent references are done through 
pronouns. For example, in Chapter 2 of the Qur’an, a series of verses addressed 
the ‘Children of Israel’ where explicit mention is made at the beginning of the 
dialogue but most subsequent references are made through 2nd person 
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pronouns sometimes as far as 33 verses away. Also, as our annotation scheme 
does not allow discontinuous antecedents or multiple antecedents, in such cases 
I had to include as antecedents the whole text span, resulting in some compound 
concepts.  
 
Often the Qur’an makes grammatical shifts deliberately for various purposes (for 
example to draw attention), and as a result the number or person agreement 
between the pronoun and the antecedent is violated. Consider for example verse 
65:1 where the singular noun antecedent ‘prophet’ disagrees with the plural 2nd 
person pronoun used (you): 
 
 ْقََّلط اَذرإ ُّ ربَِّنلا اَهُّ َيأ َاي ُمُت  َة َّدرعْلا اوُصْحَأَو َّنررتِ َّدرعرل َّنُهوُقمَلطَف َءاَسمنلا 
O Prophet! / When / you divorce / [the] women, / then divorce them / for their 
waiting period, 
O Prophet! When ye (men) put away women, put them away for their (legal) 
period and reckon the period,  
Qur’anic Verse – 65:1 
 
There were a number of challenges faced while tagging pronouns with a concept 
name. Often a decision to create a new specific concept or maintain an already 
available generic concept was required. For example, in verse 67:5 the word 
‘lamp’ was used to mean ‘stars’, and hence pronouns could be tagged with either 
of these two concepts. In this particular case, I decided to tie the pronoun to the 
concept ‘star’ rather than the concept “lamp” so that all verses referring to ‘star’ 
can be linked plus as I keep reference to actual antecedence, I still can retrieve 
that stars are referred to in the Qur’an as lamps.  
 
اَنْلَعَجَو َحيرباَصَ ربِ اَي ْن ُّدلا َءاَم َّسلا اَّنَّ يَز ْدَقَلَواَه  اًموُجُري رطاَي َّشلمل 
And certainly / We have beautified / the heaven / nearest / with lamps, / and We 
have made them / (as) missiles / for the devils, 
And verily We have beautified the world's heaven with lamps, and We have made 
them missiles for the devils, 
Qur’anic Verse – 67:5 
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QurAna is characterized by: (a) comparatively large number of pronouns tagged 
with antecedent information, and (b) maintenance of an ontological concept list 
out of these antecedents. I have shown useful applications of this corpus. This 
corpus is the first of its kind considering Classical Arabic text, and would find 
interesting applications for Modern Standard Arabic as well, as is detailed in 
section 1.3. 
5.9 Summary 
This chapter discussed in detail QurAna corpus which captures annotation of 
over 24,000 Qur’anic pronouns with their antecedents and maintains in parallel 
an ontology of Qur’anic concepts from these antecedents. The annotation 
schema employed for building QurAna is comparable to other schema designed 
for similar tasks like the UCREL schema or MUC-7 SGML schema.  
The chapter described how QAC was integrated with the annotation process and 
how available scholarly comments on the Qur’an was helpful in resolving 
ambiguous cases. This corpus along with concept ontology was incorporated into 
online application where users can query this corpus.  
Finally, this chapter discussed some challenges faced during annotation process 
and future improvements that could enhance QurAna. 
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Chapter 6  
QurSim: A corpus for evaluation of relatedness in short texts 
6.1 Introduction 
The ability to quantify computationally semantic relatedness of natural language 
short texts has many interesting applications such as: words sense 
disambiguation, information extraction and retrieval, automatic indexing, lexical 
selection, text summarization, automatic correction of word errors, and word and 
text clustering. Although this task is complex computationally, humans routinely 
perform semantic relatedness tasks readily both at word level, e.g. between the 
words “cat” and “mouse”, or at phrase and text level, e.g. between “drafting a 
letter” and “writing an email message”.  This task has been fairly natural for 
humans because they can associate a huge amount of background experience 
and external domain concepts, whereas computational methods lack this smart 
association mechanism with related external sources. 
 
In this chapter I describe QurSim, a corpus of short texts marked with relatedness 
information judged by human domain experts. The degree of relatedness 
between texts in this corpus varies greatly: although there are instances where 
lexical matching is evident between the terms in a pair of related texts, the 
majority of instances require deep semantic analysis and domain specific world 
knowledge in order to relate the two texts in the pair.  
  
Our objective in collecting this dataset is to provide evaluation and training – and 
perhaps a gold-standard resource for researchers in the field of computational 
semantic similarity and relatedness analysis in natural language texts. Following 
is a detailed description of the dataset, the scholarly work from which the dataset 
was compiled, the compilation process, some applications of this dataset, 
evaluation, challenges and some future enhancements. For an introduction on 
text similarity and relatedness in the Qur’an refer to section 2.3. For a literature 
review on computational analysis of similarity and relatedness between words 
and short texts refer to section 3.3. 
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6.2 Book of Tafsir by Ibn Katheer 
Ismail Ibn Katheer was a Muslim scholar who died in 1373 CE, well known for his 
classic book of Qur’an commentary (or Tafsir in Arabic). This book is one of the 
most widely cited commentaries of the Qur’an. Ibn Katheer followed a regular 
methodology when commenting on a verse, which he made clear at the 
introduction of his book (see section 2.5.2 for more details). Firstly, he discusses 
other related verses explaining the current verse.  Often, when a certain verse 
covers a subject briefly, there might be many other verses that cover other 
aspects of this subject; see section 2.3.1 for a number of examples. Secondly, he 
refers to traditions and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (i.e., Hadith). Thirdly, 
he cites opinions of Sahabah (i.e., companions of the Prophet) on this verse, 
especially those who are well known for their knowledge of the Qur’an like Ibn 
Abbas and Ibn Masoud. 
 
We exploited this methodology for the purpose of creating a dataset of related 
verses. I understand that Ibn Katheer never claimed to exhaustively cite all 
related verses when commenting on a particular verse, nor did he always 
observe the commutative property of relatedness, i.e., if verse y was cited while 
commenting on verse x, then x should also appear at the commentary page of 
verse y. These observations allowed us to expand the original list of related 
verses beyond what is found in Ibn Katheer. 
6.3 Compilation process 
Tafsir Ibn Katheer is available online at several websites. I chose the online 
version available at the official website of the King Fahd Complex for the Printing 
of the Holy Qur’an . After observing the structured format used in this site for 
displaying this Tafsir, I developed scripts to extract verse pairs automatically. My 
script automatically retrieved the URL of a given verse and extracted the chapter 
and verse numbers of all other verses mentioned in the context of a given verse.   
 
After the initial compilation of the dataset, manual intervention was necessary to 
clean up some inconsistencies, as well as to adjust correct pairing of verses, 
because in the original Ibn Katheer’s Tafsir, a group of verses are discussed at a 
time, while our dataset contains only verse pairs. Through this process I collected 
a total of 7,679 pairs of single verses which were then fed into relational database 
tables using MySQL. 
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6.3.1 Dataset filtration and extension 
Upon initial investigation of the dataset, the annotator realized –based on native 
language instinct as well as knowledge of the computational similarity task-  that 
a second manual check was required to filter the dataset further for it to be useful 
for the intended computational analysis tasks. While commenting on a particular 
verse, Ibn Katheer’s discussion might lead to a distant topic, making the task of 
computation of the relatedness almost impossible.  The annotator made decision 
to brand such cases as ‘weakly related’ verse pairs.  
Consider for example, the following pair from our dataset, where no obvious 
relation is found before reading the context in Ibn Katheer:  
 
 َلَ َهَّللا َّنرإ  اَه َقْو َف اَمَف ًةَضوُع َب ا َّم ًلََثَم َبررْضَي نَأ يريْحَتْسَي  ۖ  ْمرمبَِّر ن رم ُّقَْلِا ُهََّنأ َنوُمَلْع َي َف اوُنَمآ َني
رذَّلا ا َّمََأف  ۖ 
 ًلََثَم اَذَٰ ربِ ُهَّللا َدَاَرأ اَذاَم َنوُلوُق َي َف اوُرَفَك َنيرذَّلا ا ََّمأَو 
Indeed, / Allah / (is) not / ashamed / to / set forth / an example / (like) even / (of) a 
mosquito / and (even) something / above it. / Then as for / those who / believed, / 
[thus] they will know / that it / (is) the truth / from / their Lord. / And as for / those 
who / disbelieved / [thus] they will say / what / (did) intend / Allah / by this / 
example? 
Lo! Allah disdaineth not to coin the similitude even of a gnat. Those who believe 
know that it is the truth from their Lord; but those who disbelieve say: What doth 
Allah wish (to teach) by such a similitude?  
Qur’anic Verse – 2:26 
 
َانْذَخَأ اُوتُوأ َا ربِ اوُحررَف اَذرإ ٰ َّتََّح ٍءْيَش ملُك َباَو َْبأ ْم رهْيَلَع اَنْحَت َف رهرب اوُر مُكذ اَم اوُسَن ا َّمَل َف َنوُسرلْب ُّم مُه اَذرَإف ًةَتْغ َب مُه 
So when / they forgot / what / they were reminded / of [it], / We opened / on them 
/ gates / (of) every / thing, / until / when / they rejoiced / in what / they were given, 
/ We seized them / suddenly / and then / they / (were) dumbfounded. / 
Then, when they forgot that whereof they had been reminded, We opened unto 
them the gates of all things till, even as they were rejoicing in that which they 
were given, We seized them unawares, and lo! they were dumbfounded.  
Qur’anic Verse – 6:44 
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Ibn Katheer drew an analogy between the situation of a gnat (or mosquito) who 
overfeeds itself till death (the first verse in the pair), and those people who 
wrongly over-enjoy the provision of this world till God’s punishment befalls them 
(the second verse in the pair).   
Considering these kinds of examples, the entire dataset was manually checked 
and - instead of completely removing these pairs - a special ‘not obvious’ flag 
was placed against 883 such cases.  With the remaining 6,796 semantically 
related verse pairs, we believed further distinctions in the degree of relatedness 
were needed if the dataset were to be used for training learning algorithms.  
Consider for example verse 78:20 below. 
ًابَارَس ْتَناَكَف ُلاَبْرلْا رتَر م يُسَو 
And are moved / the mountains / and become / a mirage. / 
And the hills are set in motion and become as a mirage.  
Qur’anic Verse – 78:20 
 
Ibn Katheer cited the following three consecutive verses in his commentary on 
78:20. While the first verse 20:105 is strongly related to 78:20, the other two 
complete the picture in the context. 
 ُوَلأْسَيَواًفْسَن مبَِر اَهُف رسَني ْلُق َف رلاَبْرلْا رنَع َكَن 
And they ask you / about / the mountains, / so say, / "Will blast them / my Lord / 
(into) particles. / 
They will ask thee of the mountains (on that day). Say: My Lord will break them 
into scattered dust. [20:105] 
اًفَصْفَص اًعَاق اَُهرَذَي َف 
Then He will leave it, / a level / plain. / 
And leave it as an empty plain, [20:106] 
اًتَْمأ َلََو اًجَورع اَهيرف ٰىَر َت َّلَ 
Not / you will see / in it / any crookedness / and not / any curve." / 
Wherein thou seest neither curve nor ruggedness. [20:107] 
Qur’anic Verses – 20:105-107 
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Thus, a second scrutiny of the dataset resulted in assigning two levels of degree 
of relatedness: level 2 (in total 3,079 pairs) represents strong relations as 
between verses 78:20 and 20:105, and level 1 (total 3,718 pairs) represents 
weaker relations as between 78:20 and 20:106 above.  Manual filtration of all 
levels described above was performed by the author.  
 
We suggest two ways in which this dataset could be extended: (a) for a pair of 
strongly related verses <x,y> (i.e., level 2) the pair <y,x> should be included if not 
already in the dataset. (b) Consider a related pair <x,y>, if <y,z> is also strongly 
related, then both <x,z> and <z,x> could be added as well. However, since a 
verse – especially if large in size- can mention several different things, 
generalizing this transitivity property would result in a large number of unrelated 
associations. The QurAna dataset does not contain these suggested extended 
pairs, as they could be computed automatically. 
ًابَارَس ْتَناَكَف ُلاَبْرلْا رتَر م يُسَو 
And are moved / the mountains / and become / a mirage. / 
And the hills are set in motion and become as a mirage.  
Qur’anic Verse - 78:20 
 َلاَبْرلْا ُر م يَسُن َمْو َيَو 
And the Day / We will cause (to) move / the mountains / 
And (bethink you of) the Day when we remove the hills.. 
Qur’anic Verse - 18:47 
ًار ْ يَس ُلاَبْرلْا ُير رسَتَو 
And will move away, / the mountains / (with an awful) movement / 
And the mountains move away with (awful) movement 
Qur’anic Verse - 52:10 
 
As an illustration, consider the three verses above.  I find that <78:20, 18:47> is a 
level 2 pair in our dataset. However, <18:47, 78:20> is not found but could be 
added as a new pair. Similarly, I notice that <18:47, 52:10> is a level 2 pair in the 
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dataset, however, the pair <78:20, 52:10>  was not considered by Ibn Katheer 
neither was the pair <52:10,78:20>, and both could be added as strongly related 
verses.  
 
The Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC) gives the root of each word, so I used this to 
count the availability of matching lexical roots in all paired verses in our dataset.  
 
The dataset was made available for download as XML file containing the format 









Figure 6.1 – A sample QurSim XML representation 
 
The XML representation above shows that the related pair of verses <ss:sv, 
ts:tv> has a common number of matching lexical roots and are related with a 
degree of relevance, which could be 0,1 or 2. The available file contains the 
original 7,679 pairs, while the extension of the dataset could be made 
computationally following the logic described above. I kept only reference to 
chapter and verse numbers since most electronic version of the original Qur’an 
text as well as its translations maintain these references. 
 
6.4 Quality Assurance 
QurSim relied on Tafsir Ibn Katheer to compile the dataset of related verses. As 
discussed earlier (section 5.5), this source is considered a classic source of 
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Qur’an interpretation by Sunni Muslims who constitute over 88% of Muslim 
population.  
Pairs of related verses in the QurSim dataset was compiled by automatic scripts 
that traversed online version of Tafsir Ibn Katheer to produce these pairs. Manual 
intervention by the human annotator involved the following decisions: 
a) Verifying the correct pairing of a verse with its related verse. 
b) flagging certain verse pairs as weakly related, using annotator’s native 
speaker’s knowledge of language and the world. See detailed discussion 
in section 6.3.1 
c) flagging certain verse pairs as strongly related, using annotator’s native 
speaker’s knowledge of language, world and NLP capabilities. This 
strongly related category was judged by annotator’s familiarity of  the 
capabilities of automatic computational methods to detect similarity in 
short texts. All verse pairs not flagged in (b) or (c) above are considered 
the default relation of related verses as considered so by Ibn Katheer.  
The annotation is conducted by the author of this thesis. His Arabic proficiency 
compares with native speakers as he was enrolled in public Arabic schools in 
Saudi Arabia starting from elementary years. Moreover, the annotator has 
adequate exposure to the interpretation of the Qur’an and has memorized the 
entire Qur’an since early childhood. 
6.5 Applications 
The QurSim dataset has been captured as MySQL in order to enable web 
queries and visualization. I have created online query pages  where a user inputs 
a verse number and is returned with both directly and indirectly related verses, in 
Arabic and English, along with the degree of relatedness and common roots as 
shown in figure 6.2. Moreover, thanks to integration with QurAna (see Chapter 5), 
we provided information on concepts as antecedents of pronouns in each verse, 
as well as a concept cloud (see figure 6.3) from all verses, given at the end to 
give the user an idea of the major concepts involved. Chapter 7.3 gives a detailed 
account of the features of this application and the role it can play as a text mining 
tool.  
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Figure 6.2 - Verses directly related to 7:187 
 
 
Figure 6.3 - Concept cloud from pronoun referents of all related verses to 7:187 
 
6.6 Challenges  
As Qur’anic verses vary in size I run into two different problems: 1) Those verses 
that are long may cover several topics and hence, pairing the whole verse with 
another verse reflects only a partial relation 2) those verses that are very small 
share with adjacent verses a single topic, and again in this case the one-to-one 
pairing with another verse is not appropriate. As an example for the first point, 
consider verses related to verse 2:255 below. This is a relatively long verse 
containing 10 short sentences covering different aspect of Allah’s attributes and 
quality. Ibn Katheer links this verse with 15 different verses.  
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 ُموُّيَقْلا ُّيَْلِا َوُه َّلَرإ َه َٰلرإ َلَ ُهَّللا  ۖ  ٌمْو َن َلََو ٌةَن رس ُهُذُخَْأت َلَ  ۖ  رضْرَْلْا رفِ اَمَو رتاَواَم َّسلا رفِ اَم ُهَّل  ۖ  اَذ نَم
 رهرنْذرإرب َّلَرإ ُهَدنرع ُعَفْشَي يرذَّلا  ۖ  ْمُهَفْلَخ اَمَو ْم رهيردَْيأ َْي َب اَم ُمَلْع َي  ۖ  ُريح َلََو َءاَش َا ربِ َّلَرإ ره رمْلرع ْن مم ٍءْيَشرب َنُوطي
  ۖ  َضْرَْلْاَو رتاَواَم َّسلا ُهُّي رسْرُك َع رسَو  ۖ  اَمُهُظْف رح ُهُدوُئ َي َلََو  ۖ  ُمي رظَعْلا ُّيرلَعْلا َوُهَو 
Allah - / (there is) no / God / except / Him, / the Ever-Living, / the Sustainer of all 
that exists. / Not / overtakes Him / slumber / [and] not / sleep. / To Him (belongs) / 
what(ever) / (is) in / the heavens / and what(ever) / (is) in / the earth. / Who / (is) 
the one / who / can intercede / with Him / except / by / He knows / what / (is) / 
before them / and what / (is) behind them. / And not / they encompass / anything / 
of / His Knowledge / except / [of] what / He willed. / Extends / His Throne / (to) the 
heavens / and the earth. / And not / tires Him / (the) guarding of both of them. / 
And He / (is) the Most High, / the Most Great. / 
Allah! There is no deity save Him, the Alive, the Eternal. Neither slumber nor 
sleep overtaketh Him. Unto Him belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and 
whatsoever is in the earth. Who is he that intercedeth with Him save by His 
leave? He knoweth that which is in front of them and that which is behind them, 
while they encompass nothing of His knowledge save what He will. His throne 
includeth the heavens and the earth, and He is never weary of preserving them. 
He is the Sublime, the Tremendous. 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:255 
As an example on the second point, consider verse 11:97 below. Ibn Katheer 
referred to six consecutive small verses as related to this verse. Since I paired 
one single verse with another, in our dataset this relation is represented by six 
pairs <11:97,79:21>, <11:97, 79:22>, … <11:97,79:26>. Note how the last pair 
<11:97, 79:26> is very weakly related when taken in isolation.  
 
 َنْوَعْررف َرَْمأ اوُع َبَّ تَاف رهرئَلَمَو َنْوَعْررف َٰلَرإ  ۖ  ٍدي رشَررب َنْوَعْررف ُرَْمأ اَمَو 
To / Firaun / and his chiefs, / but they followed / (the) command of Firaun, / and 
not / (the) command of Firaun / / was right. / 
Unto Pharaoh and his chiefs, but they did follow the command of Pharaoh, and 
the command of Pharaoh was no right guide. 
Qur’anic Verse – 11:97 
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 َلاَكَن ُهَّللا ُهَذَخََأف ٰىَلْعَْلْا ُمُكُّبَر َاَنأ َلاَق َف ٰىَداَن َف َرَشَحَف ٰىَعْسَي َر َبَْدأ َُّثُ ٰىَصَعَو َب َّذَكَف ُْلْاَو رَةر رخ ْْا رفِ َّنرإ  َٰلَو
 ٰىَشَْيَ نَممل ًَةر ْ برعَل َكرل َٰذ 
But he denied / and disobeyed. / Then / he turned his back, / striving, / And he 
gathered / and called out, / Then he said, / "I am / your Lord, / the Most High." / 
So seized him / Allah / (with) an exemplary punishment / (for) the last / and the 
first. / Indeed, / in / that / surely (is) a lesson / for whoever / fears. / 
[21]But he denied and disobeyed, [22]Then turned he away in haste, [23]Then 
gathered he and summoned, [24]And proclaimed: "  I (Pharaoh) am your Lord the 
Highest."  [25] So Allah seized him (and made him) an example for the after (life) 
and for the former. [26] Lo! herein is indeed a lesson for him who feareth.  
Qur’anic Verses – 79:21-26 
 
Another challenge I faced is when Ibn Katheer elaborates on a particular word 
from a verse and brings in different verses in the course of explanation. These 
cited verses might not seem related without relating back to the context made in 
Ibn Katheer. For example consider the verse 11:8 where the word "Ummah" was 
mentioned, which means a "nation". However, in the Qur’an this word can have 
other less frequently used meanings like "a leader" or "a short period of time". 
Here Ibn Katheer cites references to all other verses in the Qur’an where this 
word is used to mean things other than a "nation". 
6.7 Future Improvements  
The dataset could be improved further. As Qur’anic verses vary in size, a pair of 
two large size verses might relate based on a smaller phrase within these verses. 
Such instance of pairs could be cropped so only related phrases are preserved. 
Books of Tafsir other than Ibn Katheer could be consulted to increase the size of 
our dataset. Traditions of Prophet Muhammad narrated to explain verses could 
also be incorporated from Ibn Katheer to enrich this dataset.   
 
Computational analysis of text relatedness is a growing research area. The lack 
of proper evaluation datasets stands as a major obstacle for progress in this field. 
Because of the availability of machine readable Qur’an translations in multiple 
languages, QurSim can potentially contribute in producing quality datasets in 
multiple languages and with minimum effort. 
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6.8 Summary 
This chapter presented QurSim: a large corpus created from the original Qur’anic 
text, where semantically similar or related verses are linked together. This 
dataset can be used for evaluation of paraphrase analysis and machine 
translation tasks. QurSim is characterised by: (1) superior quality of relatedness 
assignment; as QurSim has incorporated relations marked by well-known domain 
experts, this dataset could thus be considered a gold standard corpus for various 
evaluation tasks, (2) the size of QurSim; over 7,600 pairs of related verses are 
collected from scholarly sources with several levels of degree of relatedness. 
This dataset could be extended to over 13,500 pairs of related verses observing 
the commutative property of strongly related pairs.   
This dataset was incorporated into online query pages where users can visualize 
for a given verse a network of all directly and indirectly related verses. Empirical 
experiments showed that only 33% of related pairs shared root words, 
emphasising the need to go beyond common lexical matching methods, and 
incorporate -in addition- semantic, domain knowledge, and other corpus-based 
approaches. 
This chapter concluded with describing some challenges faced during the 
compilation process and suggested some ways to improve QurSim in future.  
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Chapter 7  
Text Mining Application on the Qur’an 
7.1 Qur’anic Concordancer: QurConcord 
A concordance is considered the single most important tool available to the 
corpus linguist (McEnery and Hardie 2012). It enables retrieving evidence from a 
corpus displayed in one-example-per-line format with the context before and after 
each example.  
A concordancer for the Arabic Qur’an was designed, implemented and made 
available on-line. Figure 7.1 shows a screenshot of a sample concordance lines 
for the input word “باتك”/kitab or  “book”. 
 
Figure 7.1 – First 10 concordance lines for the input word “باتك”  
First, the user inputs a surface word in un-vocalized Arabic plain text. Next, a 
number of background processing is done where: a) a search is made on all 
instances of this word in an un-vowelized version of the Qur’an, and b) for each 
found word the corresponding lemma or root word –whichever is present- is 
taken from Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC) as the target examples, and c) finally, 
the instances are rendered through the website.   
Following are some features of this custom made application.  
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 QurConcord is rendered online1 using PHP scripting language MySQL 
backend database. 
 An online wiki page is maintained documenting the usage of QurConcord2. 
 The online page is designed using PHP scripting language and query word 
is embedded in the URL link, enabling getting data through URL.  
 QurConcord brings 8 words before and after the query word 
 The results are sorted based on increasing order of Qur’anic chapter 
numbers.  
 Qur’anic reference is associated with each example as a link that leads to 
the corresponding verse page at Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC).  
 Each focus word is depicted in bold, and on pointing over by mouse a 
detailed morphological description is shown as a tooltip box, as shown in 
figure 7.1 above. 
 Each word in an example line can be pointed at by mouse to reveal its 
POS taken from QAC. 
 Each work in an example line can be clicked to reveal the concordance 
line of this word.  
To the best of our knowledge, no custom made concordancer for the Qur’an 
exists today. QurConcord can be a very useful tool in the hand of Qur’anic 
linguistic researchers. Rendering this concordance online, I anticipate novel 
application of this tool by Qur’anic researchers. I already received a number of 
complimentary e-mails since launching this tool. One useful application could be 
in building specialized Qur’anic semantic frames (Fillmore 1976). A concordancer 
helps in discovering the various frame elements. Consider for example figure 7.2 
below, where some representative concordance lines for this verb from the 
Qur’an (Muhammad and Atwell 2009) are rendered after translation. I notice that, 
apart from the ‘ingestion of food’ sense of the word ‘eat’, Qur’an also refers to 
figurative sense of ‘eating money unlawfully’ as in example B.  
 
                                            
1 Available at http://textminingtheQuran.com/php/con.htm  
2 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/wiki/QurConcord  




A the sea to be of service that ye eat fresh meat from thence 16:14 
B And eat not up your property among  2:188 
C Would one of you love to eat the flesh of his dead brother? 49:12 
D seven fat kine which seven lean were eating  12:43 
E seven hard years which will eat all that ye have prepared for them 12:48 
F they eat into their bellies nothing else than fire 2:177 
G  eat of unlawful 5:42 
Figure 7.2 – sample concordance lines for the verb ‘eat’ in the Qur’an 
(Muhammad and Atwell 2009) 
 
In future, QurConcord can be greatly improved by incorporating more search and 
display features such as those detailed in (Hardie forthcoming) including support 
for regular expression, multi-word and suffix search. 
7.2 QurAna: Qur’anic Pronoun Referents Application 
This online application was built as a query and visualization tool for the QurAna 
corpus discussed in detail at chapter 5.  
 
This application uses PHP scripting and access to the annotated corpus captured 
as a MySQL database, a number of query pages were made online1. Entering a 
verse number, a user can get all pronouns along with their antecedence and all 
concepts this verse has. Figure 7.3 below gives an example screenshot from the 
online query page. The actual verses are quoted in Arabic, however, the verse 
                                            
1 Available online at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/apps/pron.php  
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number leads to English – and potentially many other language translations 
through hyperlinks to an external site1. 
 
Figure 7.3 - Pronoun resolution of verse 7:25 
The user may explore from the concepts listed for this verse, to all other verses 
that share this same concept, represented as concordance lines for convenient 
analysis. Figure 7.4 shows instances where the concept ‘children of Adam’ is 
repeated in the Qur’an as pronouns. 
This tool is supposed to be very helpful for Qur’anic researchers, as our QurAna 
is first of its kind for tagging Qur’anic pronoun referents and allowing to drill down 
all occurrences of a referent as concordance lines. For example, no existing 
application can enlist all pronouns in the Qur’an that refers to the ontology entry 
“Muhammad”. QurAna concept ontology allows browsing all such instances and 
shows the antecedent word whenever is available. It is noted that “Muhammad” is 
only mentioned explicitly four times in the Qur’an, but most of the cases where 
the antecedent is available, the Qur’an uses words like “Messenger” or “Prophet”.  
Following is a summary of main features of this application:  
 An online wiki page1 is maintained as documentation of this application.  
                                            
1 http://Quran.com  
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 All instances of pronouns are highlighted in red colour and presented in 
concordance line style.  
 Antecedence string is mentioned whenever is available. 
 Reference concept is given both in Arabic and as English gloss. 
 Verse number is given and an English translation (Pickthall) is shown. 
 The target verse links to a reference Qur’an site2 for further research. 
 English referent gloss is linked with all occurrences of a concept in the 
Qur’an displayed again in concordance lines style, as depicted in figure 
7.4 below.  
 
 
Figure 7.4 - concordance lines for the concept ‘children of Adam’ 
                                                                                                                                  
1 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/wiki/Pronoun_Reference_in_the_Quran  
2 http://Quran.com  
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7.3 Qur’anic Verse Similarity and Relatedness Application 
A set of applications was rendered online to enable researchers to analyze lexical 
and semantic similarity and relatedness in the Qur’an. In chapter 3.3 a number of 
examples of verse relatedness were given. Chapter 6 was dedicated to describe 
our QurSim dataset where nearly 8,000 pairs of related verses were compiled 
from Tafsir Ibn Katheer.  
 
7.3.1 Lexical Similarity 
A number of query pages were rendered online for searching lexical similarity 
given an input verse.  
7.3.1.1 PHP Similar_Text function 
This online application1 adapted PHP Similar_Text function2 to the Arabic raw 
text of the Qur’an. This calculates the similarity between two strings as described 
in (Oliver 1993). The complexity of this algorithm is O(N**3) where N is the length 
of the longest string. This function takes as input a verse and a threshold value of 
the percentage of lexical similarity between the two texts. Then the function 
exhaustively compares similarity between the entered verse and all other verses 
in the Qur’an, and returns the ones that fall above the threshold percentage. 
                                            
1 Available online at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/php/similarity.html  
2 Online manual of this function is available at http://php.net/manual/en/function.similar-text.php  
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Figure 7.5 – Lexical similarity using PHP Similar_Text() function 
Figure 7.5 shows the query page of verses similar by at least 60% to the verse 
27:65. The search also allows comparing verse similarity against the default un-
vowelized or vowelized text.  
7.3.1.2 Text::Similarity::Overlaps Module 
This is a Perl module1 that measures the similarity of two files or two strings 
based on the number of overlapping (shared) words, scaled by the lengths of the 
files. It computes the F-Measure, the Dice Coefficient, the Cosine, and the Lesk 
measure (Lesk 1986).  
This module was adapted into an online query  page2 to measure similarity 
between Qur’anic verses, and allows users to input verse number and specify a 
percentage similarity level. Figure 7.6 shows the screenshot of the system again 
                                            
1 Available at http://www.d.umn.edu/~tpederse/text-similarity.html  
2 Available online at http://textminingtheQuran.com/cgi/similarity.html  
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taking verse 27:65 as a sample to help compare the two lexical similarity 
measures. 
 
Figure 7.6 – lexical similarity using Text::Similarity::Overlaps module 
Both Perl and PHP functions work at lexical level and precision level can be 
adjusted. I noticed from running the same input verse (i.e., 27:65) on both 
application that precision level varied greatly between the two. While PHP 
similar_text function returned 10 verses when setting precision level to 61, 
the perl text::similarity::overlap module returns zero results at that 
precision level, and we get only 8 returned verses when precision is set to 38. 
Also, comparing the output of both models (i.e., 10 verse from PHP and 8 from 
Perl), we have only 2 common verses returned. This discrepancy shows that 
lexical methods alone are not very helpful for automatic detection of relatedness 
and similarity between short text, if not supplemented with more semantic 
treatment. This finding motivated us to collect the QurSim dataset.  
7.3.1.3 Vector Similarity using TF-IDF 
The vector space model is widely used in information retrieval where the distance 
between the query terms and each document, represented as vectors,  is 
measured by comparing the cosine of the angle between the vectors (Manning et 
al 2008). I followed the same methodology and considered each verse of the 
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Qur’an as a separate document. The first step is to consider taking out stop 
words. I resorted to QAC tags to define the list of stop words, which included all 
types of Qur’anic particles as well as pronouns ( including demonstrative and 
relative pronouns) and adverbs1. Our stop-words list of the Qur’an takes out 
33,931 words keeping only 43,499 core words in the Qur’an. So each verse of 
the Qur’an is reduced into content words only. As some verses are very short 
(like those one-word verse that contain a single Qur’anic initials), there are cases 
when an entire verse is excluded. Next for each remaining content word TF-IDF 
value was assigned according to the formula: 
tf-idf = tf x idf 
where, 
idf = log (N/df) and tf is the count of the word normalized by the total 
length of the verse. N is the total number of documents which in our case is the 
total number of verses which have at least one content word. This amounted to 
6,214 verses. (note that in total Qur’an has 6,236 verses, so we had 22 short 
verses having no content words. df is the document frequency, i.e., how many 
verses a particular Qur’anic root is appearing.  
Given the above values, an online query page2 was created where a user inputs 
a verse, and the application compares the dot product of this verse against all tf-
idf values of other verses and returns the 10 most highest values. Figure 7.7 
again returns the verse similar to 27:65.  
                                            
1 See all QAC tagset at http://corpus.quran.com/documentation/tagset.jsp  
2 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/apps/tfidf.php  
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Figure 7.7 – lexical similarity using vector similarity (TF*IDF) 
It has been noted that the results does not seem to be very useful, as the results 
are biased toward similar length verses which has common keywords shared in 
between. Shared keywords do not necessarily make two verses related 
especially when these shared keywords are very common Qur’anic words like 
‘say’, ‘do’, etc.  
7.3.1.4 Verse segment lexical similarity  
So far our lexical similarity measures considered a verse as the smallest unit for 
similarity comparison. However, as we have seen, Qur’anic verses vary greatly in 
size from being a single word (e.g., verse 20:1), to a full page verse of 128 words 
(which is verse 2:282). The Qur’anic verses has been marked by early scholars 
into segments separated by pause and prosodic  markers. Following is an 
illustrative example from verse 2:255 where one single verse has been marked 
into 9 smaller segments. (translatios taken from ‘Saheeh International Edition’) 
 
Allah! There is no deity save Him, the Alive, the Eternal 
[MARKER] 
 ۚ  موُّيَقْلا ُّيَحْلا َو  ه هلَ إ َه
ََٰل إ َلَ  هالله 
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Neither slumber nor sleep overtaketh Him. [MARKER] 
Unto Him belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and 
whatsoever is in the earth. [MARKER] 
 Who is he that intercedeth with Him save by His leave? 
[MARKER] 
He knoweth that which is in front of them and that which is 
behind them, [MARKER] 
while they encompass nothing of His knowledge save what He 
will. [MARKER] 
His throne includeth the heavens and the earth, [MARKER] 
and He is never weary of preserving them.. [MARKER] 
He is the Sublime, the Tremendous. [END] 
 
 ۚ ٌمْوَن َلََو ٌةَن  س  ه  ذ  ْخأَت َلَ 
   ضَْرْلأا ي ف اَمَو  تاَواَم هسلا ي ف اَم  ههل 
 
  َفْشَي ي  ذهلا اَذ نَم ۚ  ه نْذ إ ب هلَ إ  هَدن  ع  ع 
 
  ْۖم هَفْلَخ اَمَو ْم  هي  دَْيأ َنْيَب اَم  َملْعَي 
 اَم ب هلَ إ  ه  مْل  ع ْن ِّم ٍءْيَش ب َنو  طي ح ي َلََو
 ۚ َءاَش 
 ۖ َضَْرْلأاَو  تاَواَم هسلا  هُّي  سْر  ك َع  سَو 
 ۚ اَم ه  ظْف  ح  ه  دو ئَي َلََو 
  مي  ظَعْلا ُّي لَعْلا َو  هَو 
Qur’anic Verse  - 2:255  
Given the above significance of verse segmentation, I have modified the 
text_similarity method to compare verses at segment level1. The results show 
better performance when shorter segments are considered. Table 7.1 lists the 
closest verses returned against the verse 27:65 using the above mentioned 
lexical similarity measures.  
Text_similarity 
at segment level 
Text_similarity 




10:18 10:55 10:101 82:16 
6:12 12:105 16:21 27:65 
10:101 16:3 19:93 26:113 
13:16 16:21 25:6 2:12 
16:21 16:49 30:8 52:41 
19:93 21:19 31:25 68:47 
21:19 30:26 34:24 81:24 
                                            
1 Available online at http://textminingtheQuran.com/cgi/sim-phrase.html 
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Table 7.1 – comparison of different similarity measures against verse 27:65 
This comparison table shows that TF-IDF measure performs the worst. It is not 
surprising though that TF-IDF method performed worst. The size of the Qur’an is 
smaller compared to standard corpora.  This results in a particular term 
appearing only few times creating a very sparse matrix lowering the value of dot 
products when measuring cosine similarity between two verses. Moreover, TF-
IDF considers only lexical similarity while the Qur’an observes high level of 
semantic similarity, for example, the word ‘Qur’an’ have been repeatedly 
interchanged with words meaning ‘book’, ‘criterion’, ‘light’, etc.  
 
7.3.2 Semantic Relatedness through QurSim 
In previous subsection we noticed that all lexical comparison methods fail to 
relate verses that are semantically similar, but has no common root or keyword. 
This was the motivation behind collecting the QurSim dataset. Refer to Chapter 6 
for detailed discussion on the design and evolution of QurSim. Here I present an 
application layer using QurSim dataset. This application enables performing 
queries on our developed QurSim dataset.  This application is rendered online1 
through PHP scripts with MySQL as the backend database. A detailed 
documentation page is maintained online as well2.  
Upon entering an input verse by a user, the following information is returned by 
this application.  
7.3.2.1 Graph of network of verses 
For better visualization of related verses, the Dracula Graph Visualization tool3 
was used. The graph depicts Qur’anic verses as ovals and arrows shows the 
relations between verses. The label over arrow shows the number of common 
words between a pair of verse. The application goes one level deeper and brings 
the relations of the related verses as well. In this way, the user can traverse to 
two level of relativeness in a visually appealing format. The graph allows users to 
re-position the verse nodes for better visualization. Figure 7.8 shows the network 
of related verses for the verse 27:65  
                                            
1 Available online at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/apps/similarity.php 
2 Can be accessed at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/wiki/Verse_relatedness_in_Ibn_Kathir  
3 Available at http://www.graphdracula.net 
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Figure 7.8 – Network of verses related directly or indirectly to verse 27:65 from 
QurSim dataset  
 
7.3.2.2 directly and indirectly related verses 
The application returns a tabular list of those verses that are directly linked to the 
input verse from QurSim dataset. Directly linked means those pairs that are 
branded by Ibn Katheer as related. Figure 7.9 shows the result for verse 27:65. 
 
Then, indirectly related verses are automatically generated from the database, by 
recursively visiting all direct relations of the directly related verses that are 
already retrieved. This is considered a novel extension to the Ibn Katheer list, and 
is thought to be interesting to the Qur’anic researchers whereby they will be able 
to construct a cluster of verses surrounding the main topic of the original input 
verse. For example, the main topic of verse 27:65 is to inform that only Allah 
knows the unseen and future knowledge. Surrounding this topic and using 
QurSim, one is able to bring eight relevant verses with a one-click, whereas 
investigating books of Tafsir would require spending considerable amount of time 
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retrieving related verses from multiple locations.   However, it is not that 
transitivity property is not always true and not all indirectly traversed verses show 
relatedness with the original verse. As this list is generated for human 




Figure 7.9 – verses directly related to verse 27:65 from QurSim 
Following are the various information returned for each related verse: 
 Arabic (from Tanzil project) and English translation (Pickthall translation) 
for the input verse.  
 Arabic (from Tanzil project) and English translation (Pickthall translation) 
for each of the directly related verses.  
 A count of number of common root words between the related verse pairs. 
This count was made through counting common roots using QAC which 
specifies root word for each Qur’anic word.   
 Each related verse can be investigated further to its original context in Ibn 
Takhir tafsir  book through a hyperlink. This allows the user to check the 
context of relationship in the commentary book.  
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 Each related verse pair is given a relevance indicator showing the level of 
relatedness –either strong or weak. See section 6.3.1 for further details on 
these levels.  
 Each verse is integrated with QurAna dataset and pronoun referents are 
shown.  
 
7.3.2.3 concept clouds  
Because we have access to the concepts referred to by the pronouns of any 
verse from our QurAna dataset, we can easily generate a concept cloud from all 
verses related –directly or indirectly- to our input verse. This gives the reader an 
overview of the main theme of all the verses. Figure 7.10 below shows the 
concept cloud from all verses related to 27:65.  
 
 
Figure 7.10 – Concept cloud from pronouns of all verses related to verse 27:65 
 
7.3.3 Semantic relations between Qur’anic chapters 
Domain experts can utilize the QurSim dataset for more interesting investigations 
in Qur’anic studies. For example, a Qur’anic student might want to find 
relatedness between Chapters rather than verses. Using QurSim, we can relate 
two chapters by the frequency of cross-reference between their verses. Figure 
7.11 is an example from our online application1 that shows such relations. Nodes 
in this graph show chapters and the number associated with arrows show the 
number of cross-referenced verses between the chapters. Qur’anic chapters are 
broadly categorized thematically into Meccan or Medinan chapters distinguished 
in our graph as red or green respectively. See chapter 8 for a detailed treatment 
of this classification and its significance. From figure 7.11, for example, a 
                                            
1 Available at http://textminingtheQuran.com/apps/surah.php  
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Qur’anic student realizes that although, chapter no. 2 ‘al-Baqarah’ is Medinan, 
still it has tight relation with chapter 7 ‘al-A’raf’ especially those verses related 
with the story of Moses. Also, one could see the close relation between chapter 2 
and chapter 4 ‘an-Nisa’’ based on many common verses related to ruling of 
marriage and women related matters. (in fact, ‘an-Nisa’ in Arabic means 
‘women’).  
 
Figure 7.11 -  Relatives of chapter No. 2 “Al-Baqarah”, red nodes are Meccan 
chapters, whereas green nodes represent Medinan chapters 
 
7.4 n-Gram Search 
N-gram search takes an input word and returns in descending order of frequency 
all Qur’anic phrases containing this word. For example, figure 7.12 below shows 
the 5 most n-gram terms returned for the word “الله” Allah, which is the most 
frequent word  in the Qur’an. Like other applications, nGram is rendered into 
online web page1, and the search word can be included in the URL.  
                                            
1 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/apps/ngrams.php  
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Figure 7.12 – The top 5 n-gram patterns for the word Allah with their frequencies.  
This tool is helpful for Qur’anic researchers to discover the frequent patterns of a 
given word. “Allah” being the most frequent and central word in the Qur’an, a 
researcher might wonder in what linguistic context this word appears most in the 
Qur’an. He/she realizes thanks to this tool that the construct (الله نم) “from Allah” is 
the most frequent patter, followed by (الله نود نم) “other than Allah” and then ( ليبس يف
الله) “in the cause of Allah”. All instances can be visited as concordance lines by 
clicking on the link. Figure 7.13 below are the first 5 instances for the second 
most frequent  n-gram for the word Allah, which is “other than Allah”.  
 
 
Figure 7.13 – Top 5 results from the n-gram (الله نود نم) “other than Allah” 
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7.5 Qur’anic Word Co-Occurrence  
This online application1 takes a word and returns the most frequent four 
neighbors –two words before and two words after- of this word in the Qur’an 
along with their frequencies.  
 
Figure 7.14 – Co-occurrences of the Qur’anic word (ءامس) “sky/heaven”  
For example, figure 7.14 above gives the result for the word (ءامس) meaning “sky” 
or “heaven”. We notice that the most frequent immediate word before this word is 
the preposition (نم) or “from” repeated 51 times, and the immediate word after is 
(ءام) “water” repeated 20 times, as in the phrase “Allah sends down from sky 
water”. This application would be very helpful for stylistic and statistical language 
study of the Qur’an.  
                                            
1 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/apps/cooccur.php  
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7.6 Color coded POS display 
This online application1 relies on the POS tagging of QAC. It displays four main 
POS tags: noun, pronoun, verb and adjective, each in different color as depicted 
in figure 7.15.  
 
Figure 7.15 – color coded POS display of chapters 1 and 114 
Note that the application allows selecting multiple chapters at a time, and upon 
pointing the mouse over any word a detailed morphological features are 
displayed as tooltip box. Also, as a special selection, all Meccan and Medinan 
chapters can be selected through pre-defined list.  
This kind of simple display application helps visualize a chapter based on POS. 
For example, it was clear from the above example that ‘noun’ (colored in blue) is 
the most used POS for both chapters 1 and 114.  
 
7.7 QurCloud: Qur’anic Chapter Word Cloud 
This online application2 enables users to select one or more chapters from the 
Qur’an and will display ‘word cloud’ for the selected chapters. The significance of 
                                            
1 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/php/morpho.html  
2 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/php/wordcloud.html  
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a word –based on its frequency- is directly related with the size of the display font 
of this word. Most prominent words are displayed in bigger fonts dictating an 
overarching theme for a particular chapter. For example, figure 7.16 below is a 
word cloud for the last two chapters of the Qur’an, i.e., 113 and 114.  
 
 
Figure 7.16 – Word cloud from chapters 113 and 114 
 
Following are some features of our QurCloud application. 
 Allows selection of multiple chapters 
 Allows selection of thematic Meccan or Medinan chapters 
 Allows inclusion or exclusion of a list of stopwords1. 
 A wiki documentation page is maintained2. 
                                            
1 Available at http://www.textminingtheQuran.com/php/stoplist.php  
2 Available at http://textminingtheQuran.com/wiki/Word_Cloud  
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 Word Cloud features are adapted from PHP Tag Cloud scripts1 developed 
by ‘lotsofcode’. 
 
To the best of our knowledge QurCloud is the first tool of its kind customized for 
Qur’anic chapters. It will help researchers interested in thematic focus of certain 
Qur’anic chapter or a group of chapters.  
QurCloud can be enhanced in a number of ways through the inclusion of 
specialized color codes and more option is on controlling the size and font of the 
display.  
7.8 Concept ontology of the Qur’an 
As I continued to tag Qur’anic pronouns against the concepts they refer to, I was 
able to accumulate over 1,000 Qur’anic concepts. An online application was then 
created to allow users to navigate to the verses attached to a certain concept and 
find the relationship between concepts. Figure 7.17 is a screenshot of the 
application where the first four concepts are depicted. Each concept is displayed 
with (i) Arabic name (ii) English gloss (iii) number of verses carrying this concept 
(iv) clickable link to a concordance line display of all the verses where this 
concept appears as a pronoun referent (v) possible relatives of this concept.   
This concept map should be very useful text mining tool at the disposal of 
Qur’anic students. For example, from figure 7.17 below, a student realizes from 
available Qur’anic search tools, that Prophet Muhammad is referred in the Qur’an 
only 4 times, however, he is referred to as a pronoun around 1,141 times. 
Moreover, Prophet Muhammad is associated with the group of believers in the 
Qur’an as a plural pronoun in over 38 verses, and he/she can retrieve all these 
instances.  
                                            
1 Available at http://hub.lotsofcode.com/tag-cloud/  
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Figure 7.17 – first few concepts from Qur’anic pronouns. The number refers to 
the count of verses under each concept.  
 
7.9 Summary 
This chapter described some text mining applications made online for querying 
the Qur’an. These applications were made possible because of the development 
of various language resources and annotation layers of the Qur’an including 
QAC, QurAna and QurSim.   
Among the text mining applications described in this chapter are: Qur’anic 
concordancer, QurAna searching application, lexical similarity measures of 
Qur’anic verses, QurSim query and visualization, Qur’anic concept clouds, 
semantic relations between Qur’anic chapters, n-gram search of the Qur’an, 
Qur’anic word co-occurrence, part-of-speech visualization of the Qur’an, Qur’anic 
chapter word cloud, and concept ontology from pronoun referents.  
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Chapter 8  
Machine Learning Experiments 
8.1 Introduction 
Machine Learning allows computers to find patterns and predict classifications, 
clusters, associations and linking threads in a given set of data. A common 
Machine Learning task is classification.  This involves the computer learning how 
to classify a new example given certain attributes of known examples. To 
accomplish this task, first human experts need to feed this algorithm with a set of 
solved examples. The algorithm ‘learns’ from these examples and predicts the 
classification of a new, previously-unseen instance. The performance of this 
algorithm is evaluated by human experts who judge the accuracy of the outcome. 
We want to define a rich feature set for Meccan and Medinan chapters, and feed 
the learning program with examples of feature-values for chapters whose 
classification is “known” and widely agreed, and then ask it to predict the nature 
of some chapters whose classification is debated by scholars.  
The core of the Machine Learning experiment is the extraction of a feature set for 
Meccan and Medinan chapters; hence, we will first discuss these features. Then, 
I will describe how these features are encoded in a WEKA (see section 8.3) 
representation for Machine Learning. Next, I will run the experiment and interpret 
the results. I will illustrate the visualization tools in WEKA for exploring the data 
and results. Finally, I will conclude by discussing opportunities for Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning techniques for other research in Qur’anic 
studies. 
8.2 Meccan and Medinan Chapters 
8.2.1 Significance  
Studying Meccan and Medinan chapters attracted us for two reasons: one from 
Qur’anic studies perspective and another from Machine Learning perspective: 
(i) Qur’anic studies perspective: Qur’anic scholars have shown interest in 
classifying Qur’anic verses into Meccan and Medinan for many reasons: 
(a) It helps in specifying the abrogated and the abrogating verses, as a Meccan  
verses can be abrogated by a Medinan verse. 
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(b) It helps in understanding better a chapter or verse by knowing its historical 
context.  
(c) It helps in analysing the evolution and wisdom behind some Islamic rulings in 
the Qur’an. For example, verse 2:219 acknowledges some benefit in wine while 
verse 5:90 gives clear prohibition, indicating that chapter no. 2 –although 
Medinan- revealed before chapter no. 5.  
 رر رسْيَمْلاَو ررَْمْلْا رنَع َكَنوَُلأْسَي  ۖ  اَم رهرعْفَّ ن ن رم ُر َبْكَأ اَمُُهْثْرإَو رساَّنلرل ُعرفاَنَمَو ٌيرربَك ٌْثُرإ اَم رهيرف ْلُق  ۗ 
They question thee about strong drink and games of chance. Say: In both is great 
sin, and (some) utility for men; 
Qur’anic Verse – 2:219 
 رنَاطْي َّشلا رلَمَع ْن مم ٌسْجرر ُمَلَْزَْلْاَو ُباَصَنْلْاَو ُر رسْيَمْلاَو ُرَْمْلْا َا َّنَّرإ اوُنَمآ َنيرذَّلا اَهُّ َيأ َاي  َنوُحرلْف ُت ْمُكَّلَعَل ُهوُبرنَتْجَاف 
O ye who believe! Strong drink and games of chance and idols and divining 
arrows are only an infamy of Satan's handiwork. Leave it aside in order that ye 
may succeed. 
Qur’anic Verse – 5:90 
 
(d) Extracting the biography of the Prophet Muhammad and his mission by 
analysing the chronology of verses that addressed him and discussed his 
mission.  
(ii) Machine Learning perspective: Machine Learning algorithms expect as 
input a number of features and a total count of these features available in each 
chapter of the Qur’an.   Extraction of such features for Meccan and Medinan 
chapters and counting availability of these features in Qur’anic chapters 
appeared to us a feasible as well as illustrative for our Machine Learning task. 
8.2.2 Source of Information  
As this thesis’ focus is on Machine Learning for Qur’anic studies, critical analysis 
of Meccan and Medinan chapters is not the purpose of this thesis. Rather, I only 
took the issue of Meccan and Medinan as a convenient example to illustrate the 
potential of Machine Learning for Qur’anic studies. Hence, I will rely in the study 
of Meccan and Medinan chapters on a research paper by Muḥammad Shafaat 
Rabbani (Rabbani 2012), as it gives some concise characteristics that would 
suite our Machine Learning purpose. I will also adapt the classification contained 
in the index of Medina Qur’an published by King Fahd Complex for the printing of 
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the Holy Qur’an. Table 8.1 gives a listing of Meccan and Medinan chapters based 
on this reference, and those chapters which are debatable by scholars  are 
marked with an asterisk. 
No. Category No. Category No. Category No. Category No. Category No. Category
1 K * 21 K 41 K 61 D* 81 K 101 K
2 D 22 D* 42 K 62 D 82 K 102 K
3 D 23 K 43 K 63 D 83 K* 103 K
4 D 24 D 44 K 64 D* 84 K 104 K
5 D 25 K 45 K 65 D 85 K 105 K
6 K 26 K 46 K 66 D 86 K 106 K
7 K 27 K 47 D* 67 K 87 K 107 K
8 D 28 K 48 D 68 K 88 K 108 K
9 D 29 K * 49 D 69 K 89 K* 109 K
10 K 30 K 50 K 70 K 90 K 110 D*
11 K 31 K 51 K 71 K 91 K 111 K
12 K 32 K 52 K 72 K 92 K* 112 K*
13 D * 33 D 53 K 73 K 93 K 113 K*
14 K 34 K 54 K 74 K 94 K 114 K*
15 K 35 K 55 D* 75 K 95 K
16 K* 36 K 56 K 76 D* 96 K
17 K 37 K 57 D 77 K 97 K*
18 K 38 K 58 D 78 K 98 D*
19 K 39 K 59 D 79 K 99 D*
20 K 40 K 60 D 80 K* 100 K
 
Table 8.1 - Meccan (K) and Medinan (D) sūra index. (*) indicates a debatable 
case. 
We considered a chapter or a verse as Meccan or Medinan based on its 
chronology of revelation with respect to the migration of the Prophet Muḥammad 
from Mecca to Medina regardless of the actual geographic location of its 
revelation. Thus, a verse will still be Medinan if it is revealed in Mecca after the 
migration of the Prophet Muḥammad.  
 
We assume that the ultimate verdict on branding a chapter or a verse as Meccan 
or Medinan lies upon the availability of authentic reporting from those who 
witnessed the revelation of these verses, i.e., the companions of the Prophet 
Muḥammad. Thus, I respect that their authentic verdict would override any 
conflicting verdict that might be deduced from general observation. For example, 
chapter no.  87 is a Meccan chapter according to the majority of the scholars, 
even though some claim it to be Medinan  based on the observation that the 
verse 87:14-15 ‘qad aflaḥa man tazakka, wa dhakar sma rabbihi faṣalla’ [He has 
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certainly succeeded who purifies himself, And mentions the name of his Lord and 
prays.] (Q. 87:14-15) refers to the prayer and alms giving (zakat) which were 
legislated only in Medina. According to tafsīr scholars like al-Qurṭubī  and al-sīūṭī   
either these reference are only linguistic, that means the zakat is not the third 
pillar of Islam known as zakā rather it is purification of the soul (tazkīyat al-nafs), 
or these could actually refer to the two pillars of Islam which would be obligated 
later, as -according to them- a verse can refer to a future ruling.  
 
In this experiment I assumed the classification to Meccana and Medinan on 
chapter level and not on verse level. Although considering granularity at verse 
level could produce more accurate results, I have avoided that for three reasons: 
(i) There is no standard reference for classification at verse level against which 
we could benchmark when learning our algorithms. 
(ii) The default is that if a chaper is Meccan then all its verses should be Meccan 
as well, and the same is true for Medinan chapters .  
(iii) If we would consider our classification at verse level, then most values will be 
zero when counting the number of features available in each of the 6236 verses 
of the Qur’an, resulting in ‘data sparseness problem’  where abundant values of 
zeros prevent statistical and Machine Learning process. This problem is still 
evident at chapter level when considering the small chapters towards the end of 
the Qur’an, but still it is less evident than when dealing with at verse level.   
 
Finally, I would like to make a disclaimer on the accuracy of our algorithm results. 
Errors can creep into our data from five sources: 
(i) Defining the feature set: Our feature set is based on scholarly observations. If 
however, the observation itself was erroneous, then that could lead to erroneous 
results. 
(ii) Presence of a few Medinan verses in Meccan chapters or vice versa: Because 
our classification is on chapter level, these few verses would be misleading 
“noise” for our algorithm. For example chapter no. 20 is Meccan except probably 
verse no 130 because it gives an indication on the timing of the five prayers 
which were made obligatory just before the migration of the Prophet Muḥammad. 
Another example is the Meccan chapter no. 22 where verses 19-21 are Medinan 
based on authentic hadith in al-Bukhārī that they were revealed in the context of 
the battle of Badr .  
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(iii) Reducing feature sets to keywords: As will be shown later, our Machine 
Learning algorithm expects counted numbers. To achieve that I had to reduce 
each feature into a countable keyword to search for, and this reduction process 
can result in some errors. For example, consider the feature that only Medinan 
chapters contain detailed family rulings concerning marriage, divorce, etc., I 
reduced this feature into four searchable roots: nkḥ (marry), ṭlq (divorce), nisāᵓ 
(women) and zaūj (pair, mate, spouse). However, selecting the term zaūj (pair) 
will cause noise when it is not used in a context of detailed rulings on marriage:  
such as in the case of description of the women in paradise (e.g. verse. 44:54), or 
pair of all living things as in verses 26:7 and 31:10, or reference to Adam and his 
wife (e.g., verses 7:19 and 20:117), or reference to pair of every animal in the 
story of Noah as in verse 11:40.  
(iv) Exceptional Nature of some Qur’anic chapters: Some Medinan chapters 
exhibit features of Meccan chapters and vice versa. For example, one of our 
features states that any chapter that tells stories of previous nations and prophets 
is a Meccan chapter, another feature states that any chapter that tells the story of 
Adam and ᵓIblīs (devil) is Meccan, however, we notice that chapter no. 2 has 
these features but still it is a Medinan chapter. These exceptional cases are not 
captured in our algorithm.  
(v) In some cases I have resorted in our morphological search to the Qur'anic 
Arabic Corpus (QAC) - which is still undergoing manual verification, although to 
our knowledge the results are accurate- still any mistake in this resource will be 
reflected in the counting statistics for our Machine Learning  algorithms. 
8.2.3 Features of Meccan and Medinan Chapters 
Following is a list of 14 features I selected in my experiments. These features are 
based on scholarly observations. A subset from a more exhaustive set is selected 
here keeping in the mind the counting need of our algorithms, hence, there could 
be more prominent features but less feasible to incorporate into our algorithms. 
For example, Meccan chapter is characterized by frequent argumentation with 
the polytheists of Mecca, but it was not trivial to reduce this feature into 
searchable and countable keywords, and hence I excluded it from my selected 
list below: 
(1) Verses of Sajdah (command for prostration): The chapters which contain such 
verses are labelled Meccan except chapters no. 13 and 22.  
(2) The aversion letter ‘kalla’: Any chapter containing this word is labelled 
Meccan.  
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(3) Any chapter containing the phrase ‘ya ayyhan nasu’ (O Mankind) but not the 
phrase ‘ya ayyiha alladhyna aamanu’ (O you who believe) is a Meccan chapter. 
However, chapter no. 22 is an exception where both of these constructs are 
present. According to (Rabbani 2012), this chapter is Medinan, however, there 
are debate among scholars on this issue. One thing we can tell for sure is that 
this chapter has some verses revealed in Meccan period and other verses 
revealed in Medinan period.  
(4) Likewise, starting a verse with ‘ya ayyiha alladyna aamanu’ (O you who 
believe) is a characteristics of Medinan chapter.  
(5) Any chapter that starts with initials like ‘alim laam meem’ or ‘alim laam raa’ is 
a Meccan, except chapters no. 2, 3 and 13.  
(6) Any chapter telling the story of Adam and Iblis (devil) is Meccan except 
chapter no. 2. 
(7) Any chapter telling the stories of previous nations and prophets like Noah, Lut, 
Aad, Thamoud and Shuayib is a Meccan sura.  
(8) Meccan chapters contain abundant use of linguistic instrument of 
denunciation, excoriation, emphasis and oath.  
(9) The verse length of Meccan chapters are usually shorter than Medinan 
chapters.  
(10) Meccan chapters give more emphasis on eschatological topics.  
(11) Medinan chapters describe rulings of Jihad and tell about the great battles 
like Badr, Uhud, and al-Ahjab. 
(12) Medinan chapters detail on the rulings concerning marriage, breastfeeding, 
divorce and similar family matters.  
(13) Medinan chapters are characterized by repeated dialogue and arguments 
with the people of the Book, i.e., Jews and Christians. 
(14) Medinan chapters are characterized by referring to acts of worship in Islam, 
e.g., the pillars of Islam like prayer, zakat, fasting, and Hajj. 
We now turn to translate each of the above features into searchable and 
countable keywords, but before that, a few words need to be said on our sources 
for such keyword search.  
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8.2.4 Searching resources 
To cater for searching for these features we need a source that enables search 
beyond just keywords and includes a search over root words and various kinds of 
particles. I resorted to four sources for extracting these features as follows:  
(i) Al-mu'jam al-mufahras li al-fadh al-Qur’an by Muhammad Foad Abdul Baqi 
(MMAQ) (Abdulbaqi 1955): this is a popular index manually checked and verified 
for correctness. This index lists Qur'anic words by alphabetical order of their roots 
and gives counting for each root’s verbs and then nouns. This index however 
does not include Huruf (particles), nor does it allow search by phrases.  
(ii) The Qur'anic Arabic Corpus by Kais Dukes (QAC) (Dukes and Habash 2010): 
This is an online resource recently developed as part of computational research 
at University of Leeds. This online resource lists a number of morphological 
features for each Qur'anic word like: gender, person, number, root, prefixes, 
suffixes, verbs form, voice and mood. It also gives the part-of-speed tag for each 
word. The lemmas and roots are stored as Buckwalter transliterations. These 
features are machine generated followed by continuous manual verification.  
(iii) Phrase Search at Qur’anComplex.Com (QC): I used the advanced search 
facility at [http://www.Qur’ancomplex.org/Qur’an/Search/search.asp accessed on 
30th June 2012].  
(iv) Qur'an Tanzil project (QTP): This is an online resource available at 
[http://tanzil.info accessed on 30th June 2012]. This site allows downloading a 
verified plain text of the Qur'an. I shall use this resource as will be explained later 
to count the average length of the verses of each chapter.   
 
8.2.5 Counting Features 
After identifying the features and finding the resources to find these features we 
now turn to the actual searching and counting of these features. Following is a 
further consideration of these features with discussion on our reduction criteria of 
these features into feasible searchable terms as well as a note on possible noise 
this reduction may cause in terms of erroneous inclusion or exclusion of some 
valid terms. The sources below are MMAQ unless otherwise mentioned.  
(1) Verses of Sajdah (command for prostration): I wanted to extend the normal 
count of verse of sajdah to count how many times the root sjd (prostrate) appears 
in each chapter. This extension is likely to give more counts and thus gives us an 
opportunity to discover if this results in interesting correlation. With this search I 
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found 92 occurrences of this root, however that comes with the expense of 
inclusion of certain Medinan ayat that contains the root sjd, for example masjid 
(mosque) has this root and as such 14 of the 15 occurrences of al-masjid al-
haraam are Medinan (e.g., Q. 2:144, 149, 150).  
(2) The aversion letter ‘kalla’: these are found 33 times and confirmed to be 
Meccan in all cases.  
(3) The phrase ya ayyihan naas (O Mankind): searching QC for this phrase 
returns 20 instances half of them are Medinan (2 instances in sura no. 2, 3 in 
sura no. 4, 4 in sura no. 22, and once in sura no. 49). Given this 50-50 nature of 
this feature makes it not beneficial as a classification criterion, and hence I will 
exclude it from our final feature set.  
(4) The phrase 'ya ayyiha alladhina aamanu' (O you who believe): searching QC 
again reveals 90 occurrence of this phrase and all of them are confirmed to be 
Medinan, making it a good target as a distinguishing feature for classification.  
(5) Qur'anic initials: There are 30 occurrences of such initial letter opening of 
chapters of which 3 occurrences are not Meccan, i.e., chapters 2,3, and 13.  
(6) Story of Adam and Iblis: These are mentioned 5 times in the Qur'an (Q. 2:34, 
Q. 7:11, Q. 17:61, Q. 18:50, Q. 20:116). I used QC's advanced search that allows 
a proximity search of input terms which were in our case the words: Adam ad 
Ibliys.  Only Q. 2:34 is Medinan among this list.  
(7) Stories of previous prophets: I used QAC for this search. I selected names of 
21 prophets (given in Table 8.x below) which together comprised 581 
occurrences. QAC allows search by lemma which neglects the clitics associated 
with each names and thus gives more accurate results. Usually the results are 
Meccan but the Medinan chapters no. 2 and 3 have reference to a number of 
previous prophets. 
(8) Linguistic instruments for denunciation and excoriation: To search for this 
feature I looked for Qur'anic particles that might trigger these senses. For this 
purpose I again resorted to QAC tagging of particles. This corpus has tags such 
as: AVR (aversion) usually through the Arabic particle kalla, CERT (certainty) 
using the particle qad, SUP (surprise) through the surprise particle idha, EXH 
(exhortation) through the particle lawla, and EMPH (emphasis) through the 
particle lam. Using these tags I found 1478 occurrences of these excoriation 
marks. While most of these marks are indeed characteristics of Meccan chapters, 
yet there are still quite few instances appearing in Medinan chapters.  
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(9) Average length of Qur’anic verses: This estimation required a little bit of 
computation. This involved first downloading the plain Qur'an text from QTP, then 
creating a separate file for each chapter, then parsing each file and counting the 
number of words for each verse, and finally finding the average length of the 
verses of each chapter. Following is a listing of this implementation in the Python 
programming language. 
 
for i in range(1,115): 
 ff = "../data/surahs/"+str(i)+".plain" 
 s = open(ff,'r') 
 line = s.readline() 
 noverse = 0.0 
 tot = 0.0 
 while line!='': 
   aya = line.split('|')[2] 
   tot += len(aya.split()) 
   line = s.readline() 
   noverse +=1 
 print i, ":", tot/noverse 
Listing 8.1 – Python script to count average length of Qur’anic verses 
We found that for the entire Qur'an the average length of verses is around 10 
words, and specifically 8 words for Meccan 16 words for Medinan chapters.  
(10) Eschatological topics: I choose the following seven words (including clitics) 
as a marker for this feature: jahannam (hellfire), janna (paradise), naar (fire), 
sayeer (another name for Hellfire), qiyamah (day of resurrection), adhaab 
(punishment), and aakhira (the world hereafter). I found a total of 822 
occurrences of these terms. Like previous cases here again this feature is not 
exclusively found in Meccan chapters, where some bigger Medinan chapters like 
no. 2, 3 and 4 has many reference to eschatological terms.  
(11) Reference to Jihad (religious struggle) through roots words qtl and jhd: I 
found 211 such instances in QAC. Although the majority of cases are part of 
Medinan chapters, Meccan chapters contained some cases as well when: (i) jhd 
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was used not is the usual sense of Jihad as in 'wa aqsamu billahi jahda 
aymanihim' ( [Q. 6:109]), or (ii) qtl (killing) is referred to the practice of killing their 
own daughter by the polytheists Arabs as in Q. 6:140, or (iii) referring to killing in 
the context of stories of previous people like Pharoah killing the male children of 
Israelites as in Q. 7:127, or brothers of Joseph conspiring to kill him as in Q. 12:9, 
or (iv) considering the Qur'an as a material for ideological jihad as in Q. 25:52.  
(12) Medinan chapters detail rulings concerning marriage, breastfeeding and 
divorce. I choose two root words of: nkh (marriage) and tlq (divorce). As 
discussed before considering more words like zwj (pair, spous) flags many 
erroneous terms, and hence I decided to keep only these two terms. This 
resulted in 37 verses, of which a minority are still noisy like three instance of 
intalaqa (set out ) in verses Q. 18:71,74, ad 77.  
(13) Reference to the people of the Scripture: I choose five keywords to count 
this feature: ahl al-kitab (people of the scripture), tawrah (Torah), injil (Gospel), 
wahud (Jews), and nasara (Christian). I found 63 instances of which only two 
instances occurred in Meccan chapters (Q. 29:46 ahl-alkitab and Q. 7:157 tawra 
wal injil).  
(14) Reference to pillars of Islam: I choose as keyword the four pillars of Islam: 
salat (prayer), zakat (alms giving), siyam (fasting) and hajj (pilgrimage) including 
any clitics added these words. However, these terms are not exclusively reserved 
for Medinan chapters though they are the majority. For example, Q. 6:72, 162 
mention prayer, Q. 7:156 mentions zakat, Q. 10:87 mentions payer in the context 
of Moses story when Allah commands him and children of Israel to pray, Q. 18:81 
as well as Q. 19: 13 refer to zakat literally to mean purity.  
Following table gives a summary of these attributes. 
 
No Feature Search for Category Exception 
example 
1 Ayat of sajdah 
(Prostration) 
Root  sjd Meccan Q. 2:144 
2 Use of aversion letter 
kalla 
kalla Meccan none 
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aamanu 
4 Qur'anic initials The tag 'INL' in 
QAC 
Meccan Suras: 2,3 
and 13 
5 Story of Adam and Iblis Proximity search 
for Adam and 
Ibliys 
Meccan Q. 2:34 


























Meccan Surahs 2, 3 




Meccan Q. 2:118 
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excoriation “CERT”, “SUP”, 
“EXH”, “AVR”, 
“EMPH” 
8 Average aya length Meccan avg: 8 
words, Medinan 
average: 16 
words per aya 
  








10 Reference to Jihad Root words qtl 
and jhd 
Medinan Q 6:109, 140, 
Q. 7:127 




12 Reference to the people 
of the Book 
Search for: ahl al-
kitab, tawrah, injil, 
wahud, and 
nasara 
Medinan Q. 29:46, Q. 
7:157 
13 Reference to the pillars 
of Islam 
Salat, zakat, 
siyam, and hajj 
Medinan Q. 6:72, Q. 
7:156, Q. 
10:87 
Table 8.2 – Summary of features used to classify Meccan and Medinan Chapters  
8.3 Running Experiments using The WEKA Tool  
WEKA (Hall et al. 2009) is a tool for data mining that has incorporated various 
learning schemes and data processing tools. It allows users to quickly try out and 
compare different machine learning methods on new data sets  and visualize 
results through various graphical means. Thus WEKA enables a convenient data 
mining platform for non-technical users.  
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Following is a light walkthrough on the WEKA setup for the problem in our hand, 
i.e., classification of Meccan and Medinan chapters. 
8.3.1 ARFF file 
WEKA ARFF file expects the data in a certain format. This file has three parts:  
(1) Relation name: the first line in the file should be a relation name starting with 
@relation directive, the relation name can be any meaningful name like 
Meccan-Medinan. So, following is the first part of our file: 
@relation Meccan-Medinan 
 
(2) Attribute List: each attribute starts with @attribute directive followed by a 
given name, followed by the type of the attribute. Usually types are either nominal 
types expecting an enumerated list of outcomes like {yes, no} or a number 
type denoted by the word 'real'. For example, attribute number 4 in our list is 
related to Qur'anic initials, and this attribute by nature accepts values either 
'yes' to indicated that this chapter starts with an initial letter, or 'no' indicating 
the absence of such initials in that chapter. Similarly, attribute number 5 is also 
represented as either yes or no indicating the presence or absence of the story 
of Adam and Iblis in that chapter. Other attributes are represented by an actual 
number of occurrence like attribute number 6 which is represented by an actual 
count of the names of the 21 prophets in that chapter. Note that the last attribute 
is a special attribute which tells the expected outcome of the classification of a 
chapter, which is Meccan or Medinan (for short M and D respectively). Following 
is the attribute list: 
@attribute kalla real 
@attribute prostration real 
@attribute believer real 
@attribute initials {YES,NO} 
@attribute prophets real 
@attribute storyAdamIblis {YES,NO} 
@attribute emphasis real 
@attribute averageLength real 
@attribute paradiseHell real 
@attribute jihad real 
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@attribute marriage real 
@attribute otherReligion real 
@attribute pillarsOfIslam real 
@attribute place {K,D} 
 
(iii) Date set: finally the WEKA ARFF file expects a list of data set with each line 
representing a row of comma delimited list of these attributes. Usually, typical 
spreadsheets -like Excel- allow conversion of rows into a comma-separated CVS 
list.  Following is the first 10 rows corresponding to the first ten chapters of the 















This file needs to be saved with .arff extension. Once, I have this file complete 
then I should be able to load it into the WEKA explorer. 
8.3.2 WEKA Explorer  
Loading our ARFF file in WEKA gives the view in figure 8.1. Note that at the top 
WEKA has six panels: pre-process, classify, cluster, associate, select attributes, 
and visualize. I will discuss the functionality of some of these. 
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8.3.2.1 Pre-process panel  
 
Figure 8.1 - WEKA Explorer pre-processing tab. 
WEKA specifies our two classes with two colours, i.e., Meccan as blue and 
Medinan as red. We can visualize this classification against each of the 13 
attributes, or even all of these attribute can be visualized at the same time 
pressing 'visualize all' button, as shown in figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2 – Visualizing all attributes in WEKA 
It is very easily evident from this picture the distinctive nature of some attributes: 
for example, it is easy to verify that attributes: kalla has non-zero instance only in 
Meccan (blue) chapters, and that attributes: believer and otherReligion has non-
zero instances only in Medinan (red) chapters.  This panel allows several other 
functions, like applying various filters (of which we will see an example later), and 
also editing some values of the attributes. 
8.3.2.2 Visualize Panel 
This panel allows comparative analysis of the attributes (Figure 8.3). Any two 
attributes can be selected on a two dimensional x-y graph thus allowing 
comparison on their correlations.  
For example, figure 8.4 gives a comparative picture between the instances of the 
phrase (O you who believe) in the x-axis and those instances that mentions the 
four pillars of Islam in the y-axis. Apart from realizing that all instances of x-axis 
are Medinan (because all blue colour points have value zero on x-axis), we can 
also see that there are ten chapters that mention both pillars of Islam and 
contains this phrase on calling the believer. Further, we can double-click on any 
point to reveal detailed values. In our case instance number corresponds to 
chapter number. 
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Figure 8.3 - Visualize pane 
 
Figure 8.4 – comparing two attributes 
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8.3.2.3 Classify Panel 
Here I will show the main classification task. Two ARFF files are prepared: a 
training dataset consisting of those 93 chapters that have consensus among 
scholars based on table 8.1, and another file which contains the testing data 
consisting of the remaining 21 chapters and we will check to what extend 
machine was able to classify those debatable chapters.  
Figure 8.5 shows the classify pane. First, click on ‘choose’ button. This brings a 
long list of various Machine Learning classifiers. We expanded the ‘tree’ node 
and choose  the J48 classifier from the list. Next, we select the test option (‘use 
training set’), then pressing ‘start’ will produce the results on the central pane 
‘classifier output’.  
 
Figure 8.5 - WEKA classification on 93 chapters from the training set 
Note that this algorithm could classify all 93 examples correctly and produced a 
decision tree which can be visualized better by right-clicking on the ‘result list’ 
and selecting ‘visualize tree’, the result is given in figure 8.6 below. 
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Figure 8.6 - Decision tree using J48 classifier on 93 chapters 
The process of generating decision trees can be repeated with different 
algorithms. For example figure 8.7 below gives the decisions tree based on 
‘random tree’ algorithm. Figure 8.8 next page is the decision tree based on 
‘Alternating decision tree ADT’ classifier. 
 
Figure 8.7 - Decision tree produced by ‘random tree’ classifier 
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Figure 8.8 - Decision tree based on ADT classifier. Note that negative values 
indicate Meccan and positive values indicate Medinan 
Now, we can check the performance of the algorithm on the 21 debatable 
chapters. This can be done choosing the ‘supplied test set’ option from the test 
options and then choosing the ARFF file for these 21 chapters, and then re-
applying the test using ‘start’ button. To check the prediction of the algorithm for 
each instance, we checked the ‘output predictions’ option from the ‘more option’ 
list, as shown in the figure 8.9. 
 
Figure 8.9 - Check ‘output predictions’ for machine prediction on the 21 test 
chapters 
After this setup, we run the classifier and found out that among the 21 test cases, 
6 instances were misclassified. Following are more detailed evaluation statistics 
as generated by J4.8 classifier.  
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Correctly Classified Instances          15               71.4286 % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances         6               28.5714 % 
Kappa statistic                          0.4112 
Mean absolute error                      0.2857 
Root mean squared error                  0.5345 
Relative absolute error                 58.8235 % 
Root relative squared error             93.6586 % 
Total Number of Instances               21      
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
               TP Rate   FP Rate   Precision   Recall  F-Measure   ROC Area  Class 
                 1         0.6        0.647     1         0.786      0.7      K 
                 0.4       0          1         0.4       0.571      0.7      D 
Weighted Avg.    0.714     0.314      0.815     0.714     0.684      0.7   
=== Confusion Matrix === 
  a  b   <-- classified as 
 11  0 |  a = K 
  6  4 |  b = D 
Figure 8.10 shows the Machine Learning prediction based on J48 classifier.  
 
 
Figure 8.10 - Outcome of the J48 Machine Learning algorithm on the 21 
debatable chapters. 
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Table 8.3 below is a more detailed view of the above outcome; the last column 
shows the above results, and those predictions that differ from the Medina Qur’an 
printing complex category are highlighted with grey boxes. 
 
Table 8.3- Analysis of the outcome of J48 classification of the 21 debatable 
suras. 
Following is a more detailed comment on the outcomes of the Machine Learning 
algorithm above. We will restrict our discussion to the 6 chapters where our 
algorithm differed from the classification of the Qur’an printing complex copy.  
(1) Chapter no. 13: This chapter contains a number of Meccan chapter 
characteristics, for example, opening with initial letters ‘alim laam raa’, and it 
contains a verse of sajdah (i.e., prostration), as well as a good number of 
emphasis and exhortation tools. On the other hand it also contains some 
characteristics of Medinan chapter, for example it gives reference to prayer as a 
pillar of Islam, and its verse length is comparable to Medinan chapters.  
(2) Chapter no. 55: Although this chapter is considered Medinan by the Qur’an 
complex, Al-soyuti said about this chapter ‘the (the majority) are of the opinion 
that this chapter is Meccan, and this is the correct opinion’. It is evident that this 
chapter has a very short verse length (average 4.5 words per verse), and is full of 
eschatological references.  
(3) Chapter no. 76: Again this chapter talks in detail about eschatological issues 
and its verses are relatively short, and is considered Meccan by many scholars .  
(4) Chapter no. 98: A majority of scholars consider this chapter Medinan, and it 
seems our algorithm only based its judgement on the verse length, and not 
properly ‘learning’ from previous examples, that reference to ‘people of the book’ 
is a characteristics of Medinan sura.  
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(5) Chapter no. 99: The scholars verdict on this chapter is that it is Medinan, but 
based on our feature set suggests it has characteristics of Meccan sūra, 
especially the short verse length (4.5 words on average).  
(6) Chapter no. 110: Again this chapter is classified by our algorithm as Meccan 
most probably because of its short verse length (6.33 words on average). 
8.3.2.4 Clustering 
Clustering is a technique in data mining where instances (in our cases Qur’anic 
Chapters) are to be divided automatically into natural groups. These clustering 
algorithms attempt to cluster similar instances in one cluster. Thus, it is 
imperative for these algorithms to incorporate some measure of distance 
between instances. Various algorithms employ different distance measuring 
techniques, the common one is called Euclidean distance. Usually these 
algorithms start to assign a cluster centre called centroid, and then each instance 
is assigned to the closest centroid. Note that clustering is an unsupervised 
Machine Learning technique where we only provide our dataset of features 
without class definitions (for example into Meccan and Medinan), and expect the 
machine to come up with natural divisions into two or more clusters. These 
clusters should then be investigated by domain experts (i.e., Qur’anic scholars in 
our case) in attempt to find interesting correlations between the instances (i.e.,  
Qur’anic chapters in our case). So let us see how WEKA can produce such 
clusters.  
 
After loading the ARFF file from the ‘preprocess’ pane, we click on the ‘cluster’ 
pane. Then we choose which clustering algorithms we want. We start with 
‘SimpleKMeans’ algorithm. Users can specify how many clusters they want (the 
default is 2). Also, users can force the algorithms to ignore some attributes via 
the ‘ignore attribute’ button. I decided to ignore the ‘place’ attribute which 
specifies each chapter as Meccan or Medinan. In this way we want the 
algorithms to cluster without knowing which chapter are Meccan or Medinan. 
Figure 8.11 is the outcome of this algorithm. 
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Figure 8.11 - K-Means clustering into 2 clusters 
Figure 8.12 below shows visualization graphs of these clusters against the 14 
attributes. This can be seen after right-clicking on the results list and choosing 
‘visualize cluster assignments’.  
From figure 8.12 we can save an ARFF file using the ‘save’ button. This file can 
then be loaded into a spreadsheet and manipulated as needed. 
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Figure 8.12 - Cluster of the 114 sūra into two clusters against ‘kalla’ attribute 
K-Means clustering requires the user to input the desired number of clusters, but 
that might not be interesting as the user normally would not know beforehand the 
number of clusters and would be expecting the algorithm to cluster them into 
optimal groups. For this purpose we used ‘expectation maximization’ or EM 
algorithms from the list, which produced 8 clusters. After saving the ARFF file 
from visualization, figure 8.13 is a depiction of these clusters. It was interesting to 
see for example that cluster 1 contained chapters 2 and 7 which has quite a good 
overlap of content especially in the context of the story of Moses. Also, apart from 
cluster 7 and 1, Meccan and Medinan classification was preserved. 
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Figure 8.13 - Clustering based on EM algorithm 
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8.4 Re-running experiments using QurAna dataset 
Leveraging on the QurAna dataset I wanted to enhance the counting of some 
applicable attributes further. For example, I found that a total 1,458 additional 
mentions of various Prophets are made in the Qur’an through pronouns. Table 
8.4 below lists these prophets. Thus our attribute number 6 could be 
supplemented with more accurate figures.  
 
ID Concept count 
39 Moses 360 
76 Abraham 186 
374 Noah 156 
579 Joseph 152 
59 Jesus 90 
467 Lot 64 
558 Hud 58 
667 Shuaib 51 
612 Moses and Aaron 50 
602 Solomon 47 
304 Zechariah 44 
220 Salih 39 
82 Jacob 37 
686 Aaron 21 
146 David 19 
604 Ayyoub 16 
824 Moses and his servant 13 
923 Benjamin  12 
77 Abraham and Ishmael 11 
610 Ishmael 8 
690 David and Solomon 6 
613 Elyas 4 
789 John 4 
401 Noah and Lot 2 
445 Noah and Abraham 2 
780 Ishmael, Idris and Dhul Kifl 2 
804 Idris 2 
250 Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob and the 
Descendants 
1 
611 Abraham and Isaac 1 
  1458 
 Table 8.4 – Count of Prophet names in the Qur’an addressed as pronouns  
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Next, I re-counted the attribute related to eschatological topics taking into 
consideration pronoun referents to 12 concepts as listed in table 8.5 below.   
ID Concept count 
12 paradises, gardens 148 
24 the bounty of Paradise 2 
28 Hellfire  140 
168 the day of resurrection 31 
186 hellfire 2 2 
203 the day of recompense 2 
338 the world Hereafter 10 
342 people of Paradise and people of Hellfire 5 
369 guards of the Hellfire 17 
386 people of paradise 83 
387 people of Hellfire 51 
450 The women of Paradise 7 
 total 498 
Table 8.5 – Count of eschatological terms in the Qur’an addressed as pronouns  
Next, I counted the marriage related terms referred as pronoun antecedent in the 
Qur’an using QurAna corpus. Table 8.6 below lists the concepts I used resulting 
in a total of 193 instances. 
ID Concept count 
133 husband 107 
105 wife 64 
132 a divorced woman 39 
119 husband and wife 22 
117 divorced women 9 
 total 241 
Table 8.6 - Count of ‘marriage’ related terms in the Qur’an addressed as 
pronouns 
Next, I counted the reference to the ‘people of other scriptures’ and in this regard 
I considered the list of concepts as detailed in table 8.7 below. Thus, a total of 
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ID Concept count 
52 Jews 288 
54 People of the Book 202 
51 the Torah 288 
1042 the Gospel 3 
30 Torah and Gospel 7 
310 Christians 64 
68 Jews and Christians 68 
 total 788 
Table 8.7 - Count of the concepts related to ‘People of the Book’ in the Qur’an 
addressed as pronouns 
Finally, I counted the concepts related to ‘the pillars of Islam’ and accumulated 
the following list of concepts detailed in table 8.8 totalling to 34 concepts. We 
notice from this table low number of counts, as these pillars are acts of worship, 
and as such it is not a likely to refer to an act of worship through a pronoun.  
ID Concept count 
763 pilgrims 13 
948 those who do not give alms 10 
289 those who believe, does good, 
establish prayer and give zaka 
6 
31 the Prayers 4 
259 fasting 1 
 total 34 
Table 8.8 - Count of the concepts related to ‘pillars of Islam’ in the Qur’an 
addressed as pronouns 
After accumulating these enhanced attributes from QurAna, we re-run the 
experiments using the WEKA tool as described in the previous section 8.3. 
Results show improvements achieved through using QurAna. Figure 8.10 shows 
that among the 21 test instances the J4.8 classifier misclassified 6 instances 
making accuracy of 71.2% with a combined F-Measure of 0.684. Leveraging on 
QurAna J4.8 classifier was able to classify 16 instances correctly reducing the 
misclassified suras to only 5 with accuracy level of 76.2% and average combined 
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Correctly Classified Instances          16               76.1905 % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances         5               23.8095 % 
Kappa statistic                          0.5116 
Mean absolute error                      0.2381 
Root mean squared error                  0.488  
Relative absolute error                 49.0196 % 
Root relative squared error             85.4982 % 
Total Number of Instances               21      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
               TP Rate   FP Rate   Precision   Recall  F-Measure   ROC Area  Class 
                 1         0.5        0.688     1         0.815      0.75     K 
                 0.5       0          1         0.5       0.667      0.75     D 
Weighted Avg.    0.762     0.262      0.836     0.762     0.744      0.75  
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
  a  b   <-- classified as 
 11  0 |  a = K 
  5  5 |  b = D 
 
Figure 8.14 below is a screen capture of the classification pane where prediction 
of the learning algorithm on the test set is given for each instance.  
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Figure 8.14 - Outcome of the J48 Machine Learning algorithm on the 21 
debatable chapters after incorporating QurAna corpus 
 
Table 8.9 is a revisit of table 8.3 where prediction of the classifier is given both 
before and after incorporating QurAna.  
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Table 8.9 – Attribute counts of 21 test cases for Meccan-Medinan classification. 
Prediction-1 shows classifier result before QurAna counts, and Prediction-2 
is after incorporating QurAna counts. Shaded cells show the 
misclassification instances. Shaded columns are the attributes where 
QurAna was incorporated. 
 
We notice from the table that the sura no. 13 was the only sura which was not 
correctly classified before is now correctly classified after incorporating QurAna. 
When investigating individual counts of attributes, we notice that two attributes 
were influenced by QurAna counts: first, ‘eschatological’ terms doubled from 9 to 
18 and second, ‘reference to other religion’ showed 3 positive cases using 
QurAna after being none before. We knew from scholarly observation that while 
the first attribute favours Meccan category the second favours Medinan, and the 
classifier in this case gave more weight to the ‘other-religion’ attribute and 
correctly classified this sura.  
Figure 8.15 shows the decision tree generated by WEKA. Comparing this with an 
earlier tree (figure 8.6) we notice that both start branching on the attribute 
‘believer’, however, the second branch in QurAna case is on ‘average Length’ of 
verses, whereas the earlier case is was on terms related to ‘marriage’.   
 
Figure 8.15 – Decision tree using J48 classifier after incorporating QurAna 
8.5 Experiments for calculating verse distance using QurAna 
and QurSim 
The vector space model is widely used in information retrieval where the query 
terms and each document are represented as vectors and the distance between 
query and document is measured by comparing the cosine of the angle between 
them. I followed the same methodology and considered each verse of the Qur’an 
as a separate document. 
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Each verse was then modelled as a term vector taking roots of the Qur’an as the 
terms. The Qur’an has 1,226 unique roots, from these I have kept roots repeated 
over 2 times, and removed the first 3 most frequent roots. Thus, our vector for 
each verse contains 758 roots as term indices. Next, in order to give a weight for 
each term, I used term frequency – inverse document frequency (tf-idf) metric, 
using the following formula adapted from (Sebastiani 2002). 
 
Where #(tk,dj) denotes the number of times the root tk occurs in the verse dj, and 
# Tr(tk) denotes the verse  frequency of root tk, that is, the number of verses in the 
Qur’an Tr in which the root tk occurs.  
 
In order for the weights to fall in [0,1] interval and for the verses to be represented 
by vectors of equal length, the weights (wkj) resulting from tfidf were normalized 
according to the following formula for cosine normalization: 
 
To find the distance (or measure of similarity) between two vectors, cosine angle 
is measured using the formula below, where A, B denotes two verses’ vectors: 
 
Similarity values fall between [0,1], where 0 indicates no similarity, and 1 
indicates identical matching. Using the above setup, I have evaluated the QurSim 
dataset of 7,679 related verse pairs and found out that only 428 pairs (6%) 
produced a similarity value above 0.5. This finding confirms the assumption that 
automatic computation of verse relatedness requires integration with domain 
specific knowledge sources and relying only on lexical matching produces poor 
results.  
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Given these results I considered next how to enrich a verse vector with concepts 
from our ontology. Instead of constructing root vectors for a verse from only that 
verse’s root, I augmented this verse’s roots with roots of all other verses that 
share common antecedent. For example consider verse 27:26 below: 
 
 رَةر رخ ْْا رفِ ْمُهُمْلرع َكَراَّدا رلَب  ۖ  اَه ْ ن مم ٍّكَش رفِ ْمُه ْلَب  ۖ  َنوُمَع اَه ْ ن مم مُه ْلَب  
Nay, / is arrested / their knowledge / of / the Hereafter? / Nay / they / (are) in / 
doubt / about it. / Nay, / they / about it / (are) blind. / 
Nay, but doth their knowledge reach to the Hereafter? Nay, for they are in doubt 
concerning it. Nay, for they cannot see it. 
Qur’anic Verse – 27:66 
This verse contains 3 concepts marked by pronoun referents: ‘the polytheists’, 
‘those who deny resurrection’ and ‘the world Hereafter’. Therefore, I have 
augmented the term vector of the verse 27:66 with the terms from all other verses 
that have any of these three concepts. 
 
The similarity measurement experiment described above was repeated using 
these improved vectors, and the same dataset was used. While in the early 
experiment, only 428 pairs showed a similarity distance over 0.5, augmenting 
verses with their concepts showed 869 pairs from the total of 7,679 pairs in our 
dataset, i.e., over 50% improvement. 
 
8.6 Summary 
This chapter described some machine learning experiments performed on the 
Qur’an. The machine learning problem chosen in this work is to classify Qur’anic 
chapters according to their chronological order into Meccan and Medinan 
chapters. Significance of this problem for Qur’anic studies was described in 
detail. Rich sets of linguistic and domain specific features were incorporated in 
the learning process extracting from scholarly works. The WEKA tool was used to 
run experiments. The classifier was tested on a set of 21 Qur’anic chapters that 
are disputed among scholars on their classification. Although running test cases 
on non-disputed cases would give better results, in this experiment I chose 
disputed cases to demonstrate the usefulness of machine learning experiments 
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to Qur’anic scholars. The results showed an accuracy level of 71.4%. When the 
experiments were run again incorporating QurAna corpus in counting the 
features, the accuracy level increased to 76.2%.  
The chapter also described machine learning experiments done to predict the  
similarity of two verses using as training set vector space model and lexical 
similarity measures of Qur’anic verses. This experiment was repeated after 
incorporating QurAna concepts to the vector measures and observed 50% 
improvement.  
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Chapter 9  
Conclusion and Future Work 
9.1 Overview  
9.1.1 Overall findings 
Muslims believe that the Qur’an is a sole authoritative source for knowledge, 
wisdom, guidance and legislations for mankind. It has been a great challenge for 
the computer scientists to represent the knowledge embodied within this text and 
develop intelligent systems that can extract knowledge from the Qur’an. In this 
thesis I developed a number of useful resources that were exploited for text 
mining the Qur’an. I have developed two useful language resources based on the 
Qur’an: QurAna and QurSim. QurAna contains tagging of the 24,000 Qur’anic 
pronouns with their antecedents. QurSim is a dataset of around 8,000 related 
verse pairs compiled from scholarly sources.  I have introduced the novel idea of 
maintaining a register of ontological concepts out of pronoun referents as I 
progressed with annotating task.  
These resources were then used for a number of custom made text mining 
applications that were placed online for public use. Among these applications: 
lemma concordance, collocation, POS search of the Qur’an, verse similarity 
measures, concept clouds of a given verse, pronominal anaphora and Qur’anic 
chapter similarity.   
Moreover, supervised machine learning techniques were used for automatic 
classification of Qur’anic chapters benefiting from linguistic features dictated by 
Qur’anic scholars. The accuracy of the classifier was improved after incorporating 
QurAna corpus data.   
9.1.2 Chapter Summaries 
Chapter 1 
This chapter provided an introduction to this research which focuses on building 
language resources that would eventually enter into beneficial text mining 
applications. The main contribution of this thesis has been the development of 
three novel resources, namely, a corpus of Qur’anic pronoun tagging, a domain 
concept ontology of the Qur’an emanating from pronoun referents and a dataset 
of related verses in the Qur’an compiled from scholarly sources. These resources 
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were used in a number of text mining applications and machine learning 
experiments.  
 
This chapter explored a number of possible ways this research could add value 
to the NLP community, particularly: Arabic NLP, computational text similarity 




This chapter discussed the rationale behind choosing the Qur’an and introduced 
a number of topics related to the domain investigated by this thesis: i.e., the 
Qur’an. First, the Qur’anic language – Classical Arabic – is compared with 
Modern Standard Arabic. Next, a number of unique linguistic characteristics of 
the Qur’an was discussed for example, the inimitability of the Qur’an, scattered 
information on the same subject, verb preposition binding, metaphor and 
figurative use. 
Also, this chapter introduced linguistic background of the linguistic subjects 
investigated in this thesis, namely the pronominal anaphora system in Arabic, 
and the text similarity and relatedness in the Qur’an.   
As I resorted to both Qur’anic exegesis and translations in our research, this 
chapter also introduced the significance of these two topics. 
 
Chapter 3 
This chapter provided a literature review of some computational works carried on 
the Qur’an. For example, (Thabet  2005) and (Moisl 2009) worked on forming 
clusters of Qur’anic chapters based on statistical distribution of some keywords. 
(Sadeghi 2011) studied the chronology of Qur’anic chapters by employing  
stylometric measures.   
Major anaphora resolution systems were also introduced in this chapter. Finally, 
computational text similarity and relatedness was covered by reviewing major 
evaluation corpora and relatedness measures.   
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Chapter 4 
This chapter introduced a number of existing annotations of the Qur’anic texts. 
Some of the reviewed annotations has exhaustively covered the entire Qur’an – 
for example, our QurAna corpus or the corpus of pause marks of the Qur’an, and 
some are partial attempts, for example, syntactic annotation Treebank available 
at the Qur’anic Arabic Corpus website.  
Haifa corpus and Qur’anic Arabic Corpus exhaustively analysed the morphology 
of every word of the Qur’an. However, QAC went through a rigorous verification 
process and adapted a collaborative platform for further evaluation.  
QurAna picked up pronoun tags from QAC and annotated their referents. 
Creation of a concept ontology while tagging pronoun referents is a novel 
experiment I carried through this research. This approach proved helpful as the 
Qur’an is loaded with many pronouns.  
This chapter included a brief description of some partial annotation attempts to 
capture semantics of the Qur’an, like the Qur’anic semantic frames and Qur’anic 
prepositional verbs. 
Finally, this chapter benchmarked the Qur’an against typical characteristics of a 
corpus: sampling and representativeness, finite size, machine-readable form and 
a standard reference.  
 
Chapter 5 
This chapter discussed in detail the QurAna corpus which captures the 
annotation of over 24,000 Qur’anic pronouns with their antecedents and 
maintains in parallel an ontology of Qur’anic concepts from these antecedents. 
The annotation schema employed for building QurAna is comparable to other 
schema designed for similar tasks like the UCREL schema or MUC-7 SGML 
schema.  
The chapter described how QAC was integrated with the annotation process and 
how available scholarly comments on the Qur’an were helpful in resolving 
ambiguous cases. This corpus along with concept ontology was incorporated into 
online applications where users can query this corpus.  
Finally, this chapter discussed some challenges faced during the annotation 
process and future improvements that could enhance QurAna. 
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Chapter 6 
This chapter presented QurSim: a large corpus created from the original Qur’anic 
text, where semantically similar or related verses are linked together. This 
dataset can be used for evaluation of paraphrase analysis and machine 
translation tasks. QurSim is characterised by: (1) superior quality of relatedness 
assignment; as QurSim has incorporated relations marked by well-known domain 
experts, this dataset could thus be considered a gold standard corpus for various 
evaluation tasks, (2) the size of QurSim; over 7,600 pairs of related verses are 
collected from scholarly sources with several levels of degree of relatedness. 
This dataset could be extended to over 13,500 pairs of related verses observing 
the commutative property of strongly related pairs.   
This dataset was incorporated into online query pages where users can visualize 
for a given verse a network of all directly and indirectly related verses. Empirical 
experiments showed that only 33% of related pairs shared root words, 
emphasising the need to go beyond common lexical matching methods, and 
incorporate -in addition- semantic, domain knowledge, and other corpus-based 
approaches. 
This chapter concluded with describing some challenges faced during the 
compilation process and suggested some ways to improve QurSim in future.  
 
Chapter 7 
This chapter described some text mining applications made online for querying 
the Qur’an. These application were made possible because of the development 
of various language resources and annotation layers of the Qur’an including 
QAC, QurAna and QurSim.   
Among the text mining applications described in this chapter are: Qur’anic 
concordancer, QurAna searching application, lexical similarity measures of 
Qur’anic verses, QurSim query and visualization, Qur’anic concept clouds, 
semantic relations between Qur’anic chapters, n-gram search of the Qur’an, 
Qur’anic word co-occurrence, part-of-speech visualization of the Qur’an, Qur’anic 
chapter word cloud, and concept ontology from pronoun referents.  
 
Chapter 8 
This chapter described some machine learning experiments performed on the 
Qur’an. The machine learning problem chosen in this work is to classify Qur’anic 
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chapters according to their chronological order into Meccan and Medinan 
chapters. The significance of this problem for Qur’anic studies was described in 
detail. Rich sets of linguistic and domain specific features were incorporated in 
the learning process extracting from scholarly works. The WEKA tool was used to 
run experiments. The classifier was tested on a set of 21 Qur’anic chapters that 
are disputed among scholars on their classification, and results showed 71.4% 
accuracy level. When the experiments was run again incorporating the QurAna 
corpus in counting the features accuracy level increased to 76.2%.  
The chapter also described machine learning experiments done to predict 
similarity of two verses using as training set vector space model and lexical 
similarity measures of Qur’anic verses. This experiment was repeated after 
incorporating the QurAna concepts to the vector measures and observed 50% 
improvement.  
 
9.2 Aims and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to apply tools and techniques in text mining to the field of 
the Qur’anic studies. The objective of this thesis was then to develop some 
language resources and text mining tools that would provide a case study for 
further research in this field.  
Throughout the course of this thesis, I showed how this aim and objective was 
fulfilled. Two novel resources were created and made available for research 
purpose: the QurAna corpus with Qur’anic pronouns annotated with referents and 
the QurSim dataset where nearly 8,000 pairs of related Qur’anic verses were 
compiled.  
A number of text mining tools and applications were designed and deployed 
through online query pages leveraging on these developed datasets. The 
developed resources and applications were made public to encourage research 
in this field. Since then I have received a great deal of feedback and comments, 
and a lot of interest has been expressed from the research community.  
We have successfully participated in a workshop arranged by the British 
Computer Society for the Grand Challenges for Computing Research in 2010 
under the title “Understanding the Qur’an: A new Grand Challenge for Computer 
Science and Artificial Intelligence” (Atwell et al., 2010). Following is an excerpt. 
Access to the Qur’an has traditionally been through the text: many 
Muslims learn to memorise and recite the verbatim data-set. Access to the 
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underlying knowledge, wisdom and law requires interpretation and 
inference; much knowledge is encoded via subtle use of words, grammar, 
allusions, links and cross-references. For over a thousand years, scholars 
have sought to extract knowledge and laws from the text, and have built 
up a much larger Tafsir or corpus of analyses, interpretations and 
inference chains. Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence presents the 
opportunity to re-analyse the text data, extract and capture the underlying 
knowledge in a Knowledge Representation and Reasoning formalism, and 
enable automated, objective inference and querying.   
This research thesis via the developed resources and applications has pioneered 
in contributing towards fulfilling this grand challenge for computing and artificial 
intelligence.   
9.3 Future works 
This research laid a foundation for many future tasks. A major portion of my PhD 
time and effort went into the task of annotating the 24,000 pronouns of the 
Qur’an, and compiling the dataset of nearly 8,000 pairs of related verses. After 
having these resources at my disposal a number of text mining applications and 
machine learning experiments were conducted. I left out a number of possible 
extensions, applications and machine learning experiments as future 
improvements. The following subsections provide an outline.  
9.3.1 Improvements on QurAna and QurSim 
As both QurAna and QurSim were developed as the first version, in future both of 
these dataset can be improved further in a number of ways. I have outlined a 
number of potential usage of QurAna and QurSim in section 1.3. Detailed 
discussion on challenges and future enhancements were made in section 5.6 for 
the QurAna and section 6.5 for the QurSim dataset. Here I discuss more generic 
future enhancements in relation to these resources.  
Validation: These datasets were created resorting to scholarly works and hence 
one would assume they were accurate and verified. However, they need to be 
subjected to further manual validation by Qur’anic scholars before incorporating 
them into wider applications.  
Extension: in order to allow for wider research use in the field of Arabic NLP, I 
would suggest extending these datasets to incorporate texts both form a similar 
register (e.g., incorporating traditions of the Prophet Muhamamd i.e., Hadith) and 
corpora from Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).  
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Further layers of annotation: as of now, morphological (i.e., QAC) and pronoun 
(i.e., QurAna) annotations are available for the entire Qur’an. Few more layers of 
annotation are available partially (e.g., syntactic annotation using dependency 
treebanks), and few annotations are not available as machine readable format 
(e.g., annotation of Tajweed rules ref. 4.4.2). completing these layers of 
annotation would enable more through text mining application and knowledge 
extraction from the Qur’an.  
Text Mining Applications: a number of text mining applications were made as 
part of this thesis (e.g., see chapter 7). In future more applications can be made 
leveraging on QurAna, QurSim and other developed layers of annotation. For 
example, I discussed some computational stylistics features of the Qur’an. With 
the availability of QurAna dataset, we could correlate stylistic features pertaining 
to the usage of pronouns in the Qur’an. Also, as we have now QurAna dataset, 
machine learning experiments can be done using this dataset for automatic 
anaphora resolution system. Similarly, with the QurSim dataset, experiments for 
automatic detection of related text can be performed.  
Dataset for Shared Tasks in Computational Semantics: QurSim can be used 
as an evaluation dataset for a number of interesting challenges in the field of 
computational semantics. QurSim enjoys the use of the relatively large dataset 
and can easily be deployed to multiple languages. In fact, I contacted the 
organizers of *SEM Shared Task 2013 (SEM 2013) for the feasibility of proposing 
a task based on QurSim and I received positive feedback and was advised to 
submit a formal proposal.  
 
The next section (9.3.2) introduces a few potential applications that are of interest 
to Qur’anic scholars. .  
 
9.3.2 Potential Machine Learning applications to Qur’anic Studies  
We have shown in Chapter 8 an example of useful machine learning experiment 
in the context of Qur’anic studies. The general approach towards employing data 
mining techniques is: to first define an interesting problem where automation and 
Machine Learning can prove helpful. These problems are usually characterized 
by the availability of a dataset with distinguishing quantifiable features which has 
the potential of embedded hidden patterns and correlations in the dataset. 
Machine Learning techniques come to reveal such patterns and associations 
through decision trees, automatics clustering and associations. The outcome of 
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such algorithms is to be interpreted by a Qur’anic scholar in order to evaluate its 
usefulness.  
Following are some suggested potential applications of Machine Learning and 
data mining techniques to the field of Qur’anic studies. I have attempted to relate 
these applications to previous research published in the Journal of Qur’anic 
Studies to advocate the relevance of our computational methodology for Qur’anic 
studies. These suggested applications enjoy the same characteristics of our 
detailed Meccan and Medinan task explained in this paper: first the problem at 
hand needs to be reduced into countable number of features, then a dataset of 
examples need to be created for this problem and fed into Machine Learning 
algorithms which can learn from this training set, then depending on the nature of 
the application a testing set can be entered to predict the machine outcome, or a 
set of clustering and association rules can be investigated by Qur’anic scholars.  
9.3.2.1 Discovering patterns from Prophet’s companion’s exegesis 
(Geissinger 2004)  examined in her paper some traditions from the most popular 
Hadith source Al-Bukhari that show exegetical comments by Aisha (i.e., Prophet 
Muhammad’s wife) on Qur’anic verses related to theology as well as the ritual of 
Hajj (pilgrimage to Makkah). Machine Learning algorithms can be employed to 
investigate classical exegesis books like Ibn Katheer or Tabari and collect all 
hadiths that are attributed to the prophet’s companions. In this way we end up 
with a large dataset in the form of a matrix of companions against the Qur'anic 
verses on which these companions commented. This matrix can then be 
analysed by Machine Learning algorithms to find clusters and interesting 
associations and patterns that might highlight certain thematic exegetical 
preference pertaining to certain companions. For example, a row in the matrix 
would be associated with Aisha and another will be associated with another 
famous companion Ibn Abbas, and the algorithm will attempt to correlate these 
two entries and might reveal some kind of associations and patterns that might 
highlight exegetical talents of both. 
 
9.3.2.2 Discover patterns and correlations among the seven readings of the 
Qur’an 
(Shah 2004)  described the book authored by Ibn Mujahid on the seven readings 
of the Qur’an. Early scholars exercised extensive effort to preserve a large 
corpus of Qur'anic readings by early readers and grammarians. These readings 
specify subtle morphological and grammatical differences for the same Qur’anic 
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word. These differences has implications on the exegesis and legislative rulings, 
as is the case with verse 5:6  
 ْمُك رسوُءُررب اوُحَسْماَو ْمُكَلُجَْرأَو  رْي َبْعَكْلا َلَرإ 
wamsahu bi rouwsekum wa arjulakum ilal ka’bain  
and wipe / your heads / and your feet / till / the ankles 
and wipe over your heads and wash your feet to the ankles 
Qur’anic Verse -5:6 
The Qur’anic reading scholars: Nafi’, Ibn Amer, Hafs, al-Kesae and Yaqub recited 
‘arjulakum’ as accusative suggesting that foot should be washed, whereas 
scholars: Ibn Katheer, Hamza, Abi Amro and Aasem recited it as ‘arjulikum’ as 
genitive suggesting that foot should be wiped. 
 
Machine Learning algorithms can again be of assistance in discovering 
associations, patterns and interesting correlations between these subtle 
differences. The dataset can encode features as attributes such as case ending 
differences, substitution of a letter with other, singular and plural differences, 
morphological differences, etc.  
 
9.3.2.3 Machine Learning on Syntactic and Linguistic Patterns: 
Arabic and Linguistic scholars since early days investigated the Qur'an in search 
of linguistic phenomenon and interesting associations and patterns. Their 
investigation of such phenomenon in the Qur'an used to be done manually 
through laborious search in the text. As we saw in this paper, a researcher can 
define features of interest and prepare the data set accordingly, and let Machine 
Learning algorithms find associations and define interesting rules, which are then 
studied and verified by Qur'anic scholars further. In this way much human labour 
is saved and wider range of features are easily investigated.  
 
For example, (Omar 2001), investigated the broken plurals of a singular noun in 
the Qur'an . He prepared a list of the occurrences of all such plurals -which 
counted 57 singular nouns- and manually tried to investigate the context of such 
plurals in attempt to discover certain patterns. For example, he found that the 
jumu' al-qillah (plural of fewness) usually comes in the context when fewness as 
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opposed to abundance is highlighted. In the presence of a linguistically tagged 
corpus of the Qur'an -like the Qur'anic Arabic Corpus- a dataset can be prepared 
with features as words surrounding the broken plural and their linguistic tags. 
 
Computational linguistics can automate laborious linguistic search process for 
human researchers. When a tagged corpus is available at hand which tags parts-
of-speech, grammar case, mode and other relevant morphological features for 
each word of the Qur'an, then it becomes easy to build customized queries for 
the computer to fetch. For example, grammatical shifts and anomalies in the 
Qur'an can be easily detected and their contexts can be observed prior to proper 
analysis. When it comes to empirical analysis of certain linguistic phenomenon, 
then linguistically-informed search can be of great help. (Abdul-Roaf, 2003) for 
example, tries to search for macro and micro logical coherence in Qur'anic 
discourse and notes that (p.75) "An exhaustive account of these textual features 
can be realised through the employment of modern text linguistic theory which is 
concerned with the analysis of texts and their lexico-grammatical and phonetic 
features ." To this end modern computational linguistics achieved considerable 
progress in automatic recognition of many such lexico-grammatical features.  
 
9.3.2.4 Machine Translation 
Machine Translation is an active field of research within Machine Learning and 
Computational Linguistics. Translating the Qur'an to world languages has also 
been an area of much scholarly research. For example, ( Branca 2003) 
recognised the usefulness of computer assisted analysis when comparing 
several versions of existing translations and analyzing the differences .  
 
Machine Translation has recently achieved good progress with the availability of 
big corpora of texts in both source and target language. Machine Learning can 
then employ statistical measures to suggest most likely translation of a word from 
source to target language based on their usage in these languages. 
 
Translation of the Qur'an poses especial difficulty given the inimitability of the 
Qur'anic text where the source is impossible to be presented in a target language 
without losing some information in the process. Thus perfect translation of the 
Qur'an is almost impossible, and hence statistical machine translation can always 
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give predictions of best translations where the human researcher needs to make 
the final decision. 
 
9.3.2.5 Computational Stylistics 
Two factors that characterize a text are content and style. According to Muslims, 
the Qur'an is considered miraculous in both these aspects. Style of a text can be 
analysed through a set of measurable patterns called style markers. Research in 
computational stylistics includes software for genre detection and authorship 
attribution. Two main computational tasks involved are the extraction of the style 
markers and classification of the text according to these markers.  
 
Popular style markers focus on distributional lexical measures at token level (e.g., 
word count, sentence count, character per word count, punctuation marks count, 
etc.), syntactic annotation (e.g., passive count, nominalization count, frequency of 
certain POS, etc.), vocabulary richness (e.g., type-token ratio, count of words 
occurring once, i.e., hapax legomena, count of words occurring twice, i.e., dis 
legomena, etc.) or counting frequency of some common words or function words. 
 
When it comes to computationally analyzing the stylistics of the Qur’an, a 
specialised set of such style markers can be designed as the feature set for 
Machine Learning. For example, (Abdul-Roaf 2001) describes a number of 
syntactic features  in the Qur’an which can be analysed computationally like: 
chandelier structures, multi-tiered structures, long argumentative structures, 
information listing structures, obligations, conditional clauses, tail-head/head-tail 
structures, hysteron and proteron, ellipsis, shifts, lexical repetition, recursive ties, 
phrasal ties and Qur’anic oaths.  
 
9.3.2.6 Subjectivity Analysis 
As the Qur’an is a book of guidance, its rhetorical instruments are employed in 
instructions, reminders, warnings, glad tidings, etc. (Jomier 1997) points out that 
‘the feature of argument and persuasion appears continually in the Qur’an. It is 
rare that long passages do not include, as parenthetical phrases, an 
interrogation, an apologetic allusion, an exhortation or a rebuke’.  
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Computational subjectivity analysis aims at computationally analysing the 
subjectivity of a text . Sometimes this research is referenced in literature as 
‘sentiment analysis’ or ‘opinion mining’. Although, this research was motivated 
towards automatically analysing user opinions towards certain products over the 
internet, this research can be geared towards investigating subjectivity and 
rhetoric structure in the Qur’an.  
 
One of the features we found distinguishing between Meccan and Medinan 
chapters is the Qasas or stories of past prophets repeated in Meccan chapters. 
As (Zebiri 2003) notes (p.111) ‘It is clear from the manner of their [stories] telling 
that the primary aim of these stories is not in fact historical. For example, little or 
no attention is paid to specifics such as date and place, and when lists of 
prophets are given they are not necessarily in historical order’ . Therefore, these 
stories can be studied computationally by extracting rhetorically interesting 
features and employing Machine Learning algorithms to discover interesting 
patterns and associations. 
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List of Abbreviations 
BNC – British National Corpus 
CA – Classical Arabic 
FE – Frame Elements 
LU – Lexical Units 
MSA – Modern Standard Arabic 
MUC – Machine Understanding Conference 
NLP – Natural Language Processing 
POS – Part-of-speech 
QAC – Qur’anic Arabic Corpus 
QADT – Qur’anic Arabic Dependency Treebank 
QurAna – Corpus of Qur’anic Anaphora Tagging (Chapter 5) 
QurSim – Corpus of Qur’anic Similar/Related Verses (Chapter 6) 
TF-IDF – Term Frequency, inverse document frequency 
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Appendix A 
Header of the download file for QurSim Dataset 
<!-- 
* PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE OR CHANGE THIS COPYRIGHT BLOCK 
*==================================================================== 
*  Annotation of Qur’anic Pronouns (version 0.1) 
*  Copyright (C) 2011 Abdul-Baquee Muhammad 
*  License: GNU Public License 
* 
*  This annotation contains marking pronons with <pron> tags and 
*   indentifying their antecedents as well as the concepts. 
*  This work used QAC (http://corpus.Quran.com) for segmentation IDs 
*  and POS tagging. 
* 
*  TERMS OF USE: 
* 
*  - Permission is granted to copy and distribute verbatim copies 
*    of this file, but CHANGING IT IS NOT ALLOWED. 
* 
*  - This annotation can be used in any website or application, 
*    provided its source (TextMiningTheQuran.com) is clearly 
*    indicated. 
* 
*  - This copyright notice shall be included in all verbatim copies 
*    of the text, and shall be reproduced appropriately in all works 
*    derived from or containing substantial portion of this file. 
* 
*  Check updates at (http://TextMinigtheQuran.com) 
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--> 
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8' ?> 
<chapter id='1'><verse id='1'><seg id='1'>  ب </seg> 
<seg id='2'>   ْمس </seg> 
<seg id='3'>   َللّٱ </seg> 
<seg id='4'> لٱ </seg> 
<seg id='5'>  نَٰ مْحَر </seg> 
<seg id='6'> لٱ </seg> 
<seg id='7'>   مي حَر </seg> 
</verse><verse id='2'><seg id='8'>  ْلٱ </seg> 
<seg id='9'>  دْم ح </seg> 
<seg id='10'>  ل </seg> 
<seg id='11'>  هَل </seg> 
<seg id='12'>  ب ر </seg> 
<seg id='13'>  ْلٱ </seg> 
<seg id='14'>  ني م لَٰ ع </seg> 
</verse><verse id='3'><seg id='15'> لٱ </seg> 
<seg id='16'>  نَٰ مْحَر </seg> 
<seg id='17'> لٱ </seg> 
<seg id='18'>   مي حَر </seg> 
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Appendix B 
Header of the download file for QurSim Dataset 
<!-- 
* PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE OR CHANGE THIS COPYRIGHT BLOCK 
*==================================================================== 
*  Dataset on Qur’anic Verse Relatedness from Tafsir Ibn Katheer (version 0.1) 
*  Copyright (C) 2011 Abdul-Baquee Muhammad 
*  License: GNU Public License 
* 
*  This dataset lists pairs of verses that have been identified by Ibn 
*  Kathir in his Tafsir book. After collecting these pairs, two further 
*  passes were made manually to brand degree of relatedness.  
*   
*  Level '0': 
*  seems very loosely related and should be understood by looking 
*  into the context in the tafsir book.   
*  
* Level '1': 
* These pairs are understandable by Human reader to be related, but 
* still might be difficult for training learning algorithms 
* 
* Level '2': 
* These pairs are very much related and might be suitable for taining 
* machine learning algorithms. 
* 
*  TERMS OF USE: 
* 
*  - Permission is granted to copy and distribute verbatim copies 
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*    of this file, but CHANGING IT IS NOT ALLOWED. 
* 
*  - This annotation can be used in any website or application, 
*    provided its source (TextMiningTheQuran.com) is clearly 
*    indicated. 
* 
*  - This copyright notice shall be included in all verbatim copies 
*    of the text, and shall be reproduced appropriately in all works 
*    derived from or containing substantial portion of this file. 
* 
*  Check updates at (http://TextMiningtheQuran.com) 
* 
*  USAGE: 
*  
* "uid"    : incremantal ID 
* "ss"     : source chapter number 
* "sv"  : source verse number 
* "ts"  : target chapter number 
* "tv"  : target verse number 
* "common" : the number of common root words between the two verses 
* "relevance" : the degree of relatedness as explained above 
--> 
<pma_xml_export version="1.0">    
    <database name="related-verses"> 
        <!-- Table kathir --> 
        <table name="kathir"> 
            <column name="uid">1</column> 
            <column name="ss">1</column> 
            <column name="sv">1</column> 
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            <column name="ts">1</column> 
            <column name="tv">2</column> 
            <column name="common">0</column> 
            <column name="relevance">2</column> 
        </table> 
